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1

Chapter 1

Introduction

Nearly everything we know and understand about this planet and this uni-
verse at the fundamental level is attributable to the Standard Model (SM) of
particle physics and general relativity (GR); one only needs to reflect on the
huge leaps forward that have been achieved since the beginning of the twen-
tieth century. A large part of the beauty of the SM+GR framework lies in
the fact that it is based on a few extremely powerful underlying principles:
quantum mechanics, gauge invariance and general covariance (along with
some free parameters). For example, within this framework, all known el-
ementary particles are excitations of a small number of quantum fields and
the interactions among them are governed by the gauge symmetries inherent
in the Lagrangian [3, 4, 5].

Despite its success in explaining a vast multitude of phenomena, however,
it is not a completely satisfactory theory. For one, while matter and all other
interactions are described using quantum field theory, gravity is treated clas-
sically. At the very least, once we manage to probe energies near the Planck
scale, a quantum theory of gravity will be necessary; this is one of the most
important gaps in our knowledge of how things work. Within particle physics
too, the phenomenon of neutrino oscillations, the origin of baryonic mat-
ter and the nature of dark matter cannot be explained within the SM+GR
paradigm; the first of these is the only concrete experimental evidence we
have for physics beyond the Standard Model (BSM). A common explanation
for these three outstanding questions involves the presence of some num-
ber of neutral, right-chiral fermions, also dubbed right-handed neutrinos
(RHNs). Being neutral with respect to all gauge interactions in the SM (lead-
ing to a third alias, “sterile neutrinos”), their interaction is solely via Yukawa
couplings [6, 7, 8, 9] (see 2.46 in Chapter 2).
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2 Chapter 1. Introduction

Neutrino oscillations, or flavour violation in the neutrino sector, created a
furor in the physics community when they were first observed in the latter
half of the 20th century. Since then, there has been a concerted effort to look at
it from different perspectives: the disappearance of solar electron neutrinos
by the SAGE, GALLEX, GNO and SNO collaborations [10, 11, 12], electron
neutrinos in nuclear reactors by KamLAND [13], atmospheric muon neutri-
nos by Super-Kamiokande [14] and many others, like K2K [15], T2K [16],
MINOS [17], OPERA [18], Double Chooz [19], RENO [20] and Daya Bay [21].
It is safe to say that neutrino oscillations are an established fact of reality. The
introduction of RHNs allows for the solution of the origin of neutrino masses
and hence neutrino oscillations via the type-I seesaw mechanism [8, 22, 23].

The addition of these particles can confer other benefits as well: the Yukawa
couplings of the RHNs to the Higgs doublet and the left-handed neutrinos
(LHNs) in the SM violates CP symmetry; in the SM, this violation as well as
the deviation from equilibrium is too small to account for the baryon asym-
metry [24, 25]. Now, the RHNs are gauge singlets, so they can stay out of
equilibrium at a temperature where the other particles, experiencing gauge
interactions, reach equilibrium. Further, the RHNs’ Yukawa couplings con-
tain unconstrained CP-violating phases. Both these facts make baryogen-
esis via leptogenesis plausible. When one or more right-handed neutrinos
are out of equilibrium, lepton asymmetries can arise via various processes
like decays, inverse decays, scatterings and flavour oscillations. At tempera-
tures above ∼ 130 GeV, sphalerons can convert these asymmetries into a net
baryon number [26, 27, 28]. The non-equilibrium conditions can occur during
RHN production (“freeze-in” scenario) [29, 30, 31] or once the RHNs “freeze
out” and decay [32, 33, 34]. The latter has been shown to require RHNs that
are very heavy (> 107 GeV) [32, 35, 36, 37, 38] (see 2.46 in Chapter 2 for the
RHN mass term in the type-I seesaw Lagrangian), while the former can occur
with RHNs’ in the sub-TeV mass range [29, 39]. This has been studied for the
case where two right-handed neutrinos are present (see, for example, [6, 40]),
where it was found that such a scenario needs a mass degeneracy between
the RHNs of the order of 10−3. This necessity is absent if three RHNs are
added to the SM and this has been studied by many groups: for example [41,
42, 43, 44, 45].

Right-handed neutrinos are also dark matter candidates [7, 46, 47]. keV-
scale particles are most often considered, for two good reasons. Consider
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Chapter 1. Introduction 3

extremely dense regions, like galactic cores: being fermions, the Pauli ex-
clusion principle prevents RHNs from being packed in an arbitrarily small
volume, so they cannot have an arbitrarily small mass [48]. The other reason
is due to the fact that the (albeit feeble) mixing between the active and sterile
sector (which is a generic case) implies the possibility of a sterile neutrino
decaying into an active one and a photon. This decay rate scales as the fifth
power of the mass, so its non-observation places an upper limit at the keV
scale as well. Recently, a 3.5 keV emission line was observed in the stacked
spectrum of galaxy clusters [49, 50], which evoked great excitement because
it could be due to the decay of dark matter particles; in fact, 7 keV RHNs
could play the part, as argued in that study. However, there are indications
that this may not be so; for instance, refer to [51, 52, 53].

The properties of RHNs are hence of interest and the role that RHNs play
given existing constraints is strongly dependent on their mass (see, for ex-
ample, [54]). In any bottom-up approach to the parameter space, there is
no limiting factor when it comes to their masses; in principle, even sub-eV
masses are possible [55]. Nevertheless, it is possible to exercise some dis-
cernment using extant theoretical and experimental knowledge. Constraints
from Big Bang nucleosynthesis (BBN), for example, limit their lifetime [56]:
the observed abundances of elements, which strongly depend on equilibrium
conditions in the primordial envirmonment, require the RHNs to decay suffi-
ciently early so that these limits are satisfied. This indirectly enforces a lower
limit on the RHN mass. Along with non-detections from direct searches [57,
58] using decays of mesons and gauge bosons, or the decays of the RHNs
themselves, this raises the lower limit on the RHNs’ to about 100 MeV. If
more than two right-handed neutrinos are present in a model, any value be-
tween this and 1-2 orders of magnitude below the Planck mass is experimen-
tally allowed, this upper limit being set by the requirement that the Yukawa
interactions be perturbative [59]. So, without further consideration, a mass
range 16 orders of magnitude in size is open to study. RHNs with masses
near the GUT scale (∼ 1016 GeV) can explain neutrino oscillations while si-
multaneously having sizable Yukawa couplings to the SM neutrinos of O(1)
and leading to standard thermal leptogenesis [59, 60]. The downside to this
scenario is that such massive particles will not be observable in any direct
search planned for the foreseeable future. A pragmatic route is thus to con-
sider masses up to the TeV scale. Several theoretical arguments have been
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4 Chapter 1. Introduction

made in support of the existence of RHNs in this mass window: for heav-
ier particles, without a mechanism to cancel radiative corrections, the Higgs
mass would be destabilized [61], for one. Appeals to Ockham’s razor have
been put forward in the context of the number of extra particles needed to
explain known BSM phenomena [6, 29, 62]. Other arguments for it come
from left-right symmetric models [63, 64], the possibility of B-L being a spon-
taneously broken symmetry which is approximately conserved [65, 66] and
the idea that the RHN mass scale and the electroweak scale have a shared
origin [67].

Within the 16 orders of magnitude in mass that is open to examination, there
are numerous avenues that have been used to look for right-handed neutri-
nos. Under the umbrella of direct searches, for instance, if it is kinematically
allowed, RHNs will take part in any process that involves the SM’s “active”
neutrinos. To this end, there have been experiments in the past that searched
for them in the decay of π and K mesons (where their signature would be
missing energy), or even in the RHNs’ own subsequent decay (in the form
of invisible → leptons), or even both. Such attempts have been made by
PS191 [68], CHARM [69], NuTeV [70], WA66 [71] and NOMAD [72]. Other
possible detection methods for RHNs which are 10s of GeV massive include
gauge boson decays (this was done at DELPHI [73]), s-channel exchange of
W bosons and vector boson fusion [74, 75, 76]. Unfortunately, no experiment
has reported a detection of RHNs so far.

In addition, right-handed neutrinos can also be detected via their indirect
effects on a range of observables. The RHN Majorana masses violate lepton
number, in turn allowing neutrinoless double-beta decay to occur [77]. If they
possess masses larger than 100 MeV (which can be argued for, as discussed,
based on constraints from BBN and non-detections in experiments), the rate
of this process can be large enough to be observable. Further, the Majorana
mass also causes flavour violation in the charged lepton sector, allowing pro-
cesses such as μ → eγ [78], lepton universality violation [79] (in leptonic
pion/kaon decays, semileptonic decays of B mesons and in tau and W boson
decays) and unitarity violation in the PMNS (Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-
Sakata) matrix, i.e. the matrix that parametrizes the mixing among the neu-
trino flavour and mass eigenstates [80]. Since the addition of RHNs also
inevitably modifies the weak currents, multiple electroweak precision ob-
servables like the Weinberg angle, mass and decays of the W boson and the
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invisible decay width of the Z boson will be affected [81]. Signs of their in-
fluence can also be extracted from the considerations of the unitarity of the
CKM matrix [80]: the RHNs affect the leptonic decays which have been used
to determine the matrix elements. Using the experimental values of these
elements and the unitarity of the CKM matrix, the RHNs’ mixing can be con-
strained.

FIGURE 1.1: Taken from [59], this presents a pictorial overview
of how various constraints limit the allowed range of RHN
masses. Relevant to this study are the constraints coming from
the seesaw mechanism (depicted in blue at the top) and all
those shown in purple in the “High Energy Physics” section.

Given the complexity of the parameter space and phenomenology, a com-
bined treatment of constraints is necessary to form a realistic picture of the
status of RHNs. For instance, the authors of [82] combined constraints from
multiple lepton flavour violating processes, while those of [57] used direct
detection and BBN. Lepton number violating processes have been used in [83],
neutrinoless double-beta decay and direct detection in [84] as well as lep-
ton universality observables in [85]. Further combinations of the observables
mentioned above have also been utilized: in [86], for example, lepton uni-
versality, the invisible decay width of the Z boson, the W boson mass and
three lepton flavour-violating decays were considered. In terms of observ-
ables incorporated, some of the most complete studies of the parameter space
in the last few years are [80], where multiple electroweak precision observ-
ables and flavour-violating decays were included, along with tests of lepton
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6 Chapter 1. Introduction

universality and the unitarity of the CKM matrix; the study conducted in [86]
was extended by the inclusion of more electroweak precision observables
(the Fermi constant and mass of the Z boson), flavour-violating decays and
the unitarity of the CKM matrix in [87]; in [88] as well, lepton universality,
flavour-violating decays, the invisible decay width of the Z boson, neutri-
noless double-beta decay and direct searches were considered, while a large
range of observables was included in [59]: flavour-violating processes, neu-
trinoless double-beta decay, lepton universality, electroweak precision ob-
servables, unitarity of the CKM matrix and the most relevant direct searches
at the time.

Many analyses considered the addition of one or two RHNs to the Standard
Model. The choice of having n = 2 RHNs in a model has been adopted either
due to the significant conceptual and computational simplifications that it
entails, or because one RHN is taken to be a dark matter candidate, which
means it interacts so feebly that its effect on neutrino masses and leptogenesis
is negligible (see, for example, [62, 89]). Notwithstanding these reasons, there
are a number of motivating factors to extend this to having three RHNs in the
model. For one, assuming the so-called “seesaw mechanism” to be the sole
generator of neutrino masses, the existence of two non-zero mass differences
implies n ≥ 2, since one RHN is necessary for each observed mass difference.
Although it is currently unknown, if the lightest neutrino is discovered to be
massive, the preceding logic requires the existence of at least one more RHN
(n ≥ 3). Another reason comes from leptogenesis: if two RHNs are present,
their masses have to be quasi-degenerate to generate the BAU [6, 29, 40, 90],
whereas the presence of another one allows for relatively more freedom and
overcomes both these problems [91, 92].

The overarching goal of this thesis is to conduct a robust analysis of the type-
I seesaw model parameter space with n = 3 RHNs having masses in the
0.1-500 GeV range. We confirm previous conjectures and extend previous re-
sults to provide a solid, statistically sound basis for future work. To do this,
we use the “bottom-up” Casas-Ibarra (C-I) parameterization [78]. The pa-
rameter space is of high dimensionality, and the various constraints that are
included in the analysis have relatively complex forms. This presents numer-
ical problems for “top-down” approaches. As an example, the LHN oscil-
lation parameters have been determined accurately enough that generating
parameter points that satisfy these constraints becomes extremely difficult,
when possible. The C-I scheme thus offers an immense numerical benefit in
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comparison. An additional advantage is that it can be cast in to a form where
one part encapsulates parameters in the LHN sector, and another contains
the remaining parameters of the RHNs. On the other hand, deriving simple
relations between the C-I parameters and those that can be motivated by a
particular model is non-trivial. To put it another way, if one comes up with
a theory-motivated prior on the RHNs’ mixings and masses, this would usu-
ally acquire a convoluted form in the C-I parameterization. Here, we focus
on the frequentist framework to statistically interpret the results; the results
obtained are hence prior-independent.

To carry out the scans of the parameter space, the open-source software pack-
age GAMBIT (the Global And Modular BSM Inference Tool) is used [93]. It
is a flexible global fitting software framework that is very useful for conduct-
ing high dimensional analyses. Also, its modular structure allows for the
relatively easy addition of observables/constraints, which is very helpful:
one “only” needs to code up functions that define the observable (or, more
relevantly, likelihoods) to be added. GAMBIT combines these separate like-
lihoods internally, using the results to drive a scan. It is also “statistically
secular”; no particular framework needs to be adhered to. The framework
includes an interface to Diver [94], a differential evolution-based scanner that
provides improved sampling performance compared to regular methods, es-
pecially when it comes to profile likelihood contours (differential evolution
has been shown to be efficient at this [95, 96]). The scanner also allows
the identification and analysis of small, high-likelihood regions in parame-
ter space. There have been several studies conducted using GAMBIT: the
scalar singlet dark matter model [97], Higgs portal dark matter models [98],
the MSSM [99], GUT-scale SUSY models [100] and axions [101], for example.

This thesis contains several improvements over earlier analyses:

• In addition to lower masses, the most relevant direct and indirect con-
straints for RHN masses above that of the W boson have been included
in this study. There have been several analyses that have combined
subsets of the constraints [86, 87, 88], or have focused on answering
a different aspect of the parameter space [59, 83]. Almost all the con-
straints included here were also in the analysis presented in [59] (for
the n = 3 case), but ony for RHNs below 80 GeV.

• The observed mass differences of the SM neutrinos and the mixing an-
gles contained in the PMNS matrix were fixed at their best-fit values
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8 Chapter 1. Introduction

(such as those presented in [102]). Here, they are encoded as nuisance
parameters, using results from the NuFit collaboration [103].

• Electroweak observables such as the Weinberg angle, sin θW , require
very precise calculations for their comparison with the equally accurate
measurements. To this end, the two-loop order calculations of the SM
prediction for sin θeff

W presented in [104] are utilized.

• Many investigations of lepton flavour violation in neutrino models have
focused on the most constraining processes, usually μ → eγ and μ →
eee [59, 80]. This work is inclusive of the most relevant lepton flavour
violating processes. In particular, all leptonic τ decays are present,
for which the most recent average of experimental results provided by
HFLAV [105] is used. Additionally, μ− e conversion in two nuclei (lead
and titanium) is also incuded as a constraint; this can be a relevant con-
straint in the near future [106].

• For the constraint exerted by neutrinoless double-beta decay, it is cho-
sen to carry out the analysis conservatively; in addition, the upper limit
on the effective Majorana mass (and hence the active-sterile mixing) is
encoded in the form of a (one-sided) Gaussian likelihood, not as a strict
cut.

• We supplement earlier tests of lepton universality centered on leptonic
decays of mesons (K and π), tauons and W bosons with the recently
observed semileptonic decays of B mesons [107, 108, 109].

• Triangle plots, showing the distribution of the ratios of flavour-to-total
mixing for the RHNs, are presented in the context of the type-I see-
saw model with three right-handed neutrinos. These plots have been
made for the same model with two RHNs [110]; the plots included here
demonstrate how the freedom offered by the extra particle affects the
distribution.

In terms of methodology, there are several improvements:

• In [59] and [111], for example, there are regions where full convergence
of the scan was not achieved. This is because of the presence of regions
that are finely-tuned, making it difficult for scanners to find such re-
gions and explore them. Here, the upper limits on the mixings are fully
explored over the entire mass range.
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• A differential evolution-based scanning algorithm is used to populate
the profile likelihoods constructed here. This class of algorithms has
been shown to be much more efficient at such “optimization” problems
than the often-used Markov Chain Monte Carlo and nested sampling
techniques [94].

• Additionally, existing upper limits were encoded as hard cuts in [59];
they are encoded as likelihoods here. This confers the advantage of
being able to consistently study the combined effect of individual ex-
periments, since the limits are often presented at different confidence
levels. In the low mass region, in particular, where there are multiple
competing constraints, this plays an important role.

The type-I seesaw model which forms the base of the thesis is described in
chapter 2, along with a short historical perspective, some important defini-
tions and details about the Casas-Ibarra parameterization. In chapter 3, the
various search strategies for right-handed neutrinos that are implemented in
GAMBIT have been listed and each described in detail. Chapter 4 provides
information on the Bayesian and frequentist frameworks of statistical analy-
sis, outlines some points of comparison and also contains a summary of sorts
of GAMBIT itself and its most relevant components. The results are reported
and discussed in chapter 5, while a synopsis of the thesis and avenues for
future work are presented in chapter 6.
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Chapter 2

The type-I seesaw model

Within the Standard Model, neutrinos are weird particles in many aspects.
Not only are they several orders of magnitude lighter than all other known
fermions (at least 6 orders of magnitude separate neutrino masses from that
of the electron, the lightest of the other known fermions), but they also are
immune to the electromagnetic and strong forces, having no electric charge
or colour; all their interactions are mediated by the vector bosons of the weak
sector. To give an idea of how feebly they interact, neutrinos produced in nu-
clear reactors with energies of about 1 MeV have a cross-section ∼ 10−44

cm2 [112]. This roughly corresponds to a probability of ∼ 10−18 to interact
with a solid detector which is 1 m thick, or of ∼ 10−11 to interact with the
Earth considering a trajectory that passes through the planet’s center. Con-
versely, neutrinos are abundant. The average number density of cosmologi-
cal neutrinos is nν ∼ 336 cm−3 and approximately 60 billion neutrinos cross
each square centimeter of our body every second, having been produced in
the core of the Sun by nuclear reactions [113]. A fantastic number (∼ 1058) is
emitted in the few seconds following the gravitational collapse of a massive
star that triggers a supernova.

In the recent past, the Sun and the supernova SN1987A have been the first
two astrophysical objects to be observed in neutrinos [114], and the use of
neutrinos as messengers in astronomy and cosmology should only increase
with time. Their tiny interaction cross section is simultaneously the biggest
problem for neutrino astronomy, since massive detectors are required to get
reasonable event rates, and also a property that can be exploited, because
neutrinos can emerge from deep inside the core of astrophysical objects like
stars and blazars [115], giving us information on the processes that occur
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12 Chapter 2. The type-I seesaw model

there. The IceCube Neutrino Observatory and ANTARES, for instance, cur-
rently search for neutrino fluxes of cosmic origin; both are sensitive to neu-
trinos with energies in the GeV-TeV range [116, 117]. In fact, a few years ago,
IceCube presented evidence for the detection of cosmogenic neutrinos [118].
Upcoming neutrino telescopes such as the Cubic Kilometer Neutrino Tele-
scope/KM3NeT [119], SuperNEMO [120] and NESTOR [121] will build on
these studies in the future.

2.1 Neutrino oscillation

One of the most revolutionary discoveries in recent memory, the fact that
neutrinos can change flavour over distance and time (see [122], for exam-
ple, for a review), is closely connected to the postulation of the existence of
right-chiral neutrinos. A historical exploration of this phenomenon may be
beneficial, once again.

2.1.1 The solar neutrino problem

In the 1920s, when solar physics was still in relative infancy, Arthur Edding-
ton suggested that nuclear fusion, proton-proton reactions essentially, pow-
ers the Sun. More than a decade later, Hans Bethe pioneered the work that
elucidated the details of this process [123], which is now called the proton-
proton reaction chain, or pp-chain:

• Two protons form deuteron by one of the two below reactions:

p + p → d + e+ + νe or (2.1)

p + p + e− → d + νe. (2.2)

• The deuteron picks up another proton, forming a helium-3 nucleus, re-
leasing energy in the form of a photon:

d + p → 3He + γ. (2.3)

• Helium-3 can join with another proton to make the nucleus of helium-4
(an “alpha particle”), two helium-3s can get together to make an alpha
particle and two protons, or the helium-3 can combine with an alpha
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2.1. Neutrino oscillation 13

particle that was produced in one of the previous reactions to make
beryllium-7, with the emission of a photon:

3He + p → α + e+ + νe or (2.4)
3He + 3He → α + p + p or (2.5)

3He + α → 7Be + γ. (2.6)

• Finally, beryllium-7 can absorb an electron, making lithium, which then
picks up a proton, yielding two alpha particles, or it absorbs a proton,
making boron-8, which goes to an excited state of beryllium-8, and from
there to two alpha particles:

7Be + e− → 7Li + νe, (2.7)
7Li + p → α + α or (2.8)
7Be + p → 8B + γ, (2.9)

8B → 8Be∗ + e+ + νe, (2.10)
8Be∗ → α + α. (2.11)

The main point is that there are multiple processes in this chain that produce
electron neutrinos. In 1968, Ray Davis et al. [124] reported the results of the
first experiments to measure solar neutrinos, to verify the calculations carried
out by John Bahcall [125]. He used a massive tank of cleaning fluid (which
contains chlorine), because chlorine can absorb a neutrino and convert to
argon:

νe +
37Cl → 37Ar + e−. (2.12)

The experiment involved the collection of argon atoms for several months
(they were produced at a rate of about one atom every two days). The total
accumulation, however, was only about a third of what Bahcall predicted,
leading to the birth of the infamous “solar neutrino problem” [124].

At first, the result was not taken seriously. Bahcall’s calculations were heav-
ily model-dependent and since Davis claimed to have flushed 33 argon atoms
out of a tank containing 615 tons of tetrachloroethylene, it could easily have
been that he simply missed some. This changed when other detection meth-
ods showed the same deficit, and Pontecorvo came up with the simple hy-
pothesis that the neutrinos from the Sun transform, in flight, into a species
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14 Chapter 2. The type-I seesaw model

which the experiment was not sensitive to: the mechanism now called neu-
trino oscillation [126].

2.1.2 The two-flavour case

Take two neutrino types, say νe and νμ. If they can convert between one other,
they cannot be eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian; the true ones (call them ν1

and ν2; the mass eigenstates) must be some orthogonal, linear combination
of them, or, equivalently

(
|νe〉∣∣νμ

〉
)

=

(
cos θ sin θ

− sin θ cos θ

)(
|ν1〉
|ν2〉

)
, (2.13)

θ being the mixing angle. The initial state must be a pure electron neutrino
(assume it has a well-defined momentum):

|ν(t = 0)〉 = |νe〉 = cos θ |ν1〉+ sin θ |ν2〉 . (2.14)

According to the Schrödinger equation, this state evolves in time according
to

|ν(t)〉 = cos θe−iE1t |ν1〉+ sin θe−iE2t |ν2〉 . (2.15)

The energies of the mass eigenstates are1

Ei =
√

p2 + m2
i ≈ p +

m2
i

2p
≈ E +

m2
i

2E
; (2.16)

therefore, the probability of finding a muon neutrino at time t comes out to
be

P(νe → νμ; t) = | 〈νμ

∣∣ν(t)〉 |2 = sin2 2θ sin2
(

Δm2

4E
t
)

; Δm2 = m2
2 −m2

1,

(2.17)
or, in terms of distance L [127],

P(νe → νμ; t) = sin2 2θ sin2
(

1.27Δm2 L
E

)
. (2.18)

In the above equation, Δm2 is in eV2, L in km and E in GeV; the factor of
1.27 arises from the combination of the conversion factors (c, h̄) necessary to

1Note that here, and in the entirety of this thesis, c = 1.
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express the equation in natural units.

So, there appear to be 2 key ingredients necessary for oscillation: a non-zero
mixing θ and a non-zero mass difference Δm2.

Full experimental verification would have to wait until the new millennium,
when the results of Super-Kamiokande (Super-K/SK) [128] (νμ → ντ) and the
Sudbury Neutrino Observatory (SNO) [129] (νe → νμ, ντ) finally vindicated
the hypothesis.

2.1.3 The three-flavour case

Extending this to 3 generations, the relation between the flavour and mass
eigenstates can be written as

|να〉 = ∑
i

U∗
αi |νi〉 , (2.19)

labeling the flavour eigenstates with Greek, and the mass eigenstates with
Latin indices. U is the PMNS matrix [130]. It is unitary; this follows from
the fact that the flavour (and mass) eigenstates are orthogonal to each other.
Now, the most general N×N complex matrix requires 2N2 independent real
parameters to describe it. With a unitary condition ∑i UαiU∗

βi = δαβ, N2 of
these can be eliminated. These remaining parameters can be divided into
N(N − 1)/2 angles and N(N + 1)/2 phases. One can then make any matrix
element of U real and positive by redefining a flavour eigenstate; for exam-
ple, Ue1 = |Ue1|eiφe1 can be made real by redefining |νe〉 → |νe〉 eiφe1 . This can
be done for a column, eliminating N phases.

If neutrinos are Dirac particles, redefining mass eigenstates is also allowed,
and N − 1 more phases can be eliminated, so 2N − 1 phases can be made
unphysical, leaving (N − 1)(N − 2)/2 physically relevant phases.

If neutrinos are Majorana particles, on the other hand, the phase of the mass
eigenstates cannot be arbitrarily changed, because of the form of the corre-
sponding mass term. Two “Majorana” phases will also be physical, in this
case. These phases, however, have no effect on flavour transitions, since they
are common to a column in the mixing matrix.
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16 Chapter 2. The type-I seesaw model

The neutrino oscillation probability does not, in general, respect CP or T sym-
metry. Consider the oscillation probability

P(να → νβ) = |∑
j

UβjU∗
αje
−im2

j
L

2Eν | (2.20)

= ∑
j=1,3

|Uβj|2|Uαj|2 (2.21)

+ ∑
j<k

2Re|UβjU∗
βkU∗

αjUαk| cos

(
Δm2

jkL

2E

)
(2.22)

+ ∑
j<k

2Im|UβjU∗
βkU∗

αjUαk| sin

(
Δm2

jkL

2E

)
, (2.23)

where Δmjk is the difference between the masses of the jth and kth neutrino,
i.e. Δmjk = mj −mk.

With three generations of neutrinos, as in the SM, the preceding discussion
implies that there will be three mixing angles, call them θ12, θ23 and θ13, and,
assuming neutrinos to be Dirac particles for now, one physically relevant
phase δ. The mixing angles are defined through the elements of the matrix
U [131]:

cos2 θ12 =
|Ue1|2

1− |Ue3|2 , sin2 θ12 =
|Ue2|2

1− |Ue3|2 , (2.24)

cos2 θ23 =
|Uτ3|2

1− |Ue3|2 , sin2 θ23 =
|Uμ3|2

1− |Ue3|2 , (2.25)

sin2 θ13 = |Ue3|2. (2.26)

• A CP transformation is equivalent to replacing neutrinos with anti-
neutrinos, meaning we have to make the change U → U∗. This will
cause the “sin” terms to switch sign; the “cos” terms stay the same. CP
violation thus requires the mixing matrix to have a non-zero imaginary
component, which is possible only if δ is different from 0 or π.

• A time reversal can be achieved by interchanging α and β. Once again,
the “sin” terms change sign, while the “cos” terms do not, leading to
the same condition on δ as above.

• A CPT transformation (U → U∗+ α ↔ β) leaves the probability invari-
ant. This is expected, since the CPT theorem [132] requires, in vacuum,
that P(να → νβ) = P(ν̄β → ν̄α).
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2.1. Neutrino oscillation 17

• Apart from the condition on δ, all 3 mixing angles must be non-zero;
θ12, θ23, θ13 	= 0.

The study of, and search for such violation is a very interesting and ongoing
topic of research, since it might play a vital role in explaining the baryon
asymmetry of the universe [133].

2.1.4 Neutrino masses and hierarchies

Various experimental techniques and approaches have been utilized to deter-
mine the oscillation parameters: solar neutrino experiments like SAGE [10],
GALLEX/GNO [11] (using gallium) and the original Homestake chlorine
experiment [124], SNO [12] (heavy water detector), KamLAND [13] (liquid
scintillators), Kamiokande/Super-Kamiokande [14] (radiochemical/light wa-
ter Cherenkov detectors) and Borexino [134, 135] have all collected large
amounts of data that have led to the determination of the so-called solar pa-
rameters, Δm2

sol and sin2 θsol (due to the trappings of convention, the mass
eigenstates |νi〉 are usually labeled such that |Ue1|2 > |Ue2|2 > |Ue3|2, im-
plying that the ν1 component of νe is larger than the ν2 component, which
is in turn larger than the ν3 component. In this light, since ν1 and ν2 would
be “electron neutrino rich”, the oscillations observed in the solar neutrino
problem are governed by Δm2

21 ≡ m2
2 −m2

1; Δm2
sol and sin2 θsol are thus syn-

onymous with Δm2
21 and sin2 θ21).

Atmospheric neutrino experiments, on the other hand, such as Super-K [14],
MACRO [136] and IceCube [137], along with long baseline experiments like
K2K [15] and MINOS [17] have measured the corresponding “atmospheric
neutrino parameters”, |Δm2

atm| and sin2 θatm (atmospheric neutrino oscilla-
tions are, analogous to the solar case, more dependent on Δm2

31 and Δm2
32,

making the “atm” label synonymous with the these quantities).

Other experiments like Daya Bay, RENO and Double Chooz have measured
the third mixing angle, θ13. Now, SNO determined the ordering of the solar
neutrino pair, showing that m2

2 > m2
1, so Δm2

21 > 0. Unfortunately, this leaves
the position of ν3 ambiguous. It could be heavier than the other two, or much
lighter (hence the modulus sign for this mass splitting). If m2

3 > m2
2, the

structure is referred to as the “normal hierarchy/ordering” (NH/NO), while
the other case is called the “inverted hierarchy/ordering” (IH/IO). Which
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18 Chapter 2. The type-I seesaw model

one occurs in reality is yet to be determined. The rest of the parameters (the
CP-violating phases) are also undetermined.

Further, the oscillation results also indicate that one splitting is small, while
the other is relatively larger; this seems like a similar structure as that seen in
the leptons (e and μ closer together, τ the loner) as well as in the quark sector
(u and c relatively close, t higher and d and s close, b higher).

Unfortunately, oscillations are only sensitive to differences in the squares of
the neutrino masses, and, of course, one would like to measure the individ-
ual neutrino masses directly, which turns out to be very hard. Beta decay
is the standard method used to directly determine the mass scale of neu-
trinos, particularly since it is a model-independent approach [138]. An ex-
periment typically yields the electron energy spectrum; a non-zero neutrino
mass would cause slight changes in the slope of this curve and also affect the
maximum permitted energy (or endpoint) for the electron and these changes
are examined. However, a number of conditions restrict the accuracy of an
experiment: the statistical error due to the small number of electrons in the
endpoint of the spectrum, the energy resolution of the detector, the nature
of the source (it should be thin enough to prevent energy loss of the electron
post-decay) and its endpoint energy (the sensitivity improves with smaller
values of this quantity) and background atomic and nuclear effects. Measure-
ments of the effective Majorana mass from neutrinoless double-beta decay is
another method used, where the amplitude of the peak in the electron en-
ergy spectrum gives information on the mass. The effective mass enters the
amplitude through nuclear matrix elements, which suffer from quite large
uncertainties; this also makes the calculations model-dependent [139]. Due
to these significant difficulties, only placing limits has been possible so far,
with the strongest ones coming from neutrinoless double-beta decay experi-
ments [140, 141, 142] (the latter method is applicable specifically to Majorana
neutrinos, while the former is applicable to both Dirac and Majorana neutri-
nos).

However, although the mass of the lightest neutrino is unknown, the sum
of the neutrino masses has been bounded from above using cosmological
data. Massive neutrinos are initially relativistic in the Universe, becoming
non-relativistic after a transition when their rest masses begin to dominate.
Imprints have been left on the cosmic microwave background (via the Sachs-
Wolfe effect [143], which shifts the amplitude and location of the CMB acous-
tic peaks [144]) and the large scale structure (through suppression of the
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clustering of matter because of the large free-streaming velocity of neutri-
nos [145]). Assuming the Lambda cold dark matter (ΛCDM) model and
combining this information with that coming from baryon acoustic oscilla-
tions (BAO), the PLANCK collaboration has placed tight constraints on the
sum of neutrino masses: ∑ mν < 0.12 eV [146] (the limit can vary depending
on the cosmological datasets used, as is evident in their analysis). The sum
is also bounded from below, since the mass differences are known: for NH,

∑ mν > 0.06 eV; for IH, ∑ mν > 0.1 eV [146]. The upper limit on the sum
of the neutrino masses has thus begun to put pressure on the inverted mass
hierarchy.

Additionally, the nature of neutrinos, i.e. whether they are Dirac or Majorana
particles, is also an unresolved issue: all mass terms in the SM involve a left-
and right-handed field. Only left-handed neutrinos have been observed to
exist, so the idea, coming from Ettore Majorana [147], is then to form a right-
handed field from a left-handed one and make a mass term this way. Here,

nC
L = Cn̄T

L (2.27)

would be a right-handed field; C is the charge conjugation matrix, which can
be defined in a representation-independent way [148] through

C−1γμC = −γT
μ . (2.28)

A field defined by nL + nC
L would be self-conjugate, i.e. the particle and anti-

particle are identical. Since this would violate charge conservation, neutri-
nos are currently the only possible candidates within the Standard Model for
having a Majorana nature. It also turns out that one cannot form a mass term
with the fields in the SM: the left-handed neutrinos have a spin of 1/2 and
a weak hypercharge of -1. A term such as n̄L

CnL, on the other hand, would
have a spin of 1 and a weak hypercharge of -2, meaning that their coupling
requires a Higgs with weak hypercharge +2 and spin -1 (aka a Higgs triplet
with hypercharge +2); such a field is non-existent in the SM and the simplest
way to construct such Majorana fields is to postulate the existence of right-
handed neutrinos.
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Dirac and Majorana mass terms

The SM confers two common properties on all fermions except neutrinos:
they are Dirac particles and they get their masses through the Higgs mecha-
nism. As discussed above, neutrinos could very well be Majorana particles; it
may also be that the origin of their masses does not involve the Higgs mech-
anism.

Suppose n neutral, right-handed fields are postulated, in juxtaposition to the
left-handed neutrinos. Like the other right-handed fields, they are usually
taken to be SU(2)L (the symmetry group associated with weak isospin) sin-
glets; with the definition of electric charge, this implies that the weak hy-
percharge Y = 2(Q− T3) = 0, Q being the electric charge and T3 the third
component of weak isospin. The right-handed fields are thus singlets of the
whole gauge group of the Standard Model.

Nevertheless, they will have non-trivial effects, the first of which is new in-
teractions in the Yukawa sector, like

−∑
l,l′

Fll′ �̄lLΦ̃nl′R + h.c., (2.29)

where Fll′ are coupling constants, �L denotes the lepton doublet and Φ̃ =

εΦ∗, where ε is the Levi-Civita tensor and Φ is the SM Higgs doublet. Iden-
tifying the newly introduced fields nR as precisely the right-handed com-
ponents of the left-handed SM neutrinos2, this gives rise to the Dirac mass
terms

−Lmass = ∑
l,l′

Fll′
v√
2

n̄lLnl′R + h.c. (2.30)

In flavor space, this corresponds to a mass matrix

Mll′ =
v√
2

Fll′ . (2.31)

Generally, this matrix is not diagonal, and the fields are not connected to the
physical fermion fields; to get the physical fields, one must find the eigenvec-
tors of the mass matrix, which is usually achieved by diagonalizing it using
a (bi-unitary) transformation [149]:

U†MV = MD. (2.32)

2The invariance of equation 2.29 necessitates the assignment of lepton number to the
right-handed fields.
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Defining new states by

nL ≡ ∑
α

UαναL, (2.33)

nR ≡ ∑
α

VαναR, (2.34)

Now, equation 2.30 can be recast as

−Lmass = ∑
α

ν̄αLMDαναR + h.c. (2.35)

Here, MDα is the αth diagonal element of MD. The να thus come out to be
fields with definite masses and are physical particles. The mass term in equa-
tion 2.35 is a Dirac mass, which contains particles of opposite chirality.

With this, neutrinos are treated on the same footing as the other known
fermions. Unfortunately, the model leaves something to be desired; it does
not provide any information on the eigenvalues of Fll′ , which determine the
neutrino masses. Neither does it say anything about the size of their mixings.
Of course, if the coupling constants are small compared to those that influ-
ence the lepton and quark masses, then the observed mass differences may
come out, but a priori, there is no cause for suspecting that this is so. Further,
the model is incomplete; there are other gauge-invariant terms that can still
be written.

Case in point, a Majorana mass term, which involves fields of the same chiral-
ity, can be written:

− 1
2

MMν̄C
RνR + h.c. (2.36)

Although the introduction of such a term is not forbidden by the Standard
Model gauge group, it violates lepton number (the difference between the
number of leptons and anti-leptons in a process) by two units. Left-chiral
neutrinos are usually not given a Majorana mass term, since such a term
would break hypercharge [150]. Further, since right-chiral neutrinos do not
participate in weak processes, nothing prevents them from having Majorana
mass terms. The introduction of both kinds of mass terms is the most widely
used route to the “seesaw mechanism”, which generates neutrino masses
and can explain why the left-chiral ones are light.
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2.2 The seesaw mechanism

2.2.1 The type-I seesaw

The type-I seesaw mechanism is characterized by the following:

• There is no Majorana mass term for left-chiral neutrinos.

• The Higgs sector of the SM is unchanged.

• MM  MD, i.e. the Majorana masses for the right-chiral neutrinos are
much larger than the Dirac masses.

One-flavour case

As an example to demonstrate the seesaw mechanism, consider one genera-
tion of neutrinos. The possible mass terms that can be formed, based on the
details outlined earlier are

−MDν̄LνR − 1
2

MMν̄C
RνR + h.c. (2.37)

For clarification and expression in terms of a mass matrix, introduce

ν =

(
νL

νC
R

)
, (2.38)

which reduces the mass terms to

− 1
2

ν̄Mν + h.c., (2.39)

with the mass matrix

M =

(
0 MD

MD MM

)
. (2.40)

Using an orthogonal transformation such asM = OmOT, this can be diago-
nalized. The diagonal elements turn out to be

m22(11) =
1
2

MM ±
√

M2
M + 4M2

D. (2.41)
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These can be negative; to ensure that the elements of m are positive, let us
introduce m′ijηij = mij, where ηij = ±1. A re-definition of the fields:

νM = (O√η)†ν + [(O√η)†ν]C (2.42)

allows a mass term similar to equation 2.39:

− 1
2

ν̄MmνM + h.c. (2.43)

Notice that νC
M = νM. We now have 2 Majorana fields with masses m11 and

m22.

In the limit of MM  MD, the mass terms for the 2 Majorana fields become

m11
∼= M2

D
MM

and (2.44)

m22
∼= MM, (2.45)

and we end up with a heavy neutrino and a light(er) one. The interplay
between MM, MD and the resulting masses is the origin of the “seesaw” ter-
minology [8].

The three-flavour case

Adding 3 RHNs to the Standard Model’s particle content introduces 18 new
real parameters (3 RHN masses, 3 LHN masses, 3 mixing parameters for the
LHNs as well as 3 CP-violating phases and 3 complex or 6 real angles for the
mixing among LHNs and RHNs). In order to establish notation, we briefly
go over the neutrino mixing matrices and masses, following the conventions
in [59].

With the addition of the new particles, the Lagrangian has the following
form:

L = LSM + iν̄R /∂νR − �̄LFνRΦ̃− Φ̃†ν̄RF†�L − 1
2

(
ν̄C

R MMνR + ν̄RM†
MνC

R

)
.

(2.46)
Here, �L = (νL, eL)

T are the left-handed leptons3 in the SM and Φ̃ = εΦ∗,
where ε is the Levi-Civita tensor and Φ is the Higgs doublet. MM is the

3Four-component spinor notation is used here, though the chiral spinors νR and �L have
only two non-zero components (PRνR = νR and PL�L = �L).
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Majorana mass matrix for νR and F is the Yukawa coupling matrix. We work
in a flavour basis where MM = diag(M1, M2, M3).

After electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB), the complete neutrino mass
term reads

− 1
2
(ν̄Lν̄C

R)M
(

νC
L

νR

)
+ h.c., (2.47)

with

M =

(
δm1-loop

ν MD

MT
D MM

)
, (2.48)

where MD = Fv, v being the Higgs field expectation value (v = 174 GeV at
T = 0). The 1-loop correction δm1-loop

ν has been included, since it allows the
performance of an analysis that is consistent at second order in the Yukawa
couplings F. It is given by [151]

(
δm1-loop

ν

)
αβ

= ∑
I

FαI MI FT
Iβl(MI), (2.49)

where l(MI) is a correction factor given by

l(MI) =
1

(4π)2

[(
3ln[(MI/mZ)

2]

(MI/mZ)2 − 1

)
+

(
ln[(MI/mH)

2]

(MI/mH)2 − 1

)]
. (2.50)

The mass matrix (equation 2.48) can be diagonalized by a matrix having the
form [86]

U =

(
cos(θ) sin(θ)
− sin

(
θ†) cos

(
θ†)

)(
Uν 0
0 U∗

N

)
, (2.51)

with

cos(θ) =
∞

∑
n=0

(−θθ†)n

(2n)!
and (2.52)

sin(θ) =
∞

∑
n=0

(−θθ†)nθ

(2n + 1)!
. (2.53)

Here, θ is the matrix that mediates the mixing between the active neutrinos
νL and the sterile neutrinos νR. Therefore, in general,

U†MU∗ =

(
mdiag

ν 0

0 Mdiag
N

)
, (2.54)
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or, in other words,

Mdiag
N = UT

N MNUN = diag(M1, M2, M3) and (2.55)

mdiag
ν = U†

ν mνU∗
ν = diag(m1, m2, m3), (2.56)

with

mν = mtree
ν + δm1-loop

ν , (2.57)

mtree
ν = −MD M−1

M MT
D = −θMMθT = −v2FM−1

M FT and (2.58)

MN = MM +
1
2

(
θ†θMM + MT

MθTθ∗
)

. (2.59)

Equation 2.58 shows the 3-generation analogue of the seesaw behavior that
was seen in equation 2.44. The additional complex conjugation of UN ensures
that the relation among mass and flavour eigenstates will be analogous for
LHNs and RHNs within the notation.

In the second part of equation 2.55, the difference between the eigenvalues of
MM and MN, which is of second order in θ, is neglected. This is justified be-
cause of the experimental constraints on the magnitude of the elements θαI .
The limit of small θαI is usually referred to as the seesaw limit because it corre-
sponds to MD � MM (in terms of eigenvalues). It allows the approximation

θ = MD M−1
M (2.60)

and

U =

[(
1− 1

2 θθ† θ

−θ† 1− 1
2 θ†θ

)
+O(θ3)

](
Uν 0
0 U∗

N

)
. (2.61)

The light and heavy neutrino mass eigenstates are given by

ν = V†
ν νL −U†

ν θνc
R + VT

ν νc
L −UT

ν θ∗νR, (2.62)

and
N = V†

NνR + ΘTνc
L + VT

Nνc
R + Θ†νL, (2.63)
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respectively. The matrices Vν and VN (which represent the mixing between
mass and interaction eigenstates in the respective sectors) can be defined as

Vν ≡
(

1− 1
2

θθ†
)

Uν, (2.64)

V∗N ≡
(

1− 1
2

θTθ∗
)

UN, (2.65)

while mixing between the two sectors is encoded in the matrix

Θ = θU∗
N. (2.66)

This quantity is of primary interest because it controls the interactions of the
heavy neutrinos with the physical Higgs field h and the W and Z bosons, as
shown by the couplings

− g√
2

N̄IΘ†
IαγμeLαW+

μ −
g√
2

ēLαγμΘαI NIW−
μ

− g
2 cos θW

N̄IΘ†
IαγμνLαZμ − g

2 cos θW
ν̄LαγμΘαI NiZμ

− g√
2

MI

mW
Θαihν̄LαNI − g√

2
MI

mW
Θ†

IαhN̄IνLα. (2.67)

Here, g is the weak gauge coupling constant and θW the Weinberg angle. For
convenience, we use introduce the notation

U2
αI ≡ |ΘαI |2, (2.68)

U2
I ≡ U2

eI + U2
μI + U2

τ I and (2.69)

U2
α ≡ ∑

I
U2

αI . (2.70)

Here, U2
αI represents the coupling of right-handed neutrino nI to flavour α,

U2
I the total coupling of RHN nI to all three flavours α = e, μ, τ and U2

α the
total strength of the coupling of all three RHNs (I = 1, 2, 3) to a single flavour
α.

2.2.2 Other seesaw mechanisms

Aside from what has been discussed above, other variants of the seesaw
mechanism have been worked out. One of them was briefly touched upon in
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section 2.1.4, while describing how Majorana mass terms can be constructed.
There are two variants of the above “standard” seesaw mechanism.

The type-II seesaw

Here, a Higgs triplet Δ with weak hypercharge Y = +2 plays the role of the
RHNs [23, 152, 153]. In this case, the active neutrino masses are given by

mν =
yΔμv2

M2
Δ

, (2.71)

and under the expectation that μ ∼ Mδ, if MΔ  v, the active neutrinos
are naturally light. This model has been studied in [154], for example, in
connection to the baryon asymmetry of the universe and in [155, 156] to test
detectability.

Aside from the caveat that small active neutrino masses require the mass
scale of the extra particles to be very high, the re-formulation of the Higgs
sector makes this model less minimal than the type-I variant, which we focus
on in this study.

The type-III seesaw

In this variant, a fermion triplet is introduced into the mix [157]; the triplet
has zero hypercharge. This leads to neutrino masses given by

mν = −yT
T

1
MT

yTv2, (2.72)

when MT  v (as is required to generate small active neutrino masses). Mir-
roring the situation in the type-I scenario, at least two triplets are needed to
explain the two observed mass splittings. Unlike the RHN singlets in the
type-I variant, however, the triplet(s) are capable of having gauge interac-
tions as well as inducing mixing among the charged leptons, implying that
it is possible to produce them in colliders and also observe rare decays [158].
The lightest neutral component of a triplet could also play the role of a dark
matter candidate [159], and can also successfully lead to leptogenesis [160].
Nevertheless, as mentioned, we focus on the minimal type-I seesaw model
here.
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The inverse seesaw

In addition to the variants of the “standard” mechanism, there also exists a
class of inverse seesaw mechanisms, where both right-handed neutrinos and
sterile fermions (the sterile states are left-handed, but singlets of the Stan-
dard Model gauge group) are added to the Standard Model [161, 162, 163].
An extra (dimensionful) parameter offers the chance to obtain small active
neutrino masses, while still having sizeable couplings among the LHNs and
RHNs.

In [164], it was shown that two sub-classes of the inverse seesaw (with min-
imal additions) can account for oscillation data. The first extends the SM by
two RHNs and two sterile states. It leads to compliance with all constraints,
but is quite fine tuned and strictly leads to a normal hierarchy for the light
neutrinos [164]. The second class also extends the SM by two RHNs, but by
three sterile states. This class allows the existence of both normal and in-
verted mass hierarchies for the light neutrinos (IH only marginally so). The
mass of the lightest sterile neutrino can vary over a large interval and, de-
pending on its regime, can explain reactor anomalies [164], or provide a dark
matter candidate (for a mass of the lightest sterile state around a keV) [164].

Our choice of using the type-I seesaw model is motivated by multiple rea-
sons: it is the most parsimonious of all the variants with respect to the ad-
dition of new fields, and is also the most widely studied. Additionally, it
effectively describes the inverse seesaw in the limit of conservation of B-L
(the difference between baryon and lepton number).

2.3 The Casas-Ibarra parameterization

The bottom-up Casas-Ibarra (C-I) scheme [78] is used in this study. It offers
many advantages for our purpose: since the parameter space is of high di-
mensionality, any simplification offered would be a boon. This scheme, by
construction, satisfies neutrino oscillation data, making it easier to sample
the space while still obeying these constraints (something which can be hard
to do otherwise, since the oscillation parameters have been determined quite
accurately). The numerical benefit this confers was a strong reason for this
choice.
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Let us start simple and begin the derivation at tree level. Also, let’s work in
a basis where the charged lepton mass matrix is diagonal. With the type-I
seesaw model (containing 3 RHNs) in mind, the full neutrino mass matrix
after EWSB is

M =

(
0 MD

MT
D MM

)
, (2.73)

which, as in equation 2.54, can be diagonalized by a unitary matrix U via a
rotation between neutrino flavour and mass eigenstates. As before, since the
“active” block of U is unitary to a good degree of approximation, this mixing
matrix can be expanded:

U =

(
1− θθ†

2 θ

−θ† 1− θθ†

2

)(
Uν 0
0 U∗

N

)
+O(θ3) =

(
Uν θU∗

N

−θ†Uν U∗
N

)
+O(θ2).

(2.74)
Also, from the diagonalization ofM, the following relations can be obtained
at leading order in θ:

θ∗MMθ† ≈ −U∗
ν mdiag

ν U†
ν and (2.75)

MM ≈ UN Mdiag
N UT

N. (2.76)

These two relations imply that

(θU∗
N)
∗Mdiag

N (θU∗
N)

† ≈ −U∗
ν mdiag

ν U†
ν . (2.77)

The Casas-Ibarra parameterization [78] takes the LHN masses and angles
and the PMNS matrix phases as input, ensuring that the constraints in this
sector are always satisfied. The first step is to manipulate equation 2.75 and
re-write it in the form

⎛
⎝i

1√
mdiag

ν

U†
ν θU∗

N

√
Mdiag

N

⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝i

1√
mdiag

ν

U†
ν θU∗

N

√
Mdiag

N

⎞
⎠

T

= 1. (2.78)

The general solution to this isRRT = 1, whereR is constrained to be a 3× 3
complex, orthogonal matrix which encodes the degrees of freedom associ-
ated with the RHN sector. With this, Θ ≡ θU∗

N, which represents the mixing
among the LHNs and RHNs, can be written in terms ofR as:

Θ = iUν

√
mdiag

ν R
√

Mdiag
N . (2.79)
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Following [165] and inserting δm1-loop
ν from equation 2.49 into equation 2.57

allows us to re-write the latter as

mν = −θM̃θT, (2.80)

analogous to equation 2.58, where

M̃ = UN M̃diagUT
N; (2.81)

M̃diag = MIδI J

[
1− M2

I
v2 l(MI)

]
. (2.82)

Under these conditions, the matrix U which diagonalized the full neutrino
mass matrix is not modified by radiative corrections, apart from the change
in mν. Without such corrections, M̃ would be identical to MN at second order
in θ. The one-loop corrected Casas-Ibarra scheme is now slightly modified,
becoming

Θ = iUν

√
mdiag

ν R
√

M̃diag
−1

. (2.83)

The parameterization ofR

The matrixR is, in turn, parameterized by 3 complex angles ωij in this way:

R = R23R13R12, (2.84)

withRij having the non-zero elements

Rij
ii = Rij

jj = cos ωij, (2.85)

Rij
ij = −Rij

ji = sin ωij, (2.86)

Rij
kk = 1; k 	= i, j. (2.87)

Since we work in the flavor basis where the Yukawa couplings of the charged
leptons are diagonal, Uν can be parameterized as

Uν = V23UδV13U−δV12diag(eiα1/2, eiα2/2, 1), (2.88)
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where U±δ = diag(e∓iδ/2, 1, e±iδ/2). The matrix Vij has the non-zero entries

Vij
ii = Vij

jj = cos θij, (2.89)

Vij
ij = −Vij

ji = sin θij, (2.90)

Vij
kk = 1; k 	= i, j, (2.91)

where θij are the LHN mixing angles. The parameters α1, α2 and δ are CP-
violating phases.

Note that Θ has an exponential dependence on the imaginary parts of ωij:
Θ2 ∼ exp(2Im(ω))

M . Large values of Im(ω) produce mixings that are too large
to pass any constraints, so we pre-emptively disallow choices that lead to
|Θ|2ij > 1.

2.4 Tuning and symmetries

An easy way to generate small neutrino masses mi is the limit MI  v, as
motivated by Grand Unified Theories (MI ∼ 1016 GeV) [166]. However, such
heavy RHNs would be hard to detect experimentally.

The case can be made for the naturalness of lower values of MI (MI ∼ eV),
since lepton number conservation (broken by the Majorana masses MI) is re-
stored in the limit of all MI → 0. However, then, the above suppression by
v/MI that explains the smallness of the mi in the conventional seesaw sce-
nario becomes insufficient to generate active neutrino masses that agree with
experimental values [54]. By bringing the RHN masses to the scale of ex-
perimentally accessible values and ignoring the mixing between left-handed
neutrinos (which contributesO(1) corrections), the largest coupling and mix-
ing that a right-handed neutrino can have turns out to be [59]

FαI ∼ f 2
I ≡

MI

v2

√
Δm2

atm + m2
ν0

; (2.92)

UαI ∼ u2
I ≡

1
MI

√
Δm2

atm + m2
ν0

, (2.93)

with mν0 being the mass of the lightest left-handed neutrino. The u2
I defined

above can be very small; for an RHN of mass 1 GeV, assuming a lightest
neutrino mass of about 0.2 eV (the approximate limit KATRIN is expected
to place in the near future [167]), f I ≈ 9 × 10−8 and u2

I ≈ 2.3 × 10−10.
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32 Chapter 2. The type-I seesaw model

This is smaller than the expected sensitivity of upcoming experiments like
NA62 [110], SHiP [168] and T2K [169].

There is a way out, though, and it exploits the fact that the estimate in equa-
tion 2.92 assumes that there are no cancellations in the seesaw relation. Such
cancellations would allow for larger individual U2

αI while keeping the eigen-
values m2

i of mνm†
ν small. One way for this to happen is for the Lagrangian

(equation 2.46) to (approximately) respect the B-L symmetry of the SM [65,
66, 170]. Following [111], this can be realized if the Yukawa coupling and
mass matrix can be brought into the form

MM = M

⎛
⎜⎝

1− μ 0 0
0 1 + μ 0
0 0 μ′

⎞
⎟⎠ and (2.94)

F =

⎛
⎜⎝

Fe(1 + εe) iFe(1− εe) Feε
′
e

Fμ(1 + εμ) iFμ(1− εμ) Fμε′μ
Fτ(1 + ετ) iFτ(1− ετ) Fτε′τ

⎞
⎟⎠ (2.95)

by a rotation in flavour space. Here ε′α, εα, μ, μ′ � 1 are small parameters that
violate lepton number. In the RHN mass basis, this implies that

Fα1 � 1√
2
(Fα + εα) , M1 � M−O[μi] (2.96)

Fα2 � i√
2
(Fα − εα) , M2 � M +O[μi] (2.97)

Fα3 � ε′α , M3 � M′ (2.98)

(2.99)

i.e. two form a Dirac spinor with mass M, while the other is left lighter, with
a mass M′, and has a feeble coupling strength (in fact, this is precisely the
pattern in the νMSM; see [66])4.

This scenario predicts that the two RHNs that are mass degenerate will have
approximately equal mixings in all three flavours: U2

αI
∼= U2

αJ . Further,

4An exception is when μ � 1 and M′ � M, in which case even small off-diagonal el-
ements μij can lead to a large misalignment between the basis in which F has the form in
2.95 and the RHN mass basis. In this scenario, all RHNs will have unsuppressed Yukawa
couplings ∼ Fα, despite ε′α � 1, as discussed in [171]. Further, all three mass eigenstate NI
will have approximately the same mass M, precluding a kinematic distinction. Then, the
experimentally relevant mixing is U2

α, whose magnitude is controlled by the (large) entries
Fα. Heavy neutrino oscillations in the detector [172, 173, 174, 175, 176, 177, 178, 179, 180, 181]
could facilitate an indirect way to access the small mass splitting and phenomenologically
study this case.
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2.4. Tuning and symmetries 33

there is no upper limit on U2
αI from neutrino oscillation data or neutrino-

less double-beta decay. Although such lepton number violating observables
exert strong constraints on U2

αI , the tiny parameters ε′α, εα and μ/M in equa-
tions 2.94 and 2.95 suppress these signals. In the mass range considered
here, the actual upper limit then comes from other experimental constraints,
like direct searches. For larger masses there is a theoretical bound U2

αI <

4π(n − 1)(v/M)2 from the requirement that the Yukawa couplings remain
perturbative [182], n being the number of right-handed neutrinos. Hence,
there is theoretical motivation for a low-scale seesaw with experimentally
accessible U2

αI  u2
I . Specific examples that motivate this limit include “in-

verse seesaw”-type scenarios [64, 161, 183, 184], a “linear seesaw” [185, 186],
scale-invariant models [42], some technicolour-type models [187, 188] or the
νMSM [66].

Within the C-I parameterization, this approximate B-L symmetry protected
scenario can be realized by making two RHNs are degenerate in mass, say
M1 = M2, and the corresponding complex angle inR is large, while the other
two are small or zero, i.e. ω12 → ±i∞, ω13, ω23 = 0. These settings allow one
to obtain the highest mixing values that are allowed by constraints, while
still bypassing the strong limits on U2

eI coming from neutrinoless double-beta
decay; see section 4.2.5 in chapter 4.

On the other hand, the Casas-Ibarra parameterization, by construction, re-
spects the constraints from light neutrino oscillation data, and it is easy to
obtain very large values of U2

αI by simply choosing |Im(ωij)| > 1. However,
most parameter points obtained this way will not respect (approximate) B-L
symmetry, but are instead due to an unmotivated “fine-tuning”; the small-
ness of the mi is the result of accidental cancellations in mν.

2.4.1 Distinguishing symmetry-protected from tuned param-

eter choices

The Casas-Ibarra-parameterization (2.83) is, as previously mentioned, a “bot-
tom up” scheme, and it is not easy to see, directly from the values of its funda-
mental parameters, whether these parameters are symmetry-protected. An
analytic exploration of all possible solutions and their classification between
symmetric and fine-tuned would be useful, but this is outside the scope of
this work. In our scan, we take a pragmatic approach: first, a large amount
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34 Chapter 2. The type-I seesaw model

of parameter choices is generated by randomizing the parameter values and
the order of the matrices Rij in equation 2.84 to ensure maximal coverage of
the parameter space. Then, the following cut is applied to distinguish the
symmetry protected points:

|M2 −M1|
M2 + M1

< ε,
mν0

μeV
< 1,

|Fα3| < ε,
|Fα1 + iFα2|
|Fα1|+ |Fα2| < ε. (2.100)

This cut practically enforces the structure in equations 2.94 and 2.95 on the
masses and couplings.

Using the above cut (2.100) requires some care for two reasons. First, equa-
tions 2.94 and 2.95 do not encapsulate all symmetry-protected points; see
footnote 4. Some symmetry-protected points may inadvertently be misiden-
tified as tuned. Nevertheless, we find that the number of such points is small.
Second, when using the Casas-Ibarra parameterization, it is possible to gen-
erate points that mimic the forms of equations 2.94 and 2.95 (and hence pass
the cut in equation 2.100), but in reality exhibit a significant amount of tun-
ing.

As a demonstration of the second point, let us work at tree level and approx-
imate M̃diag � MM, yielding

F ≈ iUν

√
mdiag

ν R
√

MM/v. (2.101)

For the inverted hierarchy, one gets a pseudo-Dirac pair of heavy neutrinos
with the choices

M1 = M2 = M , (ω12, ω13, ω23) = (ω, 0, 0), (2.102)

with |Imω|  1. Additionally, one has to set mν0 = 0 to find the symmetry-
protected region, since a non-zero lightest neutrino mass is not consistent
with ε′α → 0. With these choices, the upper left block of the matrix R√MM

in equation 2.101 is large, while the third row, which multiplies m3 = mν0 ,
is small, reproducing the structure in equations 2.94 and 2.95. Thus, the de-
coupling Fα3 = 0 and the vanishing mass of the lightest neutrino can be
interpreted as results of the symmetry.
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Now, for normal ordering, making the choices in 2.102 will also yield a struc-
ture that passes the cut in 2.100, but this is, in fact, a tuned solution mimick-
ing the structure. In this case, mν0 = m1 multiplies the large components of
R√MM

−1 in equation 2.101 and hence, the approximate symmetry makes
the wrong left-handed neutrino mass small (m3 instead of mν0 = m1). Al-
though m1 = 0 can be enforced by hand in 2.101, this choice cannot be jus-
tified by the symmetry. Therefore, despite the choices in 2.102 leading to a
pseudo-Dirac structure amongst the νR (as predicted by the symmetry), the
vanishing mass of the lightest neutrino is not a result of that symmetry.

The problem is that the Casas-Ibarra parameterization allows the enforce-
ment of mν0 = 0 by hand, but gives no indication if this leads to accidental
cancellations. In order for the symmetry to be realized, the eigenvalues of
MM and the non-zero ωij must be chosen so that the large block in the ma-
trix R√MM

−1 in equation 2.101 multiplies the two non-zero light neutrino
masses. For normal ordering, this can be done with the choices

M2 = M3 = M , (ω12, ω13, ω23) = (0, 0, ω), (2.103)

again with mν0 = 0. Note that one cannot choose νR3 to be the particle that
decouples. This is, however, not a fundamental problem, because the labels
of the νRI have no physical meaning, but it does mean that the labeling and
order of the matrices Rij have to be carefully considered when applying a
cut to identify symmetry-protected points in the data.

As mentioned earlier, we randomize the order of the three matrices Rij in
equation 2.84 to generate more points. Making the choices in 2.103 (2.102)
for normal (inverted) neutrino mass ordering, reproduces the approximate
B − L conserving limit, regardless of the ordering of the Rij. However, in
light if the cuts we perform (2.100), the effect of small perturbations around
these limits must be considered, since they have a strong dependence on
this ordering. The effect is smallest if the matrices Rij are ordered in a way

that the one with large entries (controlled by ω) directly multiplies
√

M−1
M in

equation 2.101. For normal ordering, this is the case with R = R23R13R12;
for inverted ordering, this is independent of permutations, since two of the
ωij are zero.

One last point which is worth noting is that the choices in 2.102 and 2.103
are not the only ones that yield the symmetry-protected scenario, but just the
simplest. The non-trivial structure of the complex rotation matrix R allows
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36 Chapter 2. The type-I seesaw model

for many solutions to the required layout described above. Case in point, we
take advantage of this fact by taking, for normal ordering,

M1 = M2 = M , (ω12, ω13, ω23) = (0, π/2, ω), (2.104)

since, in this work, we focus on the case where M1 and M2 are almost degen-
erate.
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Chapter 3

GAMBIT and the statistical
analysis framework

As has been mentioned before, the issue of prior independence as well as the
difficulty in setting up reasonable priors in the Casas-Ibarra parameteriza-
tion scheme made us adopt a frequentist approach to analyze the parameter
space. Before going into a description of GAMBIT (the Global And Mod-
ular BSM Inference Tool), its structure and inner machinery, some material
regarding the two prevalent statistical approaches, frequentist and Bayesian,
will be presented. The debate over which statistical framework is more log-
ically and philosophically consistent is an old and contentious one and one
that is still ongoing [189]. The Bayesian approach dates back about two and
a half centuries ago, to Thomas Bayes, whose paper was posthumously pub-
lished in 1763 [190]. It was further developed by Pierre-Simon Laplace [191]
and axiomatized by Harold Jeffreys [192]. The Polish statistician Jerzy Ney-
man played a pivotal role in the development of frequentist statistics [193].

The contentious nature of the debate is not without good reason: if the data
is not very constraining, the interpretation of experimental results can vary
appreciably depending on which methodology is employed. In these cases,
a frequentist approach arguably provides a more objective and inclusive per-
spective on the allowed parameter space.

3.1 Frequentist statistics

The differences between Bayesians and frequentists has its root in how the
concept of probability is interpreted everywhere by each. For frequentists,
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the probability p of something is defined in terms of a large number N of es-
sentially identical, independent trials: if this “something” happens in s trials,
p is defined as the limit of the ratio s/N, as N → ∞. Since a repeated series
of trials is required, assigning probabilities to single events is a meaningless
endeavour in frequentist statistics. For example, if the question of whether
it snowed in Oslo yesterday is posed, the frequentist position would be that
even though this may not be known, in actual fact it either was snowing or
not, so this is not a matter for assigning a probability to. There is also the,
let’s say, technical problem of being unable to set up a large number of yes-
terdays in order to define a sensible probability in this framework. Another
relevant example is that of physical constants. In the frequentist approach,
one cannot assign probabilities to statements involving the numerical val-
ues of physical parameters, since this (again) is a situation which cannot be
checked by replication. Hypotheses are either true or false, and not directly
suitable for frequentist probabilities. A similar argument applies to state-
ments about theories: the framework will not allow probability assignments
as to whether, for example, the Higgs boson exists.

Consider a simple problem: an experiment attempts to measure the mass m
of a particle and gets the result m0; the experimentalists understand the ap-
paratus well and know that it yields values in a Gaussian distribution around
the true mass mt with variance σ2

m. Assuming the measured value m0 is much
above 0, the probability density function (pdf) P(m|mt) for getting out a mass
m from the result, given the true mass mt is

P(m|mt) = N(mt, σm) =
1√

2πσ2
m

e
− (m−mt)

2

2σ2
m . (3.1)

Gaussian/normal distributions like the one depicted in equation 3.1 are ubiq-
uitous in statistical analyses. Part of their ubiquity lies in the central limit
theorem (CLT), which states that if one has n independent, identically dis-
tributed random variables Xi (i : 1, . . . n), with means μi and variances σ2

i ,
the sample average X̄ = ∑i Xi/n will have a Gaussian distribution charac-
terized by mean μ = ∑i μi/n and variance σ2 = ∑i σ2

i /n, regardless of the
underlying distribution (in fact, this is true of any distribution with a finite
variance [194]).

The likelihood L(mt|m0) has the same form as equation 3.1, with an important
change of perspective: it encodes the behavior of how the function would
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3.1. Frequentist statistics 39

change for different values of mt, given the observed value m0.

L(mt|m0) =
1√

2πσ2
m

e
− (m0−mt)

2

2σ2
m . (3.2)

It should not be confused with equation 3.1, not only for this reason, but
also because likelihoods must not be interpreted as probability densities of
model parameters. They do not behave as pdfs do under a transformation of
parameters (a probability density function of a random variable is a function
whose integral across an interval gives the probability that the value of the
variable lies within the interval).

Consider equation 3.1. Neyman first developed the technique [193] to con-
struct what are now called “classical” confidence intervals. To construct a
central 68% CL confidence interval for mt, one finds the value of ml < m0,
such that (100%−68%)/2 = 16% of the area under N(m1, σm) is covered for
values of m > m0 > ml and mu > m0 such that 16% of the area under
N(m2, σm) is covered for values of mu < m < m0. This leads to ml = m0− σm

and mu = m0 + σm, forming the conventional statement that the measured
mass is m0 ± σm.

The canonical method to construct, say 1σ CL confidence intervals from L
for arbitrary distributions is to find ml and mu such that at these values, lnL
is less than its maximum value by 0.5, or equivalently, those points at which
−2 lnL increases by 1. This is related to Wilks’ theorem [195], which is dis-
cussed below.

Central to the construction of confidence intervals is the concept of cover-
age. In terms of similar experiments aiming to measure some quantity m and
compute confidence intervals for mt at say, 68% CL, the classical construction
provides the guarantee that if the ensemble of experiments is large enough,
68% of these intervals will contain the (unknown) true value mt, or “cover” mt.
This definition of coverage is indicative of the frequency with which the state-
ment “mt is within (ml, mu)” is true. In such a statement, the variables are ml

and mu; mt is fixed, but unknown. It is not a statement that is meant to tell
us how strongly we should believe that mt lies within the interval set by any
particular experiment. The concept of degree of belief is absent in frequentist
confidence intervals, which are constructed to be independent of any proba-
bilistic statements about mt (a restatement of the earlier fact that one cannot
treat parameters probabilistically in the frequentist framework).
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However, as Neyman himself said [193], coverage, as a concept, is not re-
stricted in applicability to large ensembles of near-identical experiments. Fre-
quentist confidence intervals have a very powerful property: suppose that in
an ensemble of different experiments, each measures different observables,
constructing 68% CL intervals for them. In the long run, 68% of the intervals
will cover the true value of their respective observables.

Techniques which lead to a coverage that is equal to the nominal value (e.g.
68%) for all values of the parameter are said to have exact coverage. If the
coverage drops below the nominal value, the method is said to under-cover.
This is regarded as a bad quality: if the actual coverage for determining the
parameter is, say, 25% and not the nominal 68%, quoting the range for the
parameter as determined by that method can confuse a reader into believing
that the result is more reliable than it is. Over-coverage will not suffer from
this problem, of course, but such confidence intervals are more conservative
(wider) than they need be.

3.1.1 The profile likelihood ratio

As an example, consider the Reines and Cowan experiment [196], where a
detector sensitive to neutrinos interacting in it was built close to a nuclear
reactor. There were background processes which mimic the interactions of
the reactor neutrinos. The observed number of counts n would have been
Poisson-distributed with mean b + μ:

P(n) =
e−(b+μ)(b + μ)n

n!
, (3.3)

b being the expected background, and μ the signal rate. If, however, b is not
known or well-understood, this will lead to a systematic uncertainty; b is
then referred to as a “nuisance parameter”.

Likelihood functions can often be dependent on quantities/parameters that
are not the focus of the analysis. In more complicated cases, the likelihood
function can be dependent on many parameters, while we might be inter-
ested in only a subset of them; for example, in this study, we are primarily in-
terested in seeing the behavior of the likelihood function as the right-handed
neutrino mass and coupling to left-handed neutrinos vary. Other quantities
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like those contained in the PMNS matrix are not relevant in this context. Nui-
sance parameters are commonly handled using maximum/profile likelihood
ratios, which we discuss next.

In practice, to construct the profile likelihood contours, we make use of Wilks’
theorem [195]. The theorem provides an asymptotic distribution that can
be used for the log-likelihood statistic, similar to how the asymptotic limit
prescibed by the central limit theorem is the normal distribution. Consider a
set of parameters �x that is modeled by the distribution of the likelihood func-
tion for the true values of the model parameters θ1, . . . , θn. A statistic called
the maximum likelihood ratio can be constructed:

Λ(θ1, . . . , θk|�x) = −2 ln
L(θ1, . . . , θk, θ̂k+1, . . . , θ̂n|�x)

L( ˆ̂θ1, . . . , ˆ̂θn|�x)
, (3.4)

where the θ̂i are so-called maximum likelihood estimators (MLEs) for the
function L; they are values of the parameters θi which maximize L. The
quantities ˆ̂θi denote the profiled values of the parameters, i.e. those values of
each parameter θi that maximize L, keeping all other parameters θj 	=i fixed.
Wilks’ theorem states that in the asymptotic limit, this statistic will follow a
χ2 distribution with k degrees of freedom, i.e. in the limit of a large amount
of data,

Λ(θ1, . . . , θk|�x) ∼ χ2
k. (3.5)

For example, take the case where the likelihood function is a normal distri-
bution with one degree of freedom, the mean. Then,

Λ = −2 ln
e−(�x−�μ)2/2σ2

e−(�x−�̂μ)2/2σ2
. (3.6)

Setting the derivatives of the log-likelihood with respect to �μ to zero, one can
obtain the MLEs, which turn out to be �̂μ = �x, leaving

Λ = −2 ln e−(�x−�μ)
2/2σ2

=
(�x−�μ)2

σ2 , (3.7)

which is the χ2 distribution with one degree of freedom.

With these ingredients, the procedure for constructing confidence intervals
is as follows: as an example, let one model parameter θ1 hold our interest
and let the others be nuisance parameters. The (one-dimensional) maximum
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log-likelihood ratio is

Λ(θ1|�x) = −2 ln
L(θ1, θ̂2, . . . , θ̂n|x)
L( ˆ̂θ1, . . . , ˆ̂θn|x)

. (3.8)

First, −2 lnL(θ1, . . . , θn|x) is minimized with respect to all model parameters.
Then, the parameter of interest (θ1) is varied until −2 lnL increases by the
desired confidence level c, while simultaneously fitting the nuisance param-
eters. The values of θ1 obtained then define the required confidence interval:

I(�xobs) = {θ1|Λ(θ1|�xobs) < c} . (3.9)

This can be generalized to higher dimensional confidence intervals as

I(�xobs) =
{
�θ ∈ Rk|Λ(θ1, θ2, . . . |�xobs) < c

}
. (3.10)

Note that the value of c that defines the threshold(s) of the confidence in-
terval depends on the interval’s dimensionality: the cumulative distribution
function (the cdf of a random variable, evaluated at a particular value c, gives
the probability that the variable will take a value less than or equal to c) of a
χ2 distribution with k degrees of freedom is

F(c; k) =
γ
(

k
2 , c

2

)
Γ
(

k
2

) , (3.11)

where Γ is the function defined by

Γ(z) =
∫ ∞

0
xz−1e−xdx, R(z) > 0, (3.12)

and the function γ is the lower incomplete gamma function, defined by

γ(s, x) =
∫ x

0
ts−1e−tdt, s ∈ C, R(s) > 0. (3.13)

For a χ2 distribution with one degree of freedom (k = 1), F(c) = erf(
√

c/2).
A 68.3% (1σ) confidence interval means one must solve F(c) = α(= 0.683).
Therefore, in this case,

erf(
√

c/2) = α =⇒ c = 2(erf−1(α))2 = 2(erf−1(0.683))2 = 1.003. (3.14)
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On the other hand, if the distribution has two degrees of freedom (k = 2),
F(c) = 1− e−c/2 for c > 0, so in this instance,

1− e−c/2 = α =⇒ c = −2 ln(1− α), (3.15)

and for α = 0.683, c = −2 ln(0.317) = 2.298.

A couple of caveats should be mentioned here regarding our usage of the
asymptotic distributions prescribed by Wilks’ theorem and the central limit
theorem. We construct profile likelihood contours in the mixing-mass plane,
and hence use a χ2 distribution with two degrees of freedom while extracting
the intervals. However, the limits from, for instance, direct detection exper-
iments are in the form of confidence intervals for the mixing alone (using a
single degree of freedom). Since a relatively larger region of the paramter
space will be covered by a χ2 distribution with two degrees of freedom, it
must be kept in mind that the contours we obtain can be somewhat weaker
than what the limits from the experiments would suggest. Additionally, the
large sample limit that is implicitly assumed in the CLT is not necessarily
satisfied by the individual experiments considered here, since they often re-
port non-detection, or 1-2 candidate events at most. Nevertheless, keeping
these general caveats in mind, the frequentist approach provides a largely
objective view on the validity of different parts of the RHN parameter space.

3.2 The Bayesian framework

For Bayesians, probability is a personal assessment of how likely it is that
something is true [197]. It depends on personal biases and/or previous knowl-
edge about the situation, and can differ from person to person. For example,
suppose I toss a coin, and ask you what the probability is of the result being
heads, a reasonable guess would be 50%. But maybe I am dishonest, looked
at the coin and saw that it was tails. For me, the probability of heads is def-
initely 0%. Or perhaps I just managed a quick glance, and think (but am
not certain) that it was tails, so I assign a probability of 25% to heads. This
personal view of probability means that it is possible to give numerical es-
timates for one-off situations (who wins this year’s election), for parameter
values (eg. fraction of dark matter), or regarding theories (existence of Higgs
boson). Again, the numerical assessments could vary from person to person.
In fact, it sounds as if this is not conducive to numerical estimates. But the
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Bayesian assessment of probability must be consistent with the “fair bet” con-
cept: if a Bayesian believes that a certain statement has a 10% probability of
being true, they should be prepared to offer 9 to 1 odds (or 1 to 9) to someone
who is prepared to bet against them (or with them, respectively) [198, 199].

The probability of two independent events A and B both happening is given
by well-known result [190]

P(A and B) = P(A)P(B). (3.16)

However, if they are not independent, this changes to

P(A and B) = P(A|B)P(B), (3.17)

where P(A|B) is the conditional probability of A occurring, taking into account
the fact that B has occurred. For example, let A be the occurrence of snowfall
in Oslo and B be the occurrence of a day in December. Picking a random
day of the year, the probability of it being a snowy December day in Oslo,
P(A and B), is the probability of snowfall in Oslo in December P(A|B) mul-
tiplied by the probability of the day being in December P(B) = 31/365.

Further, P(A and B) is symmetric in A and B, so

P(A and B) = P(A|B)P(B) = P(B|A)P(A). (3.18)

From the second equality, one gets Bayes’ theorem:

P(A|B) = P(B|A)P(A)

P(B)
, (3.19)

which relates P(A|B) and P(B|A).

Once A is taken to be a theoretical parameter and B to be the experimental
data; the theorem then states:

P(param|data) ∝ P(data|param)P(param). (3.20)

P(data|param) is the likelihood function from earlier; P(param) is the prior
density. The prior expresses what was known about the parameter before
the measurement and encodes the biases or “personal” aspect of Bayesian
analysis. P(param|data) is the posterior probability density for the parameter,
and contains the information about the parameter obtained by combining
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prior information with that from measurement. However, due to the com-
plications that can arise when choosing an appropriate probability density
for the prior; conclusions drawn from the data can be heavily dependent on
these choices. This has been seen, for instance, in other scans done using
GAMBIT: while performing a global fit of the MSSM [99] and while studying
axions [101].1 As I have mentioned before, these disadvantages informed our
decision to perform a frequentist analysis of the parameter space.

3.3 GAMBIT

It is very often the case, especially in the case of BSM (Beyond the Standard
Model) theories, that multiple experiments, using different approaches, pro-
vide data that is pertinent to a theory. Global fits need to correctly weigh
the sum total of all the data and make statistical statements about the the-
ory. This has been attempted in several cases; for example, in the context of
electroweak physics [200, 201, 202], to CKM fits [203], neutrinos [102, 204,
205, 206, 207], as well as supersymmetry (SUSY) [99, 100, 208, 209, 210, 211,
212, 213, 214, 215, 216, 217, 218, 219, 220, 221, 222, 223, 224, 225, 226, 227,
228, 229, 230, 231, 232]. In fact, BSM global fits have been largely focused
on SUSY, particularly on lower-dimensional subspaces of the minimally su-
persymmetric standard model (MSSM) [233], or the next-to-minimal variant
(NMSSM) [234]. The software frameworks that formed the base of these anal-
yses [200, 202, 220, 222, 235] have long development cycles, even more so
when new physics needs to be added to them.

In addition, carrying out such analyses in many-dimensional parameter spaces
is technically challenging, requiring, among other things, a comprehensive
understanding of many disparate theory calculations and experiments, cod-
ing experience, large amounts of computing time, and careful attention to
statistical and numerical methods [236].

1Nevertheless, in some cases, the “data overwhelms the prior”, and the result becomes
insensitive to the choice of prior. For example, the mass of the intermediate vector boson,
the Z0, was measured at LEP at CERN. Having found that the likelihood function was es-
sentially a Gaussian at 91.188 MeV/c2, with a width of 2 MeV/c2. Any reasonable choice of
prior for the Z0 mass will vary negligibly over the range (a few parts in 105), and so in this
case the posterior is essentially independent of the prior.
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FIGURE 3.1: Taken from [93], the figure shows a schematic rep-
resentation of the structure of a GAMBIT scan. Once provided
with a YAML input file (see www.yaml.org), which specifies
a model to scan and observables or likelihoods to calculate, the
requested model δ and its ancestor models β and α are activated
by GAMBIT. All model-dependent module and backend func-
tions/variables are checked for compatibility; anything that is
not is disabled (C2 above). Module functions that can provide
the requested quantities A2 and B1 are found, and other mod-
ule functions are identified to fulfill their dependencies. Once
all dependencies are resolved, the Core determines the correct
function evaluation order, which is passed to ScannerBit. This
module chooses parameter combinations to sample, running
the module functions in the determined order for each param-
eter combination. The requested quantities are output by the

printer system for each tested combination.

GAMBIT (the Global And Modular BSM Inference Tool) [93] is a global fit-
ting software framework designed to address the needs listed above: flexibil-
ity, relatively easy extension to new observables and interfaces, public code
availability, statistical secularism and computational speed.

3.3.1 The structure of GAMBIT

GAMBIT consists of a number of modules, referred to as “Bits”, in addition
to a number of core components. Aside from one, the scanning module, all
are physics-related.
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ColliderBit calculates particle collider observables and likelihoods, includ-
ing implementations of LEP, ATLAS and CMS searches for particle produc-
tion, and measurements of the Higgs boson [237].

FlavBit calculates observables and likelihoods from flavour physics, in par-
ticular B, D and K meson decays as observed by LHCb, including angular
observables and correlations [238].

DarkBit calculates observables and likelihoods related to dark matter, like
the relic abundance, direct and indirect searches [239].

SpecBit provides interfaces external spectrum generators to calculate pole
masses and running parameters In addition, it can provides these to the rest
of GAMBIT in a standardized spectrum container format [240].

DecayBit calculates decay rates of relevant particles in a BSM theory and also
contains decay data for all SM particles [240].

PrecisionBit calculates model-dependent precision corrections to masses, cou-
plings and other observables, as well as precision nuisance parameter likeli-
hoods [240].

ScannerBit is the module that handles statistics and sampling. It provides
the user with an interface to different sampling algorithms; one can then
compute profile likelihoods, Bayesian posteriors, and other statistical quan-
tities [94].

In this study, most observables and likelihoods do not fall into any of these
existing modules, and a new physics module has been created: NeutrinoBit,
which contains all calculations relevant to both left- and right-handed neu-
trino physics. All of the module functions used in this study are in this Bit,
unless otherwise stated.

Physics modules are collections of module functions, each of which can com-
pute a physical or mathematical quantity (an observable, likelihood or any
intermediate quantity). Every function is tagged with a capability. Along
with the specified datatype, this fully describes the quantity it calculates.
Module functions are the basic building blocks of GAMBIT. The intermedi-
ate quantities, observables and likelihoods may be dependencies, quantities
which are required by a function for its calculations. All calculations are
either done within GAMBIT, or by external tools interfaced with GAMBIT,
which are called backends.
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Once a scan is set to run, the dependency resolver in GAMBIT searches for
module functions to fulfill each dependency by matching the declared capa-
bilities of module functions with the declared dependencies of other module
functions. It also confirms that the datatypes do not have any conflict. An
example is the likelihood that is calculated for one of the LHN mass split-
tings (Δm2

3�), identified by the capability md3l_lnL and an identically named
module function. To do this, it requires the calculated splitting and ordering:

#define CAPABILITY md3l_lnL

START_CAPABILITY

#define FUNCTION md3l_lnL

START_FUNCTION(double)

DEPENDENCY(ordering, bool)

DEPENDENCY(md31, double)

DEPENDENCY(md32, double)

#undef FUNCTION

#undef CAPABILITY

The dependencies are explicitly declared; the splitting is to be provided as a
double, which the function accesses via pointers (ordering and md31 or md32)
that are in a namespace reserved for dependencies (so-called “Pipes”), for
example Pipes::md3l_lnL::Dep.

Given the large amounts of computation time inherent in almost any scan,
GAMBIT is constructed to be parallelized. This is done at two levels: at
the scanner level via MPI [241] and at the level of module functions with
OpenMP [242], facilitating the scaling to many thousands of cores, as most
major external sampling packages use MPI.

3.3.2 Models

GAMBIT achieves the activation of appropriate module functions by utiliz-
ing a hierarchical model database. A model is defined as a set of free param-
eters and a series of relations to other models. It is thus possible to have a
parent-child relation between models; the child model’s parameter space can
be easily mapped to a subspace of that of the parent model with a translation
function (such a relation exists for our RHN model, which will be described
shortly). Additionally, models can also have translations defined to so-called
“friend models” outside their family tree. Multiple models can be scanned
over simultaneously, and their parameter values given to a module function
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that needs them. In this way, SM parameters can be treated like nuisance
parameters in a BSM scan. For a simple example of GAMBIT’s activation
process, see figure 3.1.

Anyway, once the requirements of all module functions are found to have
been met, a directed graph of dependencies (with no internal closed loops)
is formed – a directed acyclic graph, which has an implicit topology. GAM-
BIT uses this ordering to ensure that module functions which satisfy depen-
dencies are computed prior to the functions that depend on them. It also
optimizes the order beyond this by considering how long a function takes
to be evaluated and how important the particular function is in excluding
previous parameter choices. ScannerBit is then called to carry out the actual
sampling; it uses whichever scanning algorithm is specified in the input file,
and at the end of it all, passes the output to the printer system to be made
available in the user-specified format.

GAMBIT ships with pre-defined models; new ones can also be defined eas-
ily. All the SM and active neutrino parameters are defined in a model called
StandardModel_mNudiff, a daughter model of StandardModel_SLHA2.
The latter includes SM parameters written in the SLHA2 convention [243].
The former contains the parameters mNu_light (mν0), dmNu21 (Δm2

21) and dmNu3l

(Δm2
3�), which give the lightest left-handed neutrino mass and mass split-

tings respectively. Other parameters in this model that are relevant for this
study and are scanned over are alpha1 (α1), alpha2 (α2), delta13 (δ), theta12

(θ12), theta23 (θ23) and theta13 (θ13). A translation function connects the par-
ent and daughter models.

The daughter model StandardModel_mNudiff is defined as shown below.

#define MODEL StandardModel_mNudiff

#define PARENT StandardModel_SLHA2

START_MODEL

DEFINEPARS(alphainv, GF, alphaS)

DEFINEPARS(mZ)

DEFINEPARS(mE, mMu, mTau)

DEFINEPARS(mNu_light, dmNu21, dmNu3l)

DEFINEPARS(mD, mU)

DEFINEPARS(mS, mCmC)

DEFINEPARS(mBmB, mT)

// CKM parameters

DEFINEPARS(CKM_lambda, CKM_A, CKM_rhobar, CKM_etabar)
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// PMNS parameters

DEFINEPARS(theta12, theta23, theta13)

DEFINEPARS(delta13, alpha1, alpha2)

INTERPRET_AS_PARENT_FUNCTION(StandardModel_mNudiff_to_StandardModel

_SLHA2)

#undef PARENT

#undef MODEL

The definition of the daughter model differs only in description of the LHN
masses, and a line to specify the translation function, which contains

#define MODEL StandardModel_mNudiff

void MODEL_NAMESPACE::StandardModel_mNudiff_to_StandardModel_SLHA2

(const ModelParameters &myP, ModelParameters &targetP)

{

logger()<<"Running interpret_as_parent calculations for

StandardModel_mNudiff --> StandardModel_SLHA2."<<LogTags::info<<EOM;

if (myP["dmNu3l"] >0.) // normal hierarchy, l = 2

{

targetP.setValue("mNu1", myP["mNu_light"]*1e-9);

targetP.setValue("mNu2",

pow(myP["mNu_light"]*myP["mNu_light"]+myP["dmNu21"], 0.5)*1e-9);

targetP.setValue("mNu3",

pow(myP["mNu_light"]*myP["mNu_light"]+myP["dmNu3l"]+myP["dmNu21"],

0.5)*1e-9);

}

else // inverted hierarchy, l = 1

{

targetP.setValue("mNu3", myP["mNu_light"]*1e-9);

targetP.setValue("mNu1",

pow(myP["mNu_light"]*myP["mNu_light"]-myP["dmNu3l"], 0.5)*1e-9);

targetP.setValue("mNu2",

pow(myP["mNu_light"]*myP["mNu_light"]-myP["dmNu3l"]+myP["dmNu21"],

0.5)*1e-9);

}

}

#undef MODEL

The differential model thus stores the left-handed neutrino masses in eV.

The right-handed neutrino sector is defined in a separate model, RightHand-
edNeutrinos, containing the RHN masses MI and the real and imaginary
parts of the ωij parameters in the C-I parameterization (section 2.3). To aid in
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the exploration of the symmetry-protected region (section 2.4), a differential
model inherited from this is also defined: RightHandedNeutrinos_diff.

#define MODEL RightHandedNeutrinos

START_MODEL

DEFINEPARS(M_1, M_2, M_3, ReOm23, ImOm23, ReOm13, ImOm13, ReOm12,

ImOm12, Rorder)

#undef MODEL

#define MODEL RightHandedNeutrinos_diff

#define PARENT RightHandedNeutrinos

START_MODEL

DEFINEPARS(M_1, delta_M21, M_3, ReOm23, ImOm23, ReOm13, ImOm13,

ReOm12, ImOm12, Rorder)

INTERPRET_AS_PARENT_FUNCTION(RightHandedNeutrinos_diff

_to_RightHandedNeutrinos)

#undef PARENT

#undef MODEL

#define MODEL RightHandedNeutrinos_diff

void MODEL_NAMESPACE::RightHandedNeutrinos_diff_to_RightHandedNeutrinos

(const ModelParameters &myP, ModelParameters &targetP)

{

logger()<<"Running interpret_as_parent calculations for

RightHandedNeutrinos_diff -->

RightHandedNeutrinos."<<LogTags::info<<EOM;

targetP.setValues(myP,false);

targetP.setValue("M_2", myP["M_1"]+myP["delta_M21"]);

}

#undef MODEL

In the differential model, the parameter M_2 is replaced by delta_M21, and a
translation function takes the parameters of the daughter model to the parent
model, analogous to what is done for the LHNs, i.e.

M2 = M1 + δM21. (3.21)

Rorder encodes the ordering of the matricesRij in equation 2.84, which allows
us to fully cover all the parameter space with the C-I parameterization.

The YAML initialization file

The master initialization file is written in the YAML format. YAML is a
‘human-friendly, cross-language, Unicode-based data serialization language’.
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Its format is quite similar to that of Python. The top node of the master ini-
tialization file is a dictionary that contains eight entries.

Parameters contains the scan parameters for different models.

Priors describes the priors to be placed on the scan parameters.

ObsLikes describes observables and likelihoods that the user would like to be
calculated in a scan.

Rules specifies additional rules to guide the resolution of dependencies and
backend requirements.

Printer provides details about how and where to store the results of the scan.

Scanner provides information about the scanning algorithm to be utilized in a
scan.

Logger presents options for logging messages during the scan.

KeyValues is an additional global option section.

Multiple models can be scanned simultaneously. In this context of sampling
parameter values, a prior specifies how a parameter should be sampled be-
fore any data is brought to bear. A simple option would be to assign indepen-
dent, flat distributions for each parameter: “flat priors”. When paired with a
naive random scanner, this would lead to uniform sampling of the parameter
values.

In it’s most basic form, the fast prior section can just specify a value to fix a
parameter to during a scan (“delta-function prior”):

model_1:

parameter_1: 5.0

parameter_2: 25.0

or, equivalently

model_1:

parameter_1:

fixed_value: 5.0

parameter_2:

fixed_value: 25.0

This can be trivially extended to a set of points to be picked in a particular
order.
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model_1:

parameter_1: [5.0, 25.0, 100.0]

parameter_2:

fixed_value: [75.0, 205.0, 350.0]

In case parameters are very simply related, whether they are from the same
model or not, they can be combined using the same_as keyword.

model_1:

parameter_1:

same_as: model_2::parameter_2

scale: scale

shift: shift

model_1::parameter_1 will then be set from the value assigned to
model_2::parameter_2 at each point in the scan. The keywords scale and shift

can also be optionally specified; thus, in the above example,
model_1 ::parameter_1 = shift + (scale * model_2::parameter_2.

Other fast priors can be chosen via the prior_type keyword, which can be set
to flat, log (uniform in the log of the parameter value), or various trigono-
metric functions (cos, sin, tan or cot):

model_1:

parameter_1:

prior_type: chosen_prior

range: [low, high]

parameter_2:

prior_type: log

range: [5, 75]

The scale and shift parameters work with prior_type, in the same way as
presented for same_as.

If no fixed value is specified for a parameter, and both prior_type and same_as

are absent, but range is given, a flat prior is assumed. Additional custom
priors can be be written as plugins for ScannerBit.

The ObsLikes section determines what is calculated during a scan. Each entry
typically corresponds to a likelihood contribution or an observable. Likeli-
hood functions and observables are largely the same within GAMBIT; likeli-
hoods are used to inform and drive a scan, observable are just recorded and
may be used in the analysis of data. The minimal allowed entry has the form
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ObsLikes:

- capability: example_capability

purpose: example_purpose

- ...

In GAMBIT, by convention, all likelihoods are given in terms of the log-
likelihood.

Supposing different module functions provide a single capability requested
in the ObsLikes section, or several module functions provide the necessary
capability-type pair required by a function through its dependencies, speci-
fications in the Rules section required to fully define the scan and avoid any
conflict.

3.3.3 Scanning algorithms

Many of the techniques used as algorithms for scanning the parameter space
were, towards the beginning, Markov Chain Monte Carlos (MCMCs). In cos-
mology, for example, they have been frequently used because of their theo-
retical near-linear scalability with parameter dimensionality [244, 245, 246]
and also proved popular in particle physics for the exploration of moder-
ately complex supersymmetric model parameter spaces [209, 212, 220]. In a
few years, nested sampling [247, 248] also came into use; the method is good
at mapping posterior distributions and calculating the Bayesian evidence.

It was mentioned briefly in section 3.1.1 that approximate methods like the
profile likelihood are often used instead of fully frequentist Neyman con-
structions. A pragmatic reason for this is that calculation of full likelihood
functions that are usually involved are computationally expensive. Still, the
previously mentioned MCMC and nested sampling methods may not be op-
timal [95] for profile likelihood calculations. Estimating the Bayesian poste-
rior requires integrating the likelihood in directions of the parameter space
(so, to some degree, it is an integration problem from the perspective of nu-
merical analysis), whereas the profile likelihood needs the maximization of
the likelihood in these directions (making it an optimization problem). Re-
cently, genetic algorithms and differential evolution have been shown to be
more efficient than these methods [95, 96] and a variant of the latter is used
for this analysis; it is described a little later in section 3.3.3.
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In GAMBIT, ScannerBit splits the sampling problem into three steps:

• Choosing n values in the interval [0, 1]. These values are a “point” in
the n-dimensional “unit hypercube”.

• Transformation of the point in the unit hypercube into a point in the
physical n-dimensional parameter space.

• Passing the values of the physical parameters to a user-specified func-
tion, which may calculate any quantity.

The steps repeat until some convergence criterion is satisfied, with the results
of third step used to choose the next point in the unit hypercube in the first
step.

Differential evolution

In this technique, successive generations of points in the parameter space
evolve through a form of vector addition between members of the current
population, like a random walk with a step size provided by the population.
In its simplest form, DE has three controlling parameters.2 These 3 parame-
ters are connected to the three main steps that any DE variant goes through:
mutation, crossover, and selection, controlled by the population size NP, the
mutation scale factor F, and the crossover rate Cr. The simplest form of DE,
“rand/1/bin” [249], is widely used. The first two parts of the name refer to
the strategy for mutation, the third to crossover. The zeroth step is to pick a
population of points (“target vectors”) {Xg

i } randomly from the allowed pa-
rameter space; i indexes members of the population, g the generation. Each
subsequent generation of the population is chosen by performing mutation,
crossover and selection on the previous generation. It has a computational
advantage in being easy to parallelize, since each member of the population
can be simultaneously and independently evaluated against a replacement
candidate. The population-based mutation also leads to contour matching,
which is especially useful to map likelihood contours. This also means that
members of a population have a good chance of moving among local min-
ima, which hastens convergence towards the global minimum.

Mutation will produce donor vectors Di from the current population of tar-
get vectors X0

i . In the rand/1 mutation scheme, a random vector (hence the

2In variants that allow self-adaptation of parameters, this can be less.
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“rand”) is combined with one difference vector scaled by the mutation scale
factor F. Consider three random vectors Xr1, Xr2 and Xr3 from the current
population (none are the same, and none match the current target vector Xi).
The donor vector is then

Vi = Xr1 + F(Xr2 − Xr3). (3.22)

Therefore, the size and shape of the population (which reflect the same prop-
erties of the likelihood contours) influence the scan. F controls how broad
the search i; for convergence to be possible, it must be less than 1, but not
too low, since then convergence can happen too quickly without sufficient
exploration of the parameter space.

In the next step, crossover (or recombination), the donor vectors from the mu-
tation step are combined with the original population of target vectors to
produce trial vectors Ui. The trial vectors are potential candidates for the
next generation. The level of mixing between the donor and target vectors in
the trial is controlled by the Cr, which takes a value between 0 and 1. In bino-
mial crossover (the “bin” of rand/1/bin), the trial vector is chosen according
to the following procedure:

• For the kth component of the trial vector Ui, Ui,k, a random number rk

is chosen between 0 and 1.

• If rk ≤ Cr, the component is taken from the donor vector: Ui,k = Vi,k.

• If, instead, rk ≥ Cr, it is taken from the target vector: Ui,k = Xi,k.

• Once all components of Ui are chosen, one component is reassigned
ensuring that trial vectors are always different from their parent tar-
get vectors. A dimension l is chosen at random for each member of
the population. The corresponding component of the donor vector is
assigned to the target vector: Ui,l = Vi,l.

High values of Cr therefore lead to increased exploration, as the trial vectors
will differ from the target vectors along many dimensions. Low values of Cr
are effective when the likelihood is a separable function of the parameters; if
it is non-separable, Cr should be kept high to allow better exploration.

The final step, selection, gives the next generation of vectors. Here, the value
of the objective function (typically the likelihood) for each target vector Xg

i
(the previous population) is compared with the trial vector Ui that has been
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constructed. The one with a higher likelihood moves on to the next genera-
tion and becomes Xg+1

i . If both have the same likelihood, the trial vector Ui

is taken so that the population does not get stuck on flat surfaces.

Many variations of rand/1/bin exist, involving a different choice of base vec-
tor, or a different method to calculate the difference vector. One strategy that
encompasses several possible options is [250]

Vi = λXbest + (1− λ)X1 +
Q

∑
q=0

Fq(X2q − X3q), (3.23)

where X1 is the current vector and X2,3 are chosen randomly from the pop-
ulation. No vectors may be used twice. This form allows rand base vectors
(X1 = Xrand and λ = 0), current base vectors (X1 = Xi and λ = 0), best base
vectors (λ = 1), rand-to-best base vectors (X1 = Xrand and 0 < λ < 1), and
current-to-best base vectors (X1 = Xi and 0 < λ < 1).

What is used here is based on self-adaptive differential evolution, and is
called jDE [251]; it is based on rand/1/bin, but adapts F and Cr throughout a
run.

Diver

Diver can perform λjDE optimization (dynamically varies λ in equation 3.23),
regular jDE, rand/1/bin and all strategies in between available. In either of
the jDE option, the value of F in each generation is controlled by a value τ1.
So that evolution can take place, but also ensure convergence, F can be be-
tween F_l= 0.1 to F_u= 0.9. The initial value of for each vector is drawn
randomly from a uniform distribution in [F_l ,F_u]. Prior to mutation, a ran-
dom number is compared to τ1; if it smaller, F takes a random value in the
allowed range, which is used for mutation. During selection, if the trial vec-
tor is accepted, the new value for is retained; if it is rejected, the previous
value is kept. Similarly, Cr is controlled by τ2. Cr has no limitation, since
no pathological behaviour occurs in either of the limits. So, in this case, for
each member of the population, Cr is set to a random value between 0 and 1.
For each generation, before crossover, a trial value for is chosen, a uniform
random number is compared to τ2 and so on.

In the case of λjDE, λ is also varied in this way. However, after some tests,
we concluded that this does not provide an improvement on the sampling of
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the parameter space (because the best-fit region is away from the boundaries,
as we will see later).

Duplicate vectors can be troublesome for differential evolution and they can
naturally arise in rand/ or best/ mutations. Premature convergence can re-
sult from this, but there is a worse issue: if a pair of duplicates is chosen
to create the difference vector (in mutation), the donor vector will match
the third vector chosen, possibly creating another duplicate. In best/ mu-
tation, this can lead to an infection of the population by the best vector. For-
tunately, it is unlikely to happen in current/ mutation (current = true), jDE
(jDE = true), and λjDE (lambdajDE = true).
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Chapter 4

Observables

In this chapter, the observables that constrain the parameter space of right-
handed neutrinos most strongly are listed and discussed.

Firstly, neutrino oscillation data (section 4.1) has determined the mass split-
tings and mixing angles to a good degree of precision and any points that are
generated by the scan must satisfy them. Instead of fixing the left-handed
neutrino parameters at their experimentally-determined best-fit values, we
use the χ2 distributions that the NuFit collaboration obtained for these quan-
tities [102].

In the context of direct detection (section 4.3), kinematically accessible right-
handed neutrinos can, of course, be produced in a well-designed experiment,
or their decay products looked for. For example, PIENU [252] has looked at
the process

π+ → e+ν (4.1)

and searched for missing momentum that would be carried by the neutrino.

On the other hand, RHNs can leave indirect signatures, leading to devia-
tions from the Standard Model prediction of quantities. Since the presence
of RHNs in the model modifies the weak currents, electroweak precision ob-
servables (section 4.2.1) such as the Weinberg angle and the Fermi constant
are relevant; contributions from RHNs cannot lead to results counter to the
precision measurements of these quantities. This has been observed in [80]
and [253], for example. [80] and [253] also observed the relevance of lepton
universality (section 4.2.3) constraints coming from both, fully leptonic and
semileptonic decays, which we include.

The existence of lepton flavour violation (section 4.2.2) among neutrinos carries
over to the charged leptons as well. Hence, flavour-violating decays like
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μ → eγ provide strong bounds that can restrict the parameter space. We
include all the relevant processes, in addition to flavour conversion in nuclei.

The unitarity of the CKM matrix (section 4.2.4) and the precision with which
the elements have been experimentally determined offers another avenue
through which the RHN parameter space can be studied. The matrix ele-
ments have been determined from processes (kaon and tau decays) within
the framework of the Standard Model; the modification to these processes
coming from the RHNs is used to constrain LHN-RHN couplings.

Another well-studied process that we include is neutrinoless double-beta decay
(section 4.2.5). The Majorana mass possessed by the neutrinos violates lepton
number conservation, hence mediating this decay, which is forbidden in the
SM.

Lastly, Big Bang nucleosynthesis (section 4.2.6) also forces the RHNs’ proper-
ties to conform to certain limits; the restriction comes from the fact that they
have to couple strongly enough to decay within a timeframe that leaves the
(experimentally well-observed) elemental abundances of deuterium, helium-
3, helium-4 and lithim-7 within observational limits.

To summarize, included are those direct detection experiments which cur-
rently exert the strongest constraints over the considered mass range; these
are beam dump and peak search experiments which searched for RHNs in
meson, tau and gauge boson decays. On the indirect side, the constraints
implemented are those coming from the LHN mass differences and mixings,
electroweak precision observables (EWPO), lepton flavor violating (LFV) pro-
cesses, lepton universality, CKM unitarity, neutrinoless double-beta decay
(0νββ) and Big Bang nucleosynthesis (BBN). As a central point of reference,
a list of the constraints that are implemented in the current analysis and the
type of likelihood used to encode each is presented in table 4.1.1

4.1 Standard Model constraints

In the last two decades, solar, atmospheric, reactor and accelerator neutrino
experiments have conclusively shown the existence of neutrino oscillations,

1Aside from these constraints, two other “theoretical” limits are enforced: firstly, the uni-
tarity of U in equation 2.61 implies the relation (δm1-loop

ν )αα = ∑i mi(Vν)2
αi + ∑I MIΘ2

αI . All
points in the scan must satisfy this condition. The second condition enforced on all points is
that the Yukawa couplings must be perturbative, i.e. F2 < 4π [182].
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Observables Likelihood References

Standard model constraints
Active neutrino likelihoods Gaussian [102, 103]

Indirect constraints
EW precision observables Gaussian [254]
Lepton flavour violation Half-Gaussian [105, 255, 256, 257, 258, 259]

[260, 261, 262, 263, 264]
Lepton universality Gaussian [105, 107, 109, 265, 266, 267, 268]
CKM unitarity Gaussian [269, 270, 271, 272, 273]
Neutrinoless double-beta decay Half-Gaussian [274, 275]
BBN Step function [56]

Direct searches
PIENU Half-Gaussian [252]
PS-191 (e and μ) Poissonian [57, 68]
CHARM (e and μ) Poissonian [69]
DELPHI Poissonian [73]
ATLAS (e and μ) Half-Gaussian [276]
CMS (e and μ) Half-Gaussian [277]
E949 Half-Gaussian [278]
NuTeV Poissonian [70]
CHARM (τ) Half-Gaussian [279]

TABLE 4.1: Likelihood and observable overview. The active
neutrino observables are discussed in section 4.1, EWPO in
section 4.2.1, LFV in section 4.2.2, lepton universality in sec-
tion 4.2.3, CKM unitarity in section 4.2.4, neutrinoless double-
beta decay in section 4.2.5 and BBN in section 4.2.6. The direct
searches are outlined in section 4.3. The entries in the “Likeli-
hood” column specify the type of function used to encode each

observable in this study.

driven by non-zero neutrino masses and mixings. The “disappearance” of
solar νe, reactor ν̄μ and atmospheric νμ and ν̄μ has been observed in mul-
tiple solar neutrino experiments [10, 11, 12], KamLAND [13] and Super-
Kamiokande [14] respectively. The accelerator experiments K2K [280], T2K [281]
and MINOS [282] have also observed νμ disappearance, while OPERA [18]
and Super-K [283] have reported on νμ → ντ oscillations. All this work culmi-
nated in the 2015 Nobel Prize being awarded to Takaaki Kajita of the Super-
Kamiokande collaboration and Arthur McDonald of the SNO collaboration
for their contribution.

These efforts have led to the determination of the mass differences between
the two pairs of neutrinos, Δm2

21 and Δm2
3� (� = 1 for NH, � = 2 for IH), as
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well as of the three mixing angles θij and the CP-violating phase δ.

The simplest constraint that is enforced on the masses of the left-handed neu-
trinos in this study comes from PLANCK [284], in the form of their sum.
As described in chapter 2, the transition of massive neutrinos from being
initially relativistic in the Universe to becoming non-relativistic leaves de-
tectable signatures on the cosmic microwave background [143] and the large
scale structure [145]). Assuming the Lambda cold dark matter (ΛCDM) model
and considering the power spectrum of the CMB, PLANCK has constrained
the sum of the left-handed neutrino masses to be ∑ mν ≤ 0.23 eV [284].
The limit has been updated with time and also changes depending on which
cosmological datasets are included; for instance, by combining the informa-
tion from CMB with that from baryon acoustic oscillations (BAO), the con-
straint becomes tighter: ∑ mν < 0.12 eV [146]. We use the former limit of

∑ mν ≤ 0.23 in our analysis, enforced it as a hard cut: the parameter point
is flagged as being invalid if ∑ mν > 0.23 eV. This slightly older value was
included in the analysis before the updated limits were published; in the
course of the work, we found that the constraint on the sum of active neutrino
masses has a negligible effect on the RHN parameter space, and so chose to
keep this value for the limit. The constraint’s insignificant effect on the pa-
rameter space is also why it is modeled as a hard cut off and not a more
sophisticated likelihood function.

In addition to the sum being bound from above, it is also bounded from
below, since the mass differences are known: for NH, ∑ mν > 0.06 eV; for
IH, ∑ mν > 0.1 eV [146]. In the future, if it is found that ∑ mν � 0.1 eV, the
inverted hierarchy would be in trouble.

Additionally, the individual mass splittings Δm2
21 and Δm2

3�, the three mix-
ing angles θ12, θ13, θ23 and the CP-violating phase δCP are encoded in like-
lihood form using the results from the NuFIT collaboration [102, 103], who
performed a global analysis of solar, atmospheric, reactor and accelerator
neutrino data in the framework of three neutrino oscillations using

• SAGE [10], the Homestake chlorine experiment [285], Gallex/GNO [286],
SNO [287], the four phases of Super-Kamiokande [288, 289, 290] and
two phases of Borexino [291, 292, 293]

• the atmospheric experiments IceCube/DeepCore [294]
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FIGURE 4.1: 1-dimensional χ2 distributions determined by the
NuFit collaboration, which are used in this study. Red curves

are for NH, blue for IH; plots taken from [102].

• the reactor experiments KamLAND [295], Double-Chooz [296], Daya-
Bay [297] and Reno [298]

• the accelerator experiments MINOS [299, 300], T2K [301] and
NOνA [302].
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The collaboration provides one- and two-dimensional Δχ2 tables for these
quantities for both orderings. Since we scan over the LHN parameters indi-
vidually in our analysis, neglecting any correlations between them, we use
the one-dimensional distributions. This should have a negligible effect on
the results.

4.2 Indirect constraints

4.2.1 Electroweak precision observables

From the relevant terms in equation 2.67, one can see that the presence of
RHNs modifies the weak current and the interaction strength of the LHNs.
Now, the Fermi constant is usually determined using muon decay, specifi-
cally the process μ− → e−ν̄eνμ, through the equation [303]:

GF =

√
192π3

τμm5
μ

; (4.2)

radiative corrections not being included; here, τμ is the lifetime of the muon
and mμ is its mass. Due to the muon being lighter than the RHNs considered
here, the latter can be integrated out in the analysis, leaving only the states
defined in equation 2.62 in the end. The weak interaction strength of νL is
thus suppressed, in turn suppressing the decay rate of the muon, leading to
a Fermi constant that will be different from that determined including BSM
physics. The relation between the constant determined from muon decay
“Gμ” and the true GF can be written as [59]

G2
μ = G2

F[1− (θθ†)μμ − (θθ†)ee]. (4.3)

It is caused by the non-unitarity of the flavour mixing matrix Vν (see equa-
tion 2.65) which leads to the slight suppression of the muon decay.

Since the weak mixing angle θW and the mass of the W boson mW depend on
the Fermi constant at one loop, they get a correction given by [80]

sin2 2θW = [sin2 2θW ]SM

√
1− (θθ†)μμ − (θθ†)ee, (4.4)

m2
W

[m2
W ]SM

=
[sin2 θW ]SM

sin2 θW

√
1− (θθ†)μμ − (θθ†)ee. (4.5)
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Experiments typically measure the effective Weinberg angle sin2 θW,eff, so,
for the SM prediction in the above equation, the (highly accurate) calculation
from [104] which includes corrections up to two loops is used.

[sin2 θW,eff]SM = 0.23152± 0.00010, (4.6)

[mW ]SM = 80.361± 0.010 GeV. (4.7)

Other quantities are also affected by the presence of the heavy neutrinos: the
invisible decay width of the Z boson, Γinv, and leptonic decays of the W. Un-
der the assumption that radiative corrections factorize from the heavy neu-
trino contribution, at least up to order θ2 [86, 304], one can write the invisible
decay width of the Z as [253]

Γinv = ∑
i,j

ΓZ→νiνj |SM

⎡
⎣|V†

ν Vν|2ij + |V†
ν Θ|2ij

(
1−

m2
Nj

m2
Z

)2 (
1 +

1
2

m2
Nj

m2
Z

)⎤⎦ . (4.8)

The contribution from Z → NiNj has been ignored due to it beingO(θ4). For
the process Z → νiνj, the 2-loop calculation from [305] is used.

The RHN contribution to the decay widths of the W boson to leptons can be
written in the form [80]

ΓW→lαν̄ =
Gμm3

W

6
√

2π

((1− 1
2 θθ†)αα)(1− xα)2(1 + xα)√
1− (θθ†)μμ − (θθ†)ee)

, (4.9)

where xα ≡ m2
lα /m2

W .

Gaussian likelihoods are constructed for these observables using the exper-
imental measurements x0 and uncertainties σ displayed in table 4.2, in the
form:

lnL = −1
2

log
(

2πσ2
)
− 1

2
(x− x0)

2

σ2 , (4.10)

where x is the value of the relevant observable that comes out of our calcula-
tion.

4.2.2 Lepton flavour violation

A well-established fact about flavour-changing neutral processes, such as
lepton flavour violation (LFV) is that they are suppressed in the Standard
Model due to the Glashow-Iliopoulos-Maiani (GIM) mechanism [306] (in
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Observable Value

Input parameters
Gμ [GeV−2] 1.1663787(6)× 10−5

mZ [GeV] 91.1875(21)

Constraints
mW [GeV] 80.361(10)
s2

e f f 0.23152± 0.00010
Γinv [MeV] 499.0± 1.6
ΓW→eν̄e [MeV] 223± 6
ΓW→μν̄μ

[MeV] 222± 5
ΓW→τν̄τ

[MeV] 237± 6

TABLE 4.2: Electroweak precision observable measurements
and uncertainties [254].

fact, lepton flavour is exactly conserved in the SM). Because of this, if a BSM
theory involves contributions to such processes, they would dominate any
contribution coming from the SM. Experimentally, the potential observation
of such behaviour is firmly considered to be an indication of new physics,
and experiments have attempted to measure LFV processes. This has been
done with great precision [255, 258, 261, 262], unfortunately with no posi-
tive measurements; this does enable the enforcement of upper limits on the
branching ratios involved.

Table 4.3 contains a list of the most significant of these observables, along
with the experimental upper bound on their branching ratios and the exper-
iment(s) that provided it.

Note that, in the table, the upper bounds for μ and τ decays are given as
branching fractions with respect to the total decay width of the lepton in-
volved. The total decay widths used are [254, 307]

Γμ = (2.995984± 0.000003)× 10−19 and (4.11)

Γτ = (2.2670± 0.0039)× 10−12. (4.12)

In the model considered here, with three RHNs, the leading contributions to
these observables are from dipole and box diagrams. The expressions used
for the calculation of the decay widths is in appendix A; for example, in the
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Process BR Reference

LFV decay
μ− → e−γ 4.2× 10−13 MEG [255]
τ− → e−γ 5.4× 10−8 BaBar [256], Belle [257]
τ− → μ−γ 5.0× 10−8 BaBar [256], Belle [257]
μ− → e−e−e+ 1.0× 10−12 SINDRUM [260]
τ− → e−e−e+ 1.4× 10−8 Belle [261], BaBar [262]
τ− → μ−μ−μ+ 1.2× 10−8 ATLAS [258], LHCb [259], Belle [261], BaBar [262]
τ− → μ−e−e+ 1.1× 10−8 Belle [261], BaBar [262]
τ− → e−e−μ+ 0.84× 10−8 Belle [261], BaBar [262]
τ− → e−μ−μ+ 1.6× 10−8 Belle [261], BaBar [262]
τ− → μ−μ−e+ 0.98× 10−8 Belle [261], BaBar [262]

LFV conversion
μ− e (Ti) 1.7× 10−12 SINDRUM II [263]
μ− e (Pb) 4.6× 10−11 SINDRUM II [264]

TABLE 4.3: Experimental upper bounds on LFV processes,
along with the experiments that provided the bound. When
more than one experiment is cited, the HFLAV average is

used [105]. All upper bounds are given at 90% C.L.

case of l → lγ processes, the decay width is given by

Γl−α →l−β γ =
αemm5

lα
4

(
|KL

2 |2 + |KR
2 |2

)
, (4.13)

where

KL
2 =

GF

4
√

2π2

mlβ

mlα

6

∑
a=1

ΘαaΘ∗βaG

(
m2

νa

m2
W

)
and (4.14)

KR
2 =

GF

4
√

2π2

6

∑
a=1

ΘαaΘ∗βaG

(
m2

νa

m2
W

)
. (4.15)

In the above equations, αem is the fine structure constant, mlα/β
is the mass of

the relevant lepton, GF is the Fermi constant and the loop function G(x) is
defined by [308]:

G(x) =
−7 + 33x− 57x2 + 31x3 + 6x2(1− 3x) log(x)

12(−1 + x)4 . (4.16)

Aside from decays, LFV processes can also give rise to a neutrinoless μ− e
conversion inside a nucleus. Now, a muon cannot “convert” into an electron
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in vacuum, simply by considering energy and momentum conservation (in
the reference frame where the muon is at rest, the electron also has to be at
rest from momentum conservation. Since the rest energy is simply the mass,
energy will not be conserved.). In the presence of a nucleus that can account
for this extra energy, though, this process can happen. Muons captured by a
nucleus typically decay in orbit, resulting in a continuous spectrum of energy
for the electron in the final state. However, in coherent flavour violating
conversion, by preparing “muonic” atoms in a particular state, the final state
electrons will have a discrete energy spectrum. Experiments then attempt to
measure the rate at which this conversion happens with respect to the rate at
which the nucleus captures electrons:

Rμ−e =
Γconv

Γcapt
. (4.17)

The expressions for the conversion ratio and the nuclear parameters for the
two nuclei studied (48Ti and 208Pb) are also in appendix A.

The likelihoods for all the observables mentioned are modeled as Gaussian
upper limits. They are computed as

lnL =

{
− 1

2 log
(
2πσ2), x > x0

− 1
2 log

(
2πσ2)− 1

2
(x−x0)

2

σ2 , x < x0,
(4.18)

using the experimental data from table 4.3. The measured value x0 is as-
sumed to be zero in case an experiment does not provide a value. The stan-
dard deviation is set as σ = v/1.28 (a 90% CL upper limit corresponds to
exclusion beyond 1.28σ from the mean [309]), v being the quoted upper limit.

4.2.3 Lepton universality

Lepton universality, or the paradigm in which SM interactions treat all three
charged leptons identically, has been quite extensively tested. Experiments
performed in the past at LEP [310] and SLC [311], for example, used lifetime
measurements of the tauon and muon, as well as the partial decay widths of
the Z boson and confirmed this, but more recent measurements from meson
decays [107, 108, 109] have brought this into question, leading to the formu-
lation of many BSM theories attempting to explain this deviation [253, 312].
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The fact that RHNs modify the leptonic currents means they will contribute
to these tests, most importantly, in the case of leptonic decays of charged
mesons, X+ → l+ν, and semileptonic decays of B mesons B0/± → X0/±l+l−.
When calculating the decay widths of pseudoscalar mesons, the trouble from
hadronic uncertainties must be dealt with. To do this, tests of universality are
most often formulated as ratios between different species, and the uncertain-
ties are then assumed to cancel out. For the cases of leptonic and semileptonic
decays of mesons, these ratios are expressed as

RX
αβ =

Γ(X+ → l+α να)

Γ(X+ → l+β νβ)
and (4.19)

RX =
Γ(B0/± → X0/±l+α l−α )

Γ(B0/± → X0/±l+β l−β )
(4.20)

respectively.

Fully leptonic decays

In this case, the test of lepton universality can be neatly expressed in terms
of deviations from the SM prediction:

RX
αβ = RX

αβ,SM(1 + ΔrX
αβ), (4.21)

where the sterile neutrino contribution coming from ΔrX
αβ can be calculated

using the active-sterile mixing matrix Θ as [59, 313]

ΔrX
αβ =

1 + ∑I |ΘαI |2[GαI − 1]
1 + ∑I |ΘβI |2[GβI − 1]

− 1, (4.22)

where

GαI = ϑ(mX −mlα −MI)
rα + rI + (rα − rI)

2

rα(1− rα)2

√
1− 2(rα + rI) + (rα − rI)2,

(4.23)
with ϑ being the Heaviside step function, rα ≡ m2

lα /m2
X and rI ≡ M2

I /m2
X.

The SM predictions used in equation 4.21 for the tests of lepton universality
for pions and kaons are Rπ

eμ,SM = 1.235× 10−4 and RK
eμ,SM = 2.488× 10−5

respectively [314].
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Semileptonic decays

The contribution from right-handed neutrinos to semileptonic decays of B
mesons is less significant than to leptonic decays. In fact, the effect on the
decay of B to charmed mesons, B± → Dlν, is negligible, as argued in [253].
Semileptonic decays to K mesons show a larger effect, particularly B+ →
K+l+l− and B0 → K∗0l+l−. Assuming that ml � mK(∗) and that the Wilson
coefficient C7 � C9, C10, the ratios RK and RK∗ can be approximated by [315]

RK(∗) =
Γ(B±/0 → K±/∗0μ+μ−)
Γ(B±/0 → K±/∗0e+e−)

≈ |C
SM
10 + ΔCμ

10|2 + |CSM
9 + ΔCμ

9 |2
|CSM

10 + ΔCe
10|2 + |CSM

9 + ΔCe
9|2

. (4.24)

The BSM contribution to the Wilson coefficients ΔCα
9 & ΔCα

10 can be expressed
as [316]

ΔCα
9 = −ΔCα

10 = − 1
4 sin θ2

W
∑

I
|ΘαI |2E(xt, xI), (4.25)

with xt = m2
t /m2

W , xI = M2
I /m2

W and the loop function

E(x, y) = xy

{
− 3

4
1

(1− x)(1− y)

+

[
1
4
− 3

2(x− 1)
− 3

4(x− 1)2

]
log x
x− y

+

[
1
4
− 3

2(y− 1)
− 3

4(y− 1)2

]
log y
y− x

}
. (4.26)

Next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) calculations for the SM contribution
to the Wilson coefficients C9 and C10 from [317, 318] are used in equation 4.24.
The values are CSM

9 = 4.211 and CSM
10 = −4.103.

Apart from meson decays, other common tests of lepton universality are the
decays of the W boson to leptons and τ decays.

• The ratio of the decay widths of the W to charged leptons lα and lβ can
be written as [80]

RW
αβ =

Γ(W+ → l+α να)

Γ(W+ → l+β νβ)
=

√
1− (θθ†)αα

1− (θθ†)ββ
. (4.27)
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• The test for τ decays follows the same form as in equation 4.22; the SM
prediction is Rτ

μe,SM = 0.973 [319]. In this particular case, we only calcu-
late the correction if MI > mτ; if not, no contribution from BSM physics
in assumed. This is a pragmatic decision; it is possible to calculate the
contribution when MI < mτ too [253], but as is demonstrated in the re-
ferred paper, the resulting deviation from the SM is very small and will
have a negligible influence on any results. Further, this calculation in-
volves numerical integration, which would also increase computation
time.

All the tests mentioned are implemented as Gaussian likelihoods centered
on the experimentally measured value. The experimental measurements of
these observables as well as the corresponding uncertainties2 are shown in
table 4.4. There, two measurements are shown for RB

K∗ corresponding to two
regions of the dilepton invariant mass: 0.045 < q2 < 1.1 GeV2/c4 for (1) and
1.1 < q2 < 6.0 GeV2/c4 for (2). The form of the likelihood is identical to
equation 4.10.

Observable Measured value

Rπ
eμ (1.235± 0.005)× 10−4 [265]

RK
eμ (2.488± 0.010)× 10−5 [266]

Rτ
μe 0.9762± 0.0028 [105]

RW
μe 0.980± 0.018 [267]

RW
τe 1.063± 0.027 [268]

RW
τμ 1.070± 0.026 [268]

RB
K 0.745± 0.089 [109]

RB
K∗ (1) 0.66± 0.09 [107]

RB
K∗ (2) 0.69± 0.10 [107]

TABLE 4.4: Experimental measurements for all tests of lepton
universality.

4.2.4 CKM unitarity

The determination of CKM matrix elements (Vexp
CKM)i

ab is usually done under
the implicit assumption of Θ = 0. Within the type-I seesaw model, therefore,
these measurements have to be adjusted to take into account the effect of the
RHNs. In this analysis, the smallest element of the CKM matrix, (VCKM)ub,

2The experimental uncertainties for RB
K(∗) are obtained as the sum in quadrature of the

statistical and systematic uncertainties provided by [107] and [109].
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is neglected, since its absolute value |(VCKM)ub|2 ∼ 10−5 is much smaller
than our sensitivity to Θ. Under the assumption of the unitarity of the CKM
matrix, one then has the relation

|(VCKM)ud|2 + |(VCKM)us|2 = 1. (4.28)

Various experimental measurements of these two matrix elements [269, 270,
271, 272] can thus be utilized to simultaneously constrain the true value of
|(VCKM)us| and the active-sterile mixing matrix Θ. Note that because of equa-
tion 4.28, only one of the two matrix elements is independent.

Unitarity constraints are most relevant for qq̄ → W∗ → lN; leptonic elec-
troweak decays are the most sensitive, given that if one considered qq̄ →
W∗ → qq̄, terms of the form |Vqq| ∗ |Vqq|would be involved. Instead of focus-
ing on constraints coming from Vus (essentially kaon decays), pion decays,
where one has the ud̄ vertex are utilized in this study. They are more relevant
since Vud is larger and better measured, i.e. with a smaller error, than Vus.

Following [59, 80], the experimental measurements and true values of the
CKM matrix elements can be related by

|(Vexp
CKM)i

us,ud|2 = |(VCKM)us,ud|2[1 + f i(Θ)], (4.29)

where the functions f i encode the contribution from RHNs to the process
considered in each experiment. |(Vexp

CKM)us| has been extracted using various
decays, and the functions are given by [80]

KL → π+e−ν̄e : 1 + f 1(Θ) =
G2

F
G2

μ
[1− (θθ†)ee], (4.30)

KS → π+e−ν̄e : f 2(Θ) = f 1(Θ), (4.31)

K− → π0e−ν̄e : f 3(Θ) = f 1(Θ), (4.32)

KL → π+μ−ν̄μ : 1 + f 4(Θ) =
G2

F
G2

μ
[1− (θθ†)μμ], (4.33)

K− → π0μ−ν̄μ : f 5(Θ) = f 4(Θ), (4.34)

τ− → K−ντ

τ− → π−ντ
: 1 + f 6(Θ) = 1 + (θθ†)μμ and (4.35)

τ− → π−ν̄τ : 1 + f 7(Θ) = 1 + (θθ†)ee + (θθ†)μμ − (θθ†)ττ. (4.36)

For |(Vexp
CKM)ud|, the uncertainty is dominated by measurements of superal-

lowed 0+ → 0+ nuclear beta transitions, and it is only this which needs to
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be modified; the modification is identical to that for the K → πeν processes
above [80]:

0+ → 0+ : 1 + f 1(Θ) =
G2

F
G2

μ
[1− (θθ†)ee]. (4.37)

We then treat Vus as a nuisance parameter and optimize its value to remove
its Θ-dependence. The value (VCKM)ud is calculated with equation 4.28 for a
given value of (VCKM)us. The values of the matrix elements that come from
these various processes and that of |(Vexp

CKM)ud| are listed in table 4.5. The
constraint is modeled as a χ2 distribution in the current analysis:

χ2 =
7

∑
i=1

[
(Vexp

CKM)i
us − (VCKM)us · (1 + f i(Θ)

]2

σ2
i

+

[
(Vexp

CKM)ud − (VCKM)ud · (1 + f 1(Θ)
]2

σ2 . (4.38)

Parameter Process Value Reference

KL → πeν 0.2163(6)
KL → πμν 0.2166(6)

(Vexp
CKM)us f+(0) KS → πeν 0.2155(13) [269, 273]

K± → π0eν 0.2160(11)
K± → π0μν 0.2158(14)
BR(τ→Kν)
BR(τ→πν)

0.2262(13)
(Vexp

CKM)us τ → Kν 0.2214(22) [270, 271]
τ → l, τ → s 0.2173(22)

(Vexp
CKM)ud Average 0.97417(21) [272]

TABLE 4.5: Experimental values of (VCKM)us and the average
value of (VCKM)ud used in the calculation of the CKM likeli-

hood. The value of the factor f+(0) is taken from [273].

4.2.5 Neutrinoless double-beta decay

During double-beta decay, two neutrons are transformed into two protons;
two electrons and two anti-neutrinos are released due to lepton number con-
servation. Majorana neutrino masses violate lepton number and can hence
induce neutrinoless double-beta decay. Here, the experimental constraints
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are enforced in terms of mββ, specifically in the form [320]

mββ = |∑
i
(Uν)

2
eimi + ∑

I
Θ2

eI MI fA(MI)|. (4.39)

The first term gives the contribution from LHNs, the second, from RHNs;
the term fA(MI) parameterizes the suppression arising out of the fact that
the RHNs are virtual if MI is larger than the typical momentum exchange in
0νββ (about 100 MeV), as is the case here. If contributions come solely from
the light neutrinos, one cannot constrain any neutrino properties using neu-
trinoless double-beta decay, since the limit on ∑ mν precludes high values of
mββ, i.e. values of mββ that are consistent with the cosmological limit already
lie below experimental bounds on the former. Additionally, the suppression
of the RHN contribution due to fA has, in the past, been thought to render
RHN influence negligible. However, recent studies [59, 165, 320, 321] have
shown that this suppression is not enough at higher masses (∼ GeV) and, in
fact, right-handed neutrinos can dominantly contribute to the decay.

Specifically, accidental cancellations in the active neutrino mass matrix mν

can lead to small LHN masses while still allowing large mixings. If these
cancellations are truly by accident, or if they protected by a symmetry like
approximate lepton number (B-L) conservation with the B-L breaking param-
eters being relatively large3, then mββ can exceed the standard prediction. As
observed in [320] this can occur for mass splittings ΔM/M of O(10−3) and
|Im(ω)| > 2. These values are covered in the ranges of our scan, which leads
us to expect that the limits on U2

eI in [139], for example, will be stronger than
what we will obtain.

A central issue with respect to this observable has to do with the nuclear
matrix elements (NMEs) (which are implicitly part of fA); the amplitude for
neutrinoless double-beta decay is proportional to the NMEs and these quan-
titites suffer from fairly large uncertainties. This is partly due to the fact that
they can only be inferred indirectly. This uncertainty in the elements that
determine the exchanged momentum naturally leads to uncertainty in the
function fA, and we use the approximation given in [320], i.e.

fA(M) ≈ p2

p2 + M2 . (4.40)

3Note that in the symmetric limit, the rate for neutrinoless double-beta deacy is always
small.
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The experimental constraints from GERDA [274] and KamLAND-Zen [275]
are implemented in this analysis. In the above equation, for p2, we adopt the
values from [139], which are listed there for multiple elements. To be spe-
cific, the “Argonne” model is used along with the lower of the two values
cited for p2:

√〈p2〉 = 178 MeV for xenon (used in KamLAND-Zen), and√〈p2〉 = 159 MeV for germanium (used in GERDA); this yields the most
conservative constraints. Since a frequentist interpretation of the results is
focused on here, this approach is equivalent to profiling over systematic un-
certainties, assuming a flat prior that spans the entire range of 〈p2〉 values
in [139]. The constraints on mββ from GERDA - mββ < 0.15− 0.33 eV (90%
CL) - and KamLAND-Zen - mββ < 0.061− 0.165 eV (also 90% CL) - are en-
coded as one-sided Gaussian likelihoods, choosing the higher of the two val-
ues to stay conservative. The form of the log-likelihood is the same as in
equation 4.18.

4.2.6 Big Bang Nucleosynthesis

BBN is a comprehensive phenomenon, in the sense that three of the four
known fundamental interactions play different, but important roles in it.
First, consider the electromagnetic force, which all charged particles and pho-
tons are subject to. For processes involving these particles and electromag-
netic interactions, the timescale for reaching equilibrium is much less com-
pared to the expansion time. These particles thus reach thermal equilibrium
quickly and remain equilibrated at some (common) temperature T.

The weak interactions lead to a sharp change in the equilibrium behaviour:
at T ≥∼ MeV, the neutral particles it affects (neutrons, neutrinos) stay in
equilibrium, but as the expansion of spacetime reduces the temperature, this
balance is lost, and the particles are said to “freeze out”.

At high temperatures, processes like n + νe → p + e− are in chemical equilib-
rium, i.e. the forward and reverse processes occur at the same rate. Chemical
and thermal equilibria are interconnected, however, so they are lost simulta-
neously, when the neutron-to-proton ratio freezes out at lower temperatures.
The strong interactions are also responsible for the production of nuclei con-
sisting of more than one nucleon.

With the addition of right-handed neutrinos to the SM’s particle content, the
predictions of BBN also change, making it a valuable cosmological testing
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ground for BSM models. The RHNs can decay, but can have relatively very
long lifetimes (on the order of a second, even) because their coupling strength
is so weak. Their decay products are then injected into the primordial envi-
ronment, leading to an increase in temperature and a shift in the chemical
equilibrium.

If RHNs decay shortly before or during BBN, the typical energy of the decay
products (∼ MI ≥ 50 MeV) will be significantly higher than the plasma tem-
perature at that time (∼ 100 keV). Therefore, either by dissociating formed
nuclei or by causing deviations from thermal equilibrium, they will affect
the abundances of primordial elements, which are observationally well con-
strained. The requirement that RHN decay happens sufficiently early enough
implies an upper limit on the lifetime τI of RHNs, or equivalently, a lower
bound on the mixing U2

I [322] (in order to decay within some time limit, the
RHNs must have a corresponding minimum mixing strength). However, in
the presence of multiple RHN species, BBN cannot, in general, constrain in-
dividual mixing angles U2

αI , only the total mixing U2
I .

Here, decay channels of RHNs up until the mass range of B mesons is consid-
ered; beyond this mass, the constraint of BBN is considerably weaker. The
decays are taken from [6] and [323], as well as the values of the necessary
decay constants. The decay width for each topology is listed in appendix B.
Once the widths are calculated, a rather simple constraint on the lifetime of
each RHN is enforced: that it must be less than 0.1 s [56]. This is implemented
as a hard cutoff in the parameter space, i.e. if the lifetime is larger than 0.1
s, the parameter point is given a large negative log-likelihood (lnL = −100),
effectively rendering it invalid. We choose to do this and not flag such points
to be invalid so that the effect of BBN could be examined during analysis. In
principle, this limit can be weakened if the lightest active neutrino has a mass
< O(10−3) eV, since the RHNs do not necessarily thermalize in this case [58],
but since BBN is already a weak constraint, this is not incorporated here.4

4Previous analyses such as [6] did not take into account the color factor of 3 that should
enter the decay width of RHNs to jets; [6, 323] also use charged current co-efficients for
the decay widths, whereas the relevant neutral current factor would have to be included
for higher masses. These additions would result in improvements; however, they are not
incorporated here as well since their effect would be observable only at masses greater than
about 5 GeV, where the BBN bound becomes irrelevant in our study.
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4.3 Direct searches for right-handed neutrinos

Beam dump and peak searches are two of the most frequently used methods
that have been employed to detect RHNs. In beam dump experiments, the
large background signal that is usually present near the target hinders the
detection of charged particles that are produced along with the RHNs (and
which are usually used for identifying positive signals). On the other hand,
RHNs with mass below the D meson scale can be long-lived enough to travel
macroscopic distances. Looking for their charged decay products some dis-
tance away from the target leads to (almost) background-free experimental
situations.

Furthermore, RHN production can generate a peak in the lepton energy spec-
trum. If, for example, a meson of mass mX decays into an RHN of mass MI

and an electron/muon with mass mlα , this peak will be approximately at

Epeak �
m2

X + m2
lα −M2

I

2mX
. (4.41)

Even in situations where backgrounds are sizeable, a peak search can hence
be used to impose constraints on the mixing.

To implement the direct detection constraints as likelihoods, we follow two
different approaches depending on the information that is provided in each
study. In one case, the experiments found no signal events and had no back-
ground counts after cuts (DELPHI, CHARM, PS191 and NuTeV). Therefore,
since the processes in the experiments are essentially Poissonian, we con-
struct the likelihood (to observe n events) as a Poisson distribution. The num-
ber of expected counts, μ, is a function of the RHN masses and mixings, i.e.
μ = μ(MI , U4

αI) (assuming the experiment does so as well, the fourth power
takes both production and decay of RHNs into account). For an μ expected
and b background events, the likelihood is

L(n|μ) = (μ + b)n e−(μ+b)

n!
. (4.42)

With no reported detection (n = 0) and background cuts reducing b to ap-
proximately zero,

lnL(n = 0|μ) = −μ. (4.43)

To connect μ with our model parameters, we use the fact that the expected
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signal counts are proportional to the LHN-RHN mixing, μ ∝ U4
αI . The fac-

tor of proportionality is set to reproduce the results from the experimental
papers; assuming that these limits are based on the Feldman-Cousins pro-
cedure [324], a 95% CL upper limit, for example, would correspond to an
expected number of signal counts of μ = 3.09.

On the other hand, for the experiments which either quote non-zero signal
events and/or backgrounds, or if this information is ambiguous (CHARM ντ

re-interpretation, PIENU, ATLAS and E949), we model the constraint likeli-
hood as Gaussian upper limits, i.e. we model them as half-Gaussians with
zero mean and error set according to the confidence level at which the results
are presented. For example, in the case of an experiment that presents limits
at 90% CL, for a half Gaussian, this lies within 1.28σ of the mean.

Lastly, a correction (division of the experimental limits by
√

2) is sometimes
necessary if the neutrinos were assumed to be Dirac particles in the analysis
of an experiment.

Note that simplifications in the model are often made in collider experiments
in order to compute confidence intervals. Given that we utilize these results
to construct the likelihoods in this study, any simplifications made are also
incorporated here. In practice, this means that the actual bounds will likely
be slightly weaker than those presented here or in those papers. There is
one way to avoid this: perform a full collider simulation of the signal events
for each process and construct likelihoods based on the number of observed
events, rather than on the experiments’ interpretation of the results based on
some model (e.g. the νMSM in the CMS paper). However, this is costly to do
since, firstly, the machinery for such searches is not yet available in GAMBIT,
and secondly, this means that, for each parameter point, a full simulation
with large (>100,000) number of events would have to be performed, which
takes a lot of CPU time and would make our scans too time-consuming. We
use the benefit conferred by the fact that the simplified model approach is a
good approximation in most cases; we, as earlier studies did, take the simpli-
fied model limits as the true limits. The difference in our results due to this
would be insignificant.
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FIGURE 4.2: 90% CL upper limits (solid black line) on U2
eI

placed by PIENU [252]. The dashed line represents older limits
which this experiment subsumed.

4.3.1 PIENU

The PIENU experiment [252] sought to detect RHNs in the mass range of
68 − 129 MeV by searching for peaks in the energy spectrum of the decay
process

π+ → e+ν (4.44)

(hence the name). This process is helicity-suppressed in the Standard Model,
but this suppression is relaxed in the presence of RHNs. There were other
attempts at the search using the same process [325], but the background pro-
cess μ+ → e+νν̄ (the decay of the muon which can be produced in π+ →
μ+ν) was not fully corrected for. PIENU attempted to improve these results.
The difference in the lifetimes of pions and muons (τπ = 26 ns, τμ = 2197 ns)
was used for this purpose, by setting up timing cuts based this difference.
The spectrum was also cut at an angle to the beam axis to reduce shower
leakage and improve the signal-to-noise ratio.

The experiment was sensitive to the mixing |ΘeI |2 ≡ U2
eI and μ in equa-

tion 4.43 is also taken to scale as U2
eI in the analysis. Although no peaks were

found, exact information on the number of background events is unavailable.
Further, production processes in peak searches are, in general, unaffected by
the Majorana/Dirac nature of the RHNs; hence, no correction is necessary
here.
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The constraints on U2
eI are at 90% CL, so it is implemented as a half-Gaussian

with zero mean and error set at 1.28σ. The results of the experiment are
shown in figure 4.2.

4.3.2 PS-191

This experiment [68] was designed for the purpose of detecting neutrino de-
cays. RHNs would be produced via either of the following mechanisms:

π+/K+ → e+νe or (4.45)

π+/K+ → μ+νμ. (4.46)

The RHN that may be produced via the mixing with the LHNs could then
decay via one of the topologies below.

N → μ−e+ν, (4.47)

N → e−μ+ν, (4.48)

N → e−π+, (4.49)

N → μ−μ+ν, (4.50)

N → μ−π+ or (4.51)

N → e−π+π0. (4.52)

Thus, PS-191 could constrain the quantities U4
eI and U4

μI for RHNs with a
mass between 20− 450 MeV.

Having found no signal or background events, it placed constraints on these
parameters at 90% CL, as shown in figure 4.3. There are a couple of devia-
tions from the original analysis. The first is necessitated by the fact that in the
original analysis, the constraints were derived under the assumption that the
RHNs interact only through the charged current. In the seesaw model, they
can interact via the neutral current also, so any of the LHN flavours can ap-
pear in the decays. This was recognized a few years ago and the PS191 limits
were re-interpreted with the inclusion of neutral current interactions in [57].
The effect of this is to make the signal count proportional to U2

eI ×∑α cαU2
αI .

The co-efficients are given by

ce =
1 + 4 sin2 θW + 8 sin4 θW

4
, cμ, cτ =

1− 4 sin2 θW + 8 sin4 θW

4
. (4.53)
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FIGURE 4.3: 90% CL upper limits (shaded lines) on U2
eI and U2

μI
from the PS-191 experiment [68]. These are re-interpreted, as
mentioned in the text. Other lines represent results from other

experiments.

The revised bounds are used here. The limits are encoded in likelihood form
as in equation 4.43, with the proportionality factor being 2.44.

4.3.3 CHARM

CHARM [69] sought to detect RHNs using two strategies. One used a neu-
trino beam from dumping protons on copper (BD), the other utilized a wide-
band neutrino beam (WBB) from primary protons.

In the beam dump, the production of RHNs was assumed to occur through
the decay of D mesons. They would then decay via

N → e+e−νe, (4.54)

N → μ+μ−νμ, (4.55)

N → e+μ−νe or (4.56)

N → μ+e−νμ (4.57)
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FIGURE 4.4: 90% CL upper limits on U2
eI and U2

μI from
CHARM [69] (“THIS EXPERIMENT” in both plots). These are

re-interpreted, as with PS-191.

FIGURE 4.5: 90% CL upper limits on U2
τ I from CHARM data,

assuming RHNs couple only to tau flavour [279] (line a in the
plot).

(and the anti-particle counterparts) and the decay products were looked for.
The main background here came from hadron showers resulting from the in-
elastic scattering of electron and muon neutrinos and anti-neutrinos. These
events have a wider angular distribution than the decays listed above, which
was used to separate signal from background. In addition, the electromag-
netic processes occur with more regularity. This was also factored in to sup-
press the background.

In WBB, RHN production was assumed to occur via neutrino-nucleus neutral
current scattering and their subsequent decay into hadrons was searched for:

νμ A → XN; N → μH, (4.58)
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where A and X are nuclei and H is the hadron from the decay of the RHN.
The limits from the WBB analysis are, however, weaker than those exerted
by other experiments in the same mass range, and are not considered here.

The BD analysis yielded no candidate events or background and hence placed
limits on UeI and UμI at 90% CL. The original analysis assumed the possi-
bility of RHNs interacting only via the charged current; the results are re-
interpreted accounting for the inclusion of neutral current interactions [57]
as discussed in section 4.3.2 and equation 4.43 is once again used to repre-
sent the likelihood, with the proportionality factor being 2.44.

The data from CHARM has also been used to constrain the mixing with tau
flavour. Using the beam dump information and with the assumption that
RHNs mix solely with tau-flavoured leptons, [279] placed limits at 90% CL
on Uτ I , which we implement as a half-Gaussian with zero mean and error set
at 1.28σ.

Dirac RHNs were assumed in both the original and tau-specific analyses, so
the limits presented are also re-scaled by dividing them by

√
2.

The experimental limits are displayed in figures 4.4 and 4.5.

4.3.4 DELPHI

FIGURE 4.6: Upper limits at 95% CL, equally applicable to all 3
mixings, from the DELPHI analysis [73].

At DELPHI [73], the dominant RHN production mechanism was

e+e− → Z0 → Nν̄ (4.59)
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(the process Z0 → NN̄ would be suppressed due to the additional U2 factor).
The products of the RHN decaying via the weak and neutral current were
then searched for, according to

N → νZ∗; Z∗ → νν̄, ll̄, qq̄, (4.60)

or

N → l′W∗; W∗ → νl̄, qq̄′. (4.61)

Since the RHNs could have existed long enough to travel macroscopic dis-
tances of upto 100 cm, different signatures had to be considered and the anal-
ysis was split to tackle the short- and long-lived cases separately. For short-
lived RHNs with mass less than about 30 GeV/c2, because of the large boost
received by N, the signature would be a monojet. Background came from
leptonic Z boson decays or γγ processes; angular cuts were made to remove
these. Higher masses open the decay channel into qq̄ (and a lepton, depend-
ing on the particular channel), so the signature would be two acollinear jets
which are also acoplanar with respect to the beam axis. Hadronic Z decays
with missing energy make up most of the background in this case, and a
neural network was used to remove all of them from the final data.

Longer-lived RHNs were looked for using displaced vertices and calorime-
ter clusters. The former was useful in tracking RHNs with an intermediate
lifetime; however, a cluster finding algorithm along with vertex reconstruc-
tion did not find any signals in this regime. The latter was used to detect the
longest-lived RHNs, whose decay products would interact with the outer-
most layers/components of DELPHI. The experimental signature would be
a cluster of hits in a small angular region, coincident with the beam collision
and traceable back to the initial interaction point.

DELPHI could constrain UeI , UμI and UτI for RHNs having a mass between
0.5 − 80 GeV. Majorana neutrinos were assumed and the analysis yielded
one candidate event (from the monojet component of the short-lived RHN
analysis) and no background events; the result is shown in figure 4.6. In our
analysis, this means the proportionality factor is 3.09 and μ scales as U4

αI .

A caveat must be mentioned: DELPHI presented bounds on the mixing in
a flavor-independent manner: the limit on U2, as presented in the paper,
applies equally to U2

e , U2
μ and U2

τ, as they mention. In the mass range under
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consideration, the mass of the tauon will, of course, influence the strength
of the limit and, as they quote, the presented bounds become weaker for
masses below ∼ 4 GeV. However, the extent of the kinematic suppression
due to the tauon mass is not quantitatively discussed; the limits are used as
is, noting that it is highly likely that NA62 will subsume these bounds in the
near future [326].

4.3.5 ATLAS

The process relevant for RHN production in ATLAS [276] is

pp → (W±)∗ → l±N. (4.62)

The RHNs were taken to be heavier than the W boson, allowing it to decay
into a lepton and a W boson:

N → l±W∓. (4.63)

The W boson would then decay predominantly into a quark-antiquark pair,
and the signature of this decay chain was searched for, with either two elec-
trons or muons in the final state.5

Within the framework of the SM, one can get the same outgoing particles
from Drell-Yan and diboson processes, as well as from decays of top quarks.
After modelling all relevant processes through simulation, differentiating be-
tween the SM and BSM processes and applying cuts to suppress any addi-
tional background (such as a beam-related component, calorimeter noise and
cosmic ray muons), the analysis placed 95% CL limits on the two mixing an-
gles UeI and UμI in the mass range of 100− 500 GeV. The experimental limits
are displayed in figure 4.7.

Details on the number of observed/expected events and background are
available and could be cast into a likelihood function combining Poissonian
and Gaussian errors; however, implementing the limits as a half-Gaussian

5There is ongoing dispute in the literature concerning the rate of LNV processes at col-
lider experiments, namely whether they are always suppressed and therefore unobservably
small [65, 170] or whether coherent flavour oscillations can lead to LNV signatures in spite
of the smallness of these parameters [172, 173, 174]. In the range of MI under considera-
tion here, the strongest direct search constraints do not come from experimental signatures
that rely on LNV, and the results are therefore only mildly affected by the outcome of this
discussion.
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FIGURE 4.7: 95% CL upper limits on electron and muon mixing
from the ATLAS analysis [276].

with zero mean and error set at 1.64σ reproduces the experimental limits
well enough for the current purpose.

Hence, in our analysis, μ ∝ U4
αI , α = e, μ. The original analysis was carried

out under the assumption of Majorana RHNs, so no correction is necessary.

4.3.6 CMS

With the LHC having run with a center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV, the CMS
detector searched for different event signatures of the same process as ATLAS
studied: instead of the W boson decaying into quarks, it decays into a lepton-
(anti-)neutrino pair, leaving a final signature of three charged leptons (these
cannot have the same charge, but can be any combination of electrons and
muons). 95% CL limits were calculated for UeI and UμI for RHNs with mass
between 1 GeV and 1.2 TeV [277] (shown in figure 4.8).
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FIGURE 4.8: 95% CL upper limits on electron and muon mixing
from the CMS analysis [277].

As before, Majorana RHNs were assumed in the analysis, and the implemen-
tation of the limits mirrors that of ATLAS.

Note: Updated bounds from ATLAS [327] and CMS [328] have been released,
but are not included, since these papers came out after our scans were com-
pleted. Additionally, the new bounds from ATLAS in [327] are comparable
to those from DELPHI, while the updated CMS bounds in [328], based on
a dilepton search, produces stronger bounds for RHN masses above ∼ 500
GeV, beyond our range of study.

4.3.7 E949

In this experiment [278], RHNs were searched for in the decay of kaons pro-
duced in a beam dump:

K+ → μ+N. (4.64)

This is similar to PIENU’s and PS191’s search strategy, essentially constrain-
ing the mixing U2

αI using

Γ(M+ → l+N) = ρΓ(M+ → l+νl)U2
αI , (4.65)

ρ being a kinematic factor. The main interfering background processes were
well-understood and suppressed; these are K+ → μ+νμγ, K+ → π0μ+νμ and
K+ → π0π+γ.

Constraints on UμI were placed at 90% CL in the mass range 175− 300 MeV;
we also divide the limits by a factor of

√
2 to account for the Majorana nature

of RHNs in our model. The limits are reproduced in figure 4.9.

The likelihood is modeled as a half-Gaussian with zero mean, error set at
1.28σ and μ ∝ U2

μI .
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FIGURE 4.9: Upper limits on U2
μI at 90% CL from E949 [278].

4.3.8 NuTeV

FIGURE 4.10: 90% CL upper limits on U2
μI from NuTeV [70].

The NuTeV experiment [70] searched for RHNs through their decay into the
following final states: μeν, μμν, μπ and μρ. They were assumed to be pro-
duced in the decay of mesons. Thus, the experimental signature was a neu-
tral particle decaying into two charged ones within the detector.

After suppressing major sources of background, which were neutrino inter-
actions in the helium used in the drift chamber (the helium’s purpose was to
reduce neutrino interactions, but this was achieved imperfectly), interactions
with the material beyond this chamber or around it, no signal or background
events were detected and 90% CL limits on UμI were placed for Majorana
RHNs with a mass between 0.25− 2 GeV, as shown in figure 4.10.

The likelihood is modeled as in equation 4.43, with a proportionality factor
of 2.44 and μ scaling as U4

αI .
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Chapter 5

Results

5.1 Scanning strategy, parameter ranges and priors

One primary goal of this work was to fully map the profile likelihood in the
mixing-mass, or MI −U2

αI plane for RHN masses between 100 MeV and 500
GeV. The lower limit was chosen due to considerations outlined in chapter 1,
reiterated here: although there are no limitations on RHN mass a priori, par-
ticularly in bottom-up parameterizations, like the Casas-Ibarra scheme, con-
straints from BBN, for instance, restrict their lifetime [56] (indirectly limiting
allowed masses). Coupled with the results of previous direct searches [57,
58] which have not reported any detections, the lower limit on the RHNs’
masses can be set to about 100 MeV.

After initial scans, the differential evolution scanner Diver was chosen, since
it demonstrably explored the parameter space better. Even so, the parame-
ter space is complex and there are regions where a tuning of the parameters,
such as accidental cancellations among terms in the active neutrino mass ma-
trix, is needed to simultaneously satisfy existing constraints and reach the
largest allowed mixings. This necessitated the usage of a few strategies in
order to better sample the space.

We perform scans using a “differential” model, where the RHN masses are
parameterized using the quantities M1, ΔM21 = M2 − M1 and M3, as well
as using the “full” model. It is known that (an approximate) mass degener-
acy between two RHNs can lead to approximate B-L symmetry conservation,
in turn leading to larger observable mixings (see, for example, [165]). Con-
sidering lepton number-violating processes like neutrinoless double-beta de-
cay, which places one of the tightest constraints on U2

eI especially, a protect-
ing symmetry suppresses these signals [59], rendering U2

eI unconstrained by
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experimental upper limits on mββ. Hence, a logarithmic prior is placed on
the RHN masses M1 and M3, as well as on the mass splitting, ΔM21. This
helps with a better sampling of the limits of the most constraining exper-
iments/observables. Further, the Casas-Ibarra parameterization makes it
possible to get large values of U2

αI by simply choosing |Im(ωij)| > 1, since(
Θ2 ∼ exp(2Im(ω))

M

)
; this is also done by setting appropriate ranges in the con-

figuration file.

Out of the active neutrino parameters, only α1 and α2 are unconstrained by
oscillation data, hence they are allowed to vary freely from 0 to 2π with flat
priors. The ranges for the other neutrino phases and angles are taken from
the 3σ ranges from the NuFit collaboration [103], also with flat priors. The
mass of the lightest active neutrino has a definite impact on the lower bound
of U2

I (equation 2.69) [59], so a logarithmic prior is chosen (see table 5.3),
which enables us to examine this impact in better detail than a flat prior
would allow and keeps the BBN limits relevant [58]. The upper limit on mν0 is
chosen as the broad cosmological bound given by Planck [284], ∑ mν < 0.23
eV. In order to better fit the active neutrino data, the mass splittings Δm2

21 and
Δm2

3l are chosen as scan parameters, where l = 1 and Δm2
3l > 0 for normal

hierarchy and l = 2 and Δm2
3l < 0 for inverted hierarchy.

Further, because of the choice of ordering in the definition of R in equa-
tion 2.84, the complete possible range of couplings is not covered. Thus, we
introduce another parameter Rorder, which takes discrete values [1, 6] corre-
sponding to each of the possible permutations of the definition of R in terms
of Rij. This allows full coverage of the mixing space and, since the likelihood
is theoretically independent of this ordering (and confirmed by the data), a
uniform distribution of values taken by Rorder is achieved.

Since the mixing matrix in the C-I parameterization depends on mH (due
to the 1-loop correction), as seen in section 2.3, mH is taken to be a nui-
sance parameter with a Gaussian distribution around its averaged measured
value [254] and a flat prior. Other SM parameters are fixed to their PDG
values [254].

However, we found that for low and high RHN masses (� 1 GeV and � 100
GeV), there are regions of excess likelihood. This leads to the scanner pre-
ferring points in these regions, leaving the rest of the parameter space un-
dersampled, even in other parts of the parameter space with few constraints,
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making for less than satisfactory profile likelihood contours. Thus, we re-
move the likelihood contribution from RK

eμ from the total likelihood (which
drives the scan), and add it back later during postprocessing. Other likeli-
hoods with positive contributions are Γinv (the invisible decay width of the
Z boson), unitarity of the CKM matrix and Rτ

eμ; these push the scan towards
large U2

τI couplings. This helps in saturating the upper limits of U2
τI , but

leaves regions with low τ coupling undersampled. These features will be
discussed in more detail in section 5.4.

In order to isolate these preferred regions and sample regions outside them
well, the following strategies were implemented.

• An extra auxiliary likelihood called the coupling slide was introduced,
which can be tuned to prefer specifiable RHN mass ranges and large
mixings. By specifying options in the configuration file: slope≡ sC,
mslope≡ sM, I (RHN index) and i (flavour index), a contribution to the
log-likelihood given by

lnL += (sC × log[min(UiI , 1)]) + (sM × log MI) (5.1)

can be added. This contribution was then subtracted in the postpro-
cessing stage.

• The full scan was split into three sets, one for each flavour mixing (tar-
geted in coupling slide). Each set is in turn comprised of multiple parts,
each part working on a different RHN mass range. This ensures that
each flavour coupling saturates the relevant experimental upper bound
in these ranges. Further, scans were set up to use different values of
ΔM21 and/or mν0 to sample fine-tuned regions of the parameter space.

• Since the preferred regions were observed to exist for U2
τ I > 10−4, the

set of scans for this flavour mixing were further divided into a subset
where U2

τI is restricted to be less than 10−4 (so that the scanner can
explore the rest of the parameter space at lower coupling values more
efficiently) and another where the mixing is unrestricted.

These steps lead to another subtle issue to be considered. Now, the order-
ing of the RHNs is arbitrary in our scheme; given sufficient computing time,
the data (i.e. the samples obtained from the scans) should be agnostic to
this. In a profile likelihood plot, therefore, one should not need to specify
which RHN’s parameter space is being shown; the plot should hold for any
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Parameter Value/Range Prior

Free parameters
α1, α2 [rad] [0, 2π] flat
Re ωij [rad] [0, 2π] flat
Im ωij [−15, 15] flat
Nuisance parameters
δ [rad] [0, 2π] flat
θ12 [rad] [0.547684, 0.628144] flat
θ23 [rad] [0.670206, 0.925025] flat
θ13 [rad] [0.139452, 0.155509] flat
Δm2

21 [10−5 eV2] [6, 9] flat
Δm2

3l [10−3eV2] [±2,±3] flat
mH [GeV] [124.1, 127.3] flat
Rorder [1, 6] flat

TABLE 5.1: Parameters ranges and priors adopted for the scan.

of them. However, our settings revolve around N1: as mentioned, this is to
ensure the scan sufficiently explores the relevant upper limits. The scanner
thus prefers points where the flavour couplings to this RHN are high, lead-
ing to an underexploration of the other, symmetrically allowed possibilities,
i.e. N2 or N3 playing the role of the RHN with high couplings. When plotting
the profile likelihood, which is asking,“Is there an NI with mass MI and cou-
pling U2

αI that is within n-sigma (of the best-fit point)?", there are not enough
points for N2 and N3 to completely define the likelihood contours. To fur-
ther circumvent this problem of preferred regions and isolate them, we cap
the maximum likelihood to the highest value in the “bulk” of the parameter
space, i.e. between masses of about 10-70 GeV.

Table 5.3 shows the list of scans that are common to all three flavour mix-
ings (so, along with the restricted U2

τI scans, 4x the number of scans in this
table were done). Extra runs for low RHN mass ranges for tau flavour as
well as a few dedicated runs for electron and muon flavour couplings also
had to be set up to fully explore the profile likelihood; these are listed in ta-
bles 5.4 and 5.2. The ranges and priors used for all other parameters are given
in table 5.1. The two hierarchies have also been scanned independently; all
scans were performed using Diver ver. 1.0.4, with the settings NP = 19200,
conv_threshold = 10−10, and the λjDE option in Diver switched on. High
flavour couplings of N1 are favoured through the new likelihood. These set-
tings, including the very low convergence threshold, together with the strat-
egy described above, ensure a thorough exploration of the parameter space,
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M1 [GeV] ΔM21 [GeV] M3 [GeV] mν0 [eV] [sC, sM]
U2

e/μI
[0.06, 0.14] [10−10, 0.1] [0.06, 500] [10−7, 0.23] [0.5,−0.5]
prior: log prior: log prior: log prior: log

U2
eI

[0.14, 0.2] [10−10, 0.1] [0.06, 500] [10−7, 0.23] [0.5,−0.5]
prior: log prior: log prior: log prior: log

[0.2, 0.4217] [10−10, 0.1] [10−7, 0.23] [0.5,−0.5]
prior: log prior: log prior: log

U2
μI

[0.14, 0.3162] [10−10, 0.1] [0.06, 500] [10−7, 0.23] [0.5,−0.5]
prior: log prior: log prior: log prior: log

TABLE 5.2: A list of scans specific to certain flavour mixings,
making up part of the full dataset(s), along with parameter
ranges and priors. These scans were performed for both mass

hierarchies.

M1 [GeV] ΔM21 [GeV] M3 [GeV] mν0 [eV] [sC, sM]
[0.1, 0.3162] [10−10, 0.1] [10−7, 0.23] [0.5,−0.5]

prior: log prior: log prior: log
[0.1, 0.4217] [10−10, 0.1] [10−7, 0.23] [0.5,−0.5]

prior: log prior: log prior: log
[0.3162, 2] [10−10, 0.1] [10−7, 0.23] [0.5, 0.5]
prior: log prior: log prior: log prior: log
[2, 60] [10−20, 10−10] [0.06, 500] [10−6, 0.23] [0, 5, 0]

prior: log prior: log prior: flat
[2, 60] [10−20, 10−10] 10−4, 10−5, 10−6 [0, 5, 0]

prior: log prior: log fixed
[60, 500] [10−20, 10−10] [10−6, 0.23] [0.7, 0.25]
prior: log prior: log prior: flat
[60, 500] [10−20, 10−10] 10−4, 10−5, 10−6 [0.7, 0.25]
prior: log prior: log fixed

TABLE 5.3: A list of scans making up part of the full dataset(s),
along with parameter ranges and priors. The settings are com-
mon to the three sets for the individual flavour mixings (refer to
text for details) as well as to both mass hierarchies. These scans

were performed with U2
τ I < 10−4 and with no restriction.

albeit at the price of computation time. Although none of the observables
required heavy computation or simulation, most scans took between 2 and
10 hours of running time on a large number of supercomputer cores varying
in number between 250 and 780. All tests and scans were performed across
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M1 [GeV] ΔM21 [GeV] M3 [GeV] mν0 [eV] [sC, sM]
NH+IH

[0.175, 0.3611] [10−20, 10−10] [10−2, 0.23] [0.5, 0.5]
prior: log prior: log prior: log

[0.25, 0.3611] [10−20, 10−10] [10−2, 0.23] [0.5, 0.5]
prior: log prior: log prior: log
[0.25, 0.4] [10−20, 10−10] [0.06, 500] [10−2, 0.23] [1, 0]
prior: log prior: log prior: log prior: log

[0.3611, 0.4492] [10−10, 0.1] [10−2, 0.23] [0.5,−0.5]
prior: log prior: log prior: log

[0.3611, 0.4492] [10−20, 10−10] [10−2, 0.23] [0.5, 0.5]
prior: log prior: log prior: log
[0.4, 0.5] [10−10, 0.1] [10−7, 0.23] [0.5,−0.5]
prior: log prior: log prior: log

IH
[1.25, 1.45] [10−20, 10−10] [0.06, 500] [0.01, 0.23] [0.5, 0.5]
prior: log prior: log prior: log prior: log
[1.65, 1.85] [10−20, 10−10] [0.01, 0.23] [0.5, 0.5]
prior: log prior: log prior: log

IH; U2
τI < 10−3

[0.3162, 1.4] [10−10, 0.1] [0.03, 0.23] [0.5, 0.5]
prior: log prior: log prior: log
[1.0, 1.5] [10−7, 0.01] [0.06, 500] [0.03, 0.23] [0.5, 0.5]
prior: log prior: log prior: log prior: log
[1.4, 1.78] [10−7, 0.01] [0.03, 0.23] [0.5, 0.5]
prior: log prior: log prior: log

TABLE 5.4: A list of scans specific to tau flavour mixing, making
up part of the full dataset(s), along with parameter ranges and

priors (refer to text for details).

several supercomputer facilites, including the Abel cluster in Oslo, MareNos-
trum in Barcelona, Marconi in Bologna, Lisa in Amsterdam and Prometheus
in Krakow.

Due to the large number of scans and the low convergence threshold used,
the size of the full dataset surpassed 1TB for each hierarchy. This made it
extremely difficult to use most plotting routines on them. With the objective
of making profile likelihood plots in the MI vs. U2

αI planes, a subset of the
data points in each mass-coupling plane was extracted; the combined set was
thus optimized for all couplings. A similar optimisation was performed in
the mν0-U2

αI planes, since we intended to study the effect of mν0 cuts on the
parameter space.
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The C-I parametrization is also inherently biased towards the different right-
handed neutrinos, in particular through their masses MI . To remove this
bias, after combining the reduced datasets for all the scans, a symmetrisa-
tion procedure was conducted on the combined datasets over MI and U2

αI ,
increasing the size of the datasets sixfold.

Out of these massive datasets, a total of 37.7 million valid data samples were
using for plotting, of which 9.4 million correspond to normal hierarchy and
8.7M for inverted hierarchy optimised in the MI-U2

αI planes, and 9.9M for
normal and 9.7M for inverted hierarchy optimised in the mν0-U2

αI planes.

In the following sections, separate figures for the inverted hierarchy are pre-
sented only if they differ significantly from the corresponding normal hierar-
chy plots. Plots for the IH that are essentially identical to their NH analogues
shown in this chapter are in appendix D.

5.2 Profile likelihoods

The purpose of making profile likelihood plots was to correctly visualize the
allowed parameter space of the type-I seesaw model with three RHNs, sat-
urating the upper limits in desired projections of the parameter space (the
U2

αI − MI plane for most plots, the U2
αI −U2

βI plane for the triangle plots in
section 5.5). Phenomenologically, these are the most interesting projections
to study. Now, the upper limit in a region may come from an overlap of
multiple constraints (placed at different confidence levels) and this approach
allows a careful treatment in such instances. This parameter space has been
explored before while under the contraint of multiple overlapping observ-
ables, but profile likelihood contours in the present mass range with all (or
most of) the observables in this study have not been constructed.

Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show 1σ and 2σ (corresponding to 68.3% and 95.45%) like-
lihood contours in the three MI −U2

αI planes, as well in the MI −U2
I plane.

In particular, high mixings for large masses are allowed, which could be in-
teresting for future searches. The drop-off at lowest masses in the electron
(figure 5.1a) and muon flavour (figure 5.1b) mixings and the forbidden re-
gion in the lower left for tau flavour (figure 5.1c) mixing is due to Big Bang
nucleosynthesis constraints: the limit on an RHN’s lifetime (τI < 0.1 s; see
section 4.2.6) implies that an RHN should have sufficiently large (total) mix-
ing U2

I for the necessary decay to happen. There are few constraints on U2
τ I
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FIGURE 5.1: 1σ and 2σ profile likelihood contours in the elec-
tron, muon and tau flavour mixing-mass planes.
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for these masses, allowing it to go up to ∼ 10−4, limiting the mixings to the
other two flavours. The BBN constraint also means that since the electron and
muon flavour mixings are tightly constrained, mixing to tau flavour should
have some minimum strength, seen to be close to 10−7 at lowest masses.

The lower limits on an RHN’s combined mixing to all flavours, U2
I , coming

from oscillation data and BBN, are more clearly visible in figure 5.2b. Since
the lifetime falls off very rapidly with mass (τI ∝ M−5

I , see appendix B), this
limit is most relevant at lower masses and is irrelevant for MI > mK [59].
The limit from oscillation data is what provides the lower bound at higher
masses (given that it is unlikely that the scanner would explore the low cou-
pling region, due to the reasons detailed in section 5.1, this bound is not
well-defined). Note that, for n = 3, there is no lower bound on the individ-
ual flavour mixings U2

αI . This is due to the fact that the mixing U2
αI to any

one flavour α can be arbitrarily small, so long as the U2
β 	=αI are large enough

to make the RHNs decay in time to satisfy the BBN limit, as well as to sat-
isfy the seesaw relation (generating the observed mass splittings among the
active neutrinos).
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For the electron and muon flavour mixings at RHN masses below that of the
W boson, MI < 80 GeV, the upper limits come almost entirely from direct
detection experiments, as seen in figuress 5.3 and 5.4. A few points need to be
kept in mind while interpreting these plots. The upper limits from different
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experiments are at different confidence levels (either 90% or 95% CL); since
1σ (≡68.3% CL) and 2σ (≡95.45% CL) likelihood contours are made using the
data, there may be a slight mismatch between the contours and the overlayed
experimental limits: for example, NuTeV’s limits on U2

μI were placed at 90%
CL, hence the overlayed experimental data is between the 2σ (outer) and 1σ

(inner) contours in figure 5.4. Additionally, even limits quoted at 95% CL
will be slightly within the 2σ contour since experiments place limits on one
parameter (the mixing) as a function of another (the RHN mass), whereas we
construct two-dimensional profile likelihoods in the mixing-mass plane.

Another point to be mindful of has to do with the PS-191 and CHARM ex-
periments. As mentioned in sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.3, the limits in the orig-
inal papers must be re-interpreted [57] to include neutral current interac-
tions of RHNs, which the original papers omitted; the experimental limits
are then actually on a linear combination of the flavour mixings, specifically
U2

eI/μI ×∑α cαU2
αI (see section 4.3.3 in chapter 4), not just the individual mix-

ings U2
eI or U2

μI . Since the coefficients cα in the combination are all less than
one, this means that the limit on any individual flavour is weaker than the
limit on the combination, which is reflected in the contours. Lastly, there is
the possibility of a mismatch between contours and experimental limits be-
cause of binning and interpolation effects while making the profile likelihood
contours. This is seen in the plot for the muon flavour mixing (figure 5.4),
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where the E949 upper limits appear to be an order of magnitude stronger
than the contours suggest; this is because the experimental limits change
sharply in such a small mass region and is not a physical effect. By zoom-
ing in on the relevant mass range, as in figure 5.5, the interpolation becomes
smoother and one can see that the contours indeed match the experimental
limits.

Additionally, at lowest masses, the PS-191/E949 limits are not the most lim-
iting constraint for electron and muon flavour mixings; BBN plays this role,
as explained earlier.

The direct searches and/or indirect constraints that form the upper limits on
each flavour mixing are shown in appendix C and are listed here for reference
(in order of relevance in increasing RHN mass).

• Electron channel: BBN, PS-191, CHARM, DELPHI, CMS, (sine of) the
Weinberg angle.

• Muon channel: E949 (stronger than PS-191), NuTeV (stronger than
CHARM), DELPHI, CMS, (sine of) the Weinberg angle.

• Tau channel: CHARM (τ re-interpretation bounds), DELPHI, the invis-
ible Z0 decay width.
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(A) DELPHI’s short-lived RHN analysis. (B) CMS’ analysis.

FIGURE 5.6: The effect of the upper limits from DELPHI’s
short-lived RHN analysis (section 4.3.4) and CMS’ analysis (sec-

tion 4.3.6) on the parameter space.

As a demonstration of the benefit of performing a likelihood analysis, con-
sider figure 5.6. Both subplots effectively show the influence of the respective
partial likelihood on the parameter space: the difference between the value
of the partial likelihood and the value of the same partial likelihood at the
best-fit point are calculated; the plot is colour-coded according to this differ-
ence, with the parameter points having the largest difference plotted last. So,
a value of zero (or the dull yellow colour seen in most of the plot) means
that the partial likelihood value at that point is the same as the partial likeli-
hood value at the best-fit point. If the colour shifts to green/blue, the partial
likelihood values are less than the value at the best-fit point, implying that
this likelihood begins to constrain the parameter space in these regions. The
shape of the profile likelihood contours in the U2

eI − MI plane is thus set by
both experiments, but is stronger than if they would simply be overlayed one
on top of the other.

Similar plots for the most relevant partial likelihoods at high masses for the
three flavour mixings are shown in figure 5.7.

The upper limit coming from EWPO observables (sine of the Weinberg angle,
the invisible Z0 decay width) is in line with the findings of [329]. Further, the
small mass splittings between RHNs, favoured due to the logarithmic prior
on ΔM21 (see tables 5.3 and 5.4), leads to the neutrinoless double-beta decay
limit from GERDA to be bypassed, i.e. we get mixings larger than what is
suggested in [329].

Refs. [59] and [111] include many of the observables present in this study.
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(A) sin2 θW constraining U2
eI at high RHN

masses.
(B) sin2 θW constraining U2

μI at high RHN
masses.

(C) Γinv constraining U2
τ I at high RHN

masses.

FIGURE 5.7: The tightest constraints exerted on the three
flavour mixings at high RHN masses come from the sine of the
Weinberg angle (for e and μ) and the invisible decay width of

the Z boson (for τ).

However, in both studies, points are absolutely rejected if they fail a con-
straint, regardless of the level of exclusion with which the constraint was
originally stated. As they acknowledge, sampling the entire allowed pa-
rameter space was practically impossible, and saturation of the upper lim-
its throughout the entire mass range was thus also not achieved. These are
issues that were focused on in this study and, as seen, successfully dealt with.

Since the high mass region (MI > 100 GeV) is essentially flat for all three
flavour mixings, we extract 2σ upper limits from the dataset(s). This is done
by first trimming the dataset so that all points are within 2σ. Then, the high-
est value of the respective flavour mixing for MI > 100 GeV are extracted.
The upper limits on the three flavour mixings are shown in table 5.5.
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Mixing Upper limit (2σ)

Normal hierarchy
U2

eI 3.3114× 10−4

U2
μI 5.9554× 10−4

U2
τ I 1.0132× 10−2

Inverted hierarchy
U2

eI 5.0551× 10−4

U2
μI 6.8811× 10−4

U2
τI 1.0205× 10−2

TABLE 5.5: 2σ (95.45% CL) upper limits on the indivudual
flavour mixings for both mass hierarchies.

5.3 Effect of constraints on the lightest active neu-

trino mass

The effect of the mass of the lightest active neutrino on the lower limit of the
total mixing of an RHN to all flavours (U2

I ) was briefly touched upon earlier.
Oscillation data currently gives us information on two mass splittings, but
not on the scale of the masses, that is the lightest active neutrino mass. If the
lightest active neutrino were to be massless, there is no strict lower bound on
the U2

I of NI , since the non-zero mixings of the other two RHNs can explain
the observed mass splittings. As the lightest neutrino mass increases, then,
this lower bound becomes stronger, since larger and larger minimum mix-
ings are required to generate the masses of the active neutrinos. This can be
visualized using the naive estimate [59]

U2
I ∼

1
MI

√
Δm2

atm + m2
ν0

, (5.2)

leading to the overlayed lines in figure 5.8. In the figure, the straight lines
visually depict the naive estimate from equation 5.2, while the identically
coloured jagged lines are the lowest U2

I for the same limiting values of mν0

from our data. Although undersampling of the low mixing and low mν0 re-
gion in the data yield lower limits on U2

I that are not smooth for mν0 < 0.01
eV, there is no discrepancy with the naive estimate; the higher the mass of
the lightest active neutrino, the larger the lower limit on U2

I .
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5.4 Regions of excess likelihood

We now come to the regions of excess likelihood. Let us start with the regions
in the tau flavour mixing space. In this case, three observables are responsible
for this effect: the invisible decay width of the Z boson (section 4.2.1), the
lepton universality quantity Rτ (section 4.2.3) and the fit to the entries of the
CKM matrix (section 4.2.4). All three quantities show a preference for non-
zero (and large) tau flavour mixing to an RHN; this has been observed before
for Γinv and Rτ in [80, 253].

In the plots displaying these preferred regions (figures 5.9a, 5.10a and 5.10b)
the labelling has been changed from the earlier MI −U2

τ I notation to M1 −
U2

τ1. Additionally, the cap on the total likelihood is removed, and the other
two RHNs are required to be away from these regions: 1 GeV < M2/3 < 80
GeV. This is done to isolate the regions and highlight the fact that if MI −
U2

τ I were to be plotted using scans that truly explored the parameter space
completely, there would be some NI 	=1 with mixings that would cover the
empty regions.

Looking at figure 5.10a, at low masses (M1 < 1 GeV), the CKM constraint
and that from Γinv show a likelihood excess more than 1σ away from L0 (the
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FIGURE 5.10: 1-dimensional profile likelihood(s) of U2
τ1, along

with the partial likelihoods responsible for the excesses at low
and high RHN masses. The excesses in the individual likeli-
hoods for Γinv (blue), CKM unitarity (green) and Rτ (pink in
the figure on the right) are shown aong with the total likelihood
(red). All the likelihoods are normalized so that they show up
as excesses over the combination of all other likelihoods (L0 in

grey).

sum of all other likelihoods); the likelihood peaks at U2
τ1 ∼ 10−2 from the Γinv

observable and at a slightly larger value from the CKM unitarity constraint.
Since the preference coming from the invisible decay width of the Z boson
drops quickly past U2

τ1 ∼ 10−2, giving lower likelihood values than L0 for
tau flavour mixings above ∼ 2 × 10−2, this acts counter to the preference
coming from CKM unitarity, eventually leading to an upper limit.

From figure 5.10b, at high masses (M1 > 60 GeV), the story is similar, apart
from a preference for a smaller tau flavour mixing (∼ 3× 10−3 due to Γinv).
The effect of Rτ, although unignorable, is also very small compared to the ef-
fects of the other two constraints. This is corroborated by the results in [253],
which showed the possibility of a very slight easing of tension between mea-
sured and (SM-)predicted values from non-zero mixings of ∼ 10−2.

In the electron flavour mixing space, a similar occurence is seen at low masses
(see figures 5.9b and 5.11). Note that the labelling change holds here too,
for the same reason outlined before. The lepton universality observable RK

prefers non-zero mixings of about 10−7 at the 1σ level. Although the excess
due to RK carries over to larger couplings, as seen in figure 5.11), the total
likelihood drops because of the CHARM bound.
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lihood (red) over the background of the combination of all other
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These excesses are interesting features of the RHN model. However, they
are not indicative of a discovery of these partices, since the significance of
the deviations is small and probably due to statistical fluctuations. These
excesses were also observed in previous studies, coming from EWPO and
CKM constraints [80]. Experiments like NA62 [110], SHiP [168], ILC [174]
and CEPC [330] are expected to test these excesses in the future, as discussed
later, in section 5.6.

5.5 Flavour mixing pattern and triangle plots

The allowed ratios which the three flavour mixings can take can be neatly
visualized using triangle plots (for example, see [331]). Consider the limit-
ing case of the lightest left-handed neutrino being massless, mν0 = 0. This
implies that the Yukawa coupling matrix F and therefore Θ†Θ will have van-
ishing eigenvalues. So, in some direction of the RHN flavour space (which
will, in general, be a linear combination of the NI), there is no coupling to
the left-handed neutrinos; the observed mass differences must be explained
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FIGURE 5.12: U2
αI/U2

I (in percent) for mν0 < 0.01 meV (red),
mν0 < 0.1 meV (green), mν0 < 1 meV (blue) and mν0 < 10 meV
(black). Solid (dashed) lines delineate the 1σ (2σ) contours, for

normal (left) and inverted hierarchy (right).
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FIGURE 5.14: Profile likelihood for U2
αI/U2

I (in percent) in the
limit of n = 2 in the symmetry protected region for normal (left)
and inverted (right) hierarchy. The color scale, or values in the
color bar, denote L/Lmax, i.e. the ratio of the likelihood at a
point in the space with respect to the maximum likelihood. For

details of the cuts performed, we refer the reader to the text.

by two linearly independent RHN flavour eigenstates, leading to constrain-
ing relations among the flavour mixings U2

eI , U2
μI and U2

τI ; since not all ratios
will be allowed, this should be reflected in a triangle plot as a well-defined
region. As mν0 is allowed to take larger values, the increased freedom should
lead to this region becoming bigger, until some limiting value, beyond which
the entire triangle is filled (implying very weak relations among the three).

Here, for the first time, triangle plots are constructed for the type-I seesaw
model with three right-handed neutrinos. The plots in figure 5.12 are con-
structed in the following way: for each limit on the mass of the lightest neu-
trino, those values of the flavour mixings that are within 1σ and 2σ of the
global best-fit point are tabulated and their ratios with respect to the total
mixing are calculated. These ratios are then plotted in a ternary map. From
these plots, we indeed notice the expected behaviour outlined in the previ-
ous paragraph: as mν0 is allowed to take larger values, larger portions of
the parameter space is filled. This can be also seen in figure 5.13, where the
largest coupling ratio is plotted for each flavour as a function of the light-
est LHN mass. In particular, from figure 5.12, there is no visible upper limit
on U2

μI/U2
I or U2

τ I/U2
I for normal hierarchy, while U2

eI/U2
I is constrained to

� 0.95. Conversely, for inverted hierarchy there is an upper limit for the μ

and τ flavours, but none for the e flavour.

A subtle detail deserves to be mentioned: when constraining mν0 to very
small values, one right-handed neutrino almost decouples. The contribution
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of this (weakly coupled) state to the generation of light neutrino masses is
negligible, implying that its properties, such as its flavour mixing pattern,
are almost unconstrained by neutrino oscillation data. Due to this, large ra-
tios U2

αI/U2
I can occur for this particular RHN, although the absolute values

of U2
I remain negligible, and it has no effect on any near-future experiment.

Given that our focus is primarily on right-handed neutrinos that contribute
measurably to the generation of left-handed neutrino masses and/or may be
discovered in experiments, we applied a cut on MIU2

I > 10−10 GeV in fig-
ures 5.12 and 5.13 to remove artefacts arising from states that are practically
decoupled. The value chosen for the cut is motivated by experimental sen-
sitivities. The NA62 experiment, for example, will only be able to probe up
to sensitivities of MIU2

I ≈ O(10−8) [110]; under optimistic assumptions, the
FCC may test MIU2

I ≈ O(10−11) [174] and the LHC, MIU2
I ≈ O(10−8) [332].

Triangle plots for the type-I seesaw model with two RHNs have been made
before, see [110], for example and it is useful to compare our results with
them. For this purpose, however, it is not sufficient to simply insert very
small values for mν0 in the parameterization (2.83), because such values can
also be achieved due to accidental cancellations in the left-handed neutrino
mass matrix, without the decoupling of any of the right-handed neutrinos;
refer to subsection 2.4.1 for a detailed discussion. As mentioned there, in
order to remove such fine-tuned points, we impose the cut given in equa-
tion 2.100, which is reproduced here:

|M2 −M1|
M2 + M1

< ε,
mν0

μeV
< 1,

|Fα3| < ε,
|Fα1 + iFα2|
|Fα1|+ |Fα2| < ε. (5.3)

Here, ε is an arbitrarily small number, which we choose to be ε = 0.01 for
convenience. In addition, we work in the limits |Imω23|  1 and Reω13 ∼
π/2 for normal hierarchy, and |Imω12|  1 for inverted hierarchy, as de-
tailed in subsection 2.4.1. Since we randomized the order of the matrices
Rij while performing the scan, we can only reproduce the true symmetry-
protected regime for the permutation R = R23R13R12. The inverted hierar-
chy limit is independent of permutations as two of the ωij are zero. In fig-
ure 5.14, we present triangle plots for NH and IH in the symmetry-protected
region after applying the aforementioned cuts to remove fine-tuned points.
The results are consistent with what was found in [110] for n = 2 RHNs.
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5.6 Projected upper limits on parameter space
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FIGURE 5.15: Future experimental sensitivities in the electron
and muon flavour mixing planes.

There are a number of experiments planned in the next few years that will
search for right-handed neutrinos. This may through studying meson de-
cays, as SHiP [168] and T2K [169] will pursue, beam dump experiments
like NA62 [110] or colliders using signatures such as displaced vertices, like
ILC [174], CMS [174], CEPC [330] and FCC [333].
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FIGURE 5.16: Profile likelihood in MI − U2
τ I plane, with the
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Figures 5.15a, 5.15b and 5.16 show how the existing allowed parameter re-
gion that comes out our scan will be affected/tested by these future experi-
mental efforts.

These experiments will probe the currently allowed parameter space below
∼ 100 GeV and are expected to place stronger limits. In particular, between
300 MeV and 5 GeV, SHiP is projected to improve limits by three orders of
magnitude for the electron and muon flavour couplings and even more for
the tau flavour coupling. In view of the regions with excess likelihood, SHiP
and NA62 can explore the one due to RK, which showed up in figure 5.9b of
the M1 −U2

e1 plane, while NA62, CEPC and ILC will test the excesses at low
RHN masses in the M1 −U2

τ1 plane.

5.7 Comparison with earlier work

One of the highlights of this study is the construction of fully explored profile
likelihoods in the RHN mixing-mass plane(s). Many groups and individuals
have examined the parameter space of the type-I seesaw model under the
constraint of multiple observables; some have focused on a single extra ster-
ile neutrino (eg. [88]), or two (eg. [6, 57, 84]); studies with three RHNs have
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included only some of the constraints (eg. [80, 88, 253]) that are in this thesis
and/or employed hard cuts to decide on allowed points (eg. [59]). Some have
also encountered difficulty in exploring the n = 3 parameter space because
of its complexity and computation restrictions [59, 111]. The (n = 3) profile
likelihoods presented in section 5.2, in contrast, saturate the upper limits in
the entire mass range of 0.1 < MI < 500 GeV.

Aside from the direct detection experiments, which almost completely com-
prise the upper limits on the parameter space below 10 GeV (see the overlay
plots in section 5.2), the most relevant indirect observables that act to restrict
the parameter space are the fits to CKM matrix elements, considering CKM
unitarity, the invisible decay width of the Z boson and the (sine of the) Wein-
berg angle. Comparing our results with those presented in [80] corroborates
what is seen: non-zero RHN-LHN mixing worsens the fit (compared to the
SM-prediced value) of the sine of the Weinberg angle, while the invisible de-
cay width of the Z prefers non-zero mixings.

The preference for non-zero coupling by the latter observable was also ob-
served in [253]. Additionally, it was observed in that study that the pres-
ence of RHN-LHN mixing could help ease the tension between observed and
(SM-)predicted values for some of the branching ratios of W boson decays
(section 4.2.1). This comes with a caveat, though, since the non-zero mixing
which would help with one decay (W → eν) worsens the tension in another
(W → τν). In our analysis, this tussle leads to this observable being “neu-
tral” with respect to non-zero RHN mixing; neither a preference or aversion
is shown.

It should be noted that although some papers such as [304] present bounds
coming from electroweak precision observables that are stronger than the
limits seen in our results, this does not represent a physical effect. The ac-
tion of the observables that cause the excess likelihoods (fits to CKM matrix
elements, Γinv, Rτ) leads to these constraints getting circumvented.

The triangle plots shown in section 5.5 are the first of their kind for the type-I
seesaw model with three RHNs. As observed there, with an increase in the
allowed values of the lightest active neutrino mass, the relations among the
three flavour mixings becomes weaker, allowing larger and larger regions of
the triangle to be filled, until about 10 meV, which is approximately the value
beyond which the triangle will always be filled. We were also successful in
reproducing the results shown in [110], for the model with two RHNs. Our
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results seem to imply that if an experiment like NA62, for example, detects
flavour mixings in ratios outside the boundaries set in [110], the lightest ac-
tive neutrino should have masses larger than 0.01 meV.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and outlook

Right-handed neutrinos (RHNs) are theoretically well-motivated and well-
studied candidates in the realm of BSM physics. Extending the Standard
Model with these particles allows for the solution of many unanswered ques-
tions. Foremost among them is the mystery of the origin of neutrino masses
and neutrino oscillations; explanations are offered within a range of mod-
els containing RHNs. One of these, which is among the oldest and hence
most examined is the type-I seesaw model [8, 22, 23], a variant of the seesaw
mechanism. They can also explain the baryon asymmetry of the universe via
leptogenesis (see [40] and [41], for example) and are also postulated as dark
matter candidates [7, 46].

The parameter space of these particles, especially in the mass-mixing plane,
is hence very useful to study. Constraints on the properties of RHNs can
be derived from a multitude of observables, ranging from efforts to directly
detect them in beam dump and peak search experiments [69, 73, 252, 277] to
examing the footprint they indirectly leave behind in electroweak precision
observables [59, 80, 253], lepton flavour violating processes [78] and their
contribution to neutrinoless double-beta decay [320].

Given the rich phenomenology of RHNs and their wide-ranging effects, a rig-
orous study of their parameter space must consider the combined influence
of constraints. There have been multiple prior studies that have attempted
this, combining different direct detection and cosmological results [57], lep-
ton number violating processes [83], lepton universality observables [85] and
combinations of these and more [59, 87, 88, 329]. These have involved models
with a single, two and three right-handed neutrinos.
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This thesis represents an effort to extend previously obtained results and pro-
vide a solid base for future work. It is also the first comprehensive frequen-
tist analysis of the right-handed neutrino parameter space containing three
RHNs, for which GAMBIT [93], an open-source global fitting software frame-
work has been used. We included all of the most constraining observables
that affect this space: experiments which place the most stringent upper lim-
its on the mixing strength, constraints coming from neutrino oscillation data,
electroweak precision observables, lepton flavour violating processes, lepton
universality observables, cosmological limits from Big Bang nucleosynthesis
and the unitarity of the CKM matrix. In order to scan the parameter space,
we employed the differential evolution-based algorithm Diver and parame-
terized the model using the Casas-Ibarra scheme.

The profile likelihood contours that were obtained have been presented in
section 5.2 of chapter 5. Constructing them was not trivial whatsoever; the
parameter space of the type-I seesaw model contains fine-tuned regions and
is complex as it is. Performing a likelihood-based analysis as opposed to
employing hard cuts on the parameters to reflect existing constraints compli-
cates this further. Coupled with the fact that RHNs can relieve the tension be-
tween observed and SM-predicted values in some observables, this led to us
coming up with new and efficient procedures to sample the parameter space
effectively, as described in section 5.1. This included the introduction of an
extra, auxiliary likelihood to push selected flavour couplings to high values
and dividing the full scan into subscans covering smaller mass ranges.

Nevertheless, we were successful in mapping the profile likelihood in the
MI-U2

αI planes. Our results show that below the W boson mass, the upper
limits on the RHN-LHN mixing comes from direct detection experiments,
as seen in figures 5.3 and 5.4. At higher masses, for the electron and muon
flavour mixings, the EWPO sin2 θW (the sine of the Weinberg angle) provides
the upper limit. For the tau flavour mixing, another EWPO Γinv (the invisi-
ble decay width of the Z boson) plays this role; in fact, this observable also
limits U2

τ I at masses between 0.3-0.5 GeV, the region between the end of the
regime of CHARM’s limits (according to the re-interpretation described in
section 4.3.3 of chapter 4) and that of DELPHI (section 4.3.4). A key point
that helped in reaching and exploring the upper limits was also the B-L set-
tings that were used in the scans, since being in this regime allows one to
obtain the largest mixings that are allowed. Additionally, we derived upper
limits on the three flavour mixings for both mass hierarchies in the high RHN
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mass regime (table 5.5); for both hierarchies, U2
eI and U2

μI can reach mixing of
O(10−4), while U2

τ I is allowed to take even higher values of O(10−2), since
there are much fewer constraints on this flavour mixing. The B-L settings,
along with accidental cancellations in the active neutrino mass matrix, also
play a role in overcoming the strong bounds on U2

eI that come from neutrino-
less double-beta decay. Indeed, we see that our limits on U2

eI are far weaker
than those seen in [139], for example, where the B-L regime was not explored.

On the other hand, a combination of BBN and oscillation data provide the
lower limit on the total mixing of an RHN to all flavours (U2

I ). We also ex-
amined the behavior of the lower limit as a function of the lightest active
neutrino mass mν0 in section 5.3 of chapter 5, observing that the limit gets
weaker with higher mν0 .

The causes of the regions of excess likelihood were then studied in section 5.4,
where it was seen that the limiting behaviour of Γinv counters the preference
for high tau flavour couplings coming from the CKM unitarity constraint,
hence providing the upper limits in these regions. A similar tussle was seen
in the electron flavour mixing, where the preference for large couplings due
to the lepton universality observable RK is countered by the bound coming
from CHARM. Although they are an intriguing feature, the fact that the level
of significance of these excesses is not high leads us to conclude that they are
not indicative of a detection of right-handed neutrinos. Additionally, this is
not the first time they have been observed; the behavior in both cases was
observed in earlier studies [80, 253].

This study also resulted in the construction of triangle plots (plots that dis-
play the allowed ratios of flavour-to-total mixing) for the model with three
RHNs. These are discussed in section 5.5 of chapter 5. In contrast to the n = 2
case, where there are strongly constraining relations among the three flavour
mixings, we observe the possibility of these relations becoming very weak.
This happens when the lightest active neutrino is allowed to be “heavy”, i.e.
mν0 > 10 meV. By carefully distinguishing between symmetry-protected and
fine-tuned parameter values, we were also able reproduce the results for the
n = 2 case, as presented in [110].

Finally, the effect of upcoming experimental investigations on the parameter
space was looked at in section 5.6. Large parts of the allowed space below
∼ 100 GeV from our analysis will be probed in the future, as seen in fig-
ures 5.15 and 5.16. The potential exploration of the regions of excess at low
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RHN masses by SHiP, NA62, CEPC and ILC is of particular interest.

As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, one of the purposes of this
work was to lay the ground for future efforts. By working out the difficulties
in sampling the parameter space of this model in the frequentist context, we
have laid the basis for robust and faster Bayesian scans over specific imple-
mentations of the type-I seesaw model.

The treatment of Big Bang nucleosynthesis offers one window for improve-
ment. This can be done on multiple fronts: by taking into account the color
factor of 3 that should enter the decay width of RHNs to jets (see appendix B),
including the relevant neutral current coefficients for high RHN masses (ab-
sent in [6, 323], on which our analysis is based) and formulating the con-
straint as a likelihood and not a hard cut. Since BBN plays a role in determin-
ing the lower limit of U2

I , coupled with improved sampling of the parameter
space, one could fully map this limit over the entire mass range. In the next
few years, limits on the active neutrino mass(es) will likely to be revised.
KATRIN is expected to place a limit on the mass of the lightest left-handed
neutrino of about 0.2 eV [167], for example. Recent results from the PLANCK
collaboration have already limited the sum of the masses of the left-handed
neutrinos to be ∑ mν < 0.12 eV [146] using a combination of CMB, lensing
and BAO data. Coupled with the lower limit on this sum for the inverted
mass hierarchy, ∑ mν > 0.1 eV, if the former upper limit is pushed down to
∼ 0.1 eV in the future, we may be able to answer the question of which mass
hierarchy the left-handed neutrinos follow.

Our utilization of the Casas-Ibarra parameterization also placed some restric-
tions on the analysis: as outlined in section 2.3 of chapter 2, it is extremely
hard to formulate well-motivated but transparent priors on the parameters
when using this scheme. The flexible nature of GAMBIT will allow the study
of a much larger range of theoretical models in a Bayesian context, which
would be a very interesting avenue to pursue.
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Appendix A

Decay widths and form factors for
LFV observables

The decay widths of LFV processes, as described in section 4.2.2, are listed
here; they are taken from [308, 334].

Γl−α →l−β γ =
αemm5

lα
4

(
|KL

2 |2 + |KR
2 |2

)
, (A.1)

Γl−α →l−β l−β l+β
=

m5
lα

512π3

[
e4|KL

2 |2
(

16
3

log
mlα
mlβ

− 22
3

)

+
1
24

(|AS
LL|2 + 2|AS

LR|2) +
1
3
(2|ÂV

LL|2 + |ÂV
LR|2)

+
e2

3
(KL

2 (AS∗
RL − 2ÂV∗

RL − 4ÂV∗
RR) + h.c.)

− 1
6
(AS

LR ÂV∗
LR + h.c.)

]
+ (L ↔ R), (A.2)

Γl−α →l−β l−γ l+γ =
m5

lα
512π3

[
e4|KL

2 |2
(

16
3

log
mlα
mlγ

− 8

)

+
1

12
(|AS

LL|2 + |AS
LR|2) +

1
3
(|ÂV

LL|2 + |ÂV
LR|2)

+
2e2

3
(KL

2 (ÂV∗
RL + ÂV∗

RR) + h.c.)
]
+ (L ↔ R), (A.3)
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Γl−α →l−γ l−γ l+β
=

m5
lα

512π3

[
1
24

(|AS
LL|2 + 2|AS

LR|2)

+
1
3
(2|ÂV

LL|2 + |ÂV
LR|2)

− 1
6
(AS

LR ÂV∗
LR + h.c.)

]
+ (L ↔ R), (A.4)

where ÂV
XY ≡ AV

XY + e2KX
1 . The couplings e, g1 & g2 correspond to the elec-

tromagnetic, hypercharge and weak couplings of the Standard Model.

The form factors KX
1 , KX

2 , AS
XY and AV

XY are taken in the flavour basis where
the charged lepton mass matrix is diagonal. The dipole form factors KX

1 and
KX

2 are given by [308]

KL
1 = 0, (A.5)

KR
1 =

GF

4
√

2π2

6

∑
a=1

ΘαaΘ∗βaM

(
m2

νa

m2
W

)
, (A.6)

KL
2 =

GF

4
√

2π2

mlβ

mlα

6

∑
a=1

ΘαaΘ∗βaG

(
m2

νa

m2
W

)
and (A.7)

KR
2 =

GF

4
√

2π2

6

∑
a=1

ΘαaΘ∗βaG

(
m2

νa

m2
W

)
. (A.8)

The four lepton form factors AV
XY and AS

XY corresponding to the process
l−α → l−β l−γ l+δ , with a vector or scalar mediator respectively, are [308]

AV
LL =

[
g2

2
32π2

g−δγδΘαaΘ∗βa

2m2
Z

(
g+xaC0(xa, xa) + g2cW

(
1− 2(B0(1) + 2C00(xa, 1)

+ xaC0(xa, 1))
)− g+

2
(
1− 2(B0(xa)− 2C00(xa, xa) + C0(xa, xa))

))

+
g2−(ΘαaΘ∗βam2

lα −ΘβaΘ∗αam2
lβ
)δγδ

4m2
Z(m

2
lα
−m2

lβ
)

× (1 + 2B1(xa)
)]

penguin

+

[
g4

2
32π2m2

W
Θαa

(
ΘγaΘ∗βcΘ∗δcxaxc

(
D0(xa, xc) + (a ↔ c)

)
+ 2Θγc

(
Θ∗βaΘ∗δc(C0(xc, xa) + D0(xc, xa)) + (a ↔ c)

)
− 6Θγc

(
Θ∗βaΘ∗δc + Θ∗βcΘ∗δa

)
D27(xa, xc)

)]
box

, (A.9)

AV
LR =

2g1sW

g−
[AV

LL]penguin, (A.10)
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AV
RL =

δγδg2
2g−g1sW

64π2m2
Z

ΘαaΘ∗βam2
lα −ΘβaΘ∗αam2

lβ

m2
lα
−m2

lβ

(1 + 2B1(xa)) , (A.11)

AV
RR =

2g1sW

g−
AV

RL, (A.12)

AS
LY =

Yl
γδγδg2

2

64π2m2
h

Yl
αΘβaΘ∗αam2

lβ
−Yl

βΘαaΘ∗βam2
lα

m2
lα
−m2

lβ

(1 + 2B1(xa)) and (A.13)

AS
RY =

Yl
γδγδg2

2

64π2m2
h

Yl
αΘβaΘ∗αa −Yl

βΘαaΘ∗βa

m2
lα
−m2

lβ

mlα mlβ
(1 + 2B1(xa)) , (A.14)

where a summation over a and c is assumed, xa = m2
νa /m2

W , sW = sin θW and
g± = g1 sin θW ± g2 cos θW .

The μ − e conversion ratio described in section 4.2.2, for a general nucleus,
can be written as

Rμ−e =
α3

emm5
μZ4

effF
2
p

4π4ZΓcapt

∣∣∣∣∣ ∑
q=u,d,s

{(
e2Qq(KL

1 − KR
2 )

− 1
2
(BV

LL + BV
LR)

)(
ZG(q,p)

V + NG(q,n)
V

)

− 1
2
(BS

LL + BS
LR)

(
ZG(q,p)

S + NG(q,n)
S

)}∣∣∣∣
2

+ (L ↔ R),

where BK
XY ↔ CK

XY for up-type quarks and the numerical factors GK are given
in [335]. The nuclear form factor Fp, the effective atomic number Zeff and the
capture rate Γcapt of the nuclei [106] studied (48Ti and 208Pb) are in table A.1.

Nucleus Zeff Fp Γcapt(×106 s−1)

48
22Ti 17.6 0.54 2.59
208
82 Pb 34 0.15 13.45

TABLE A.1: Effective atomic number , nuclear form factor and
capture rate for the relevant nuclei.
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The form factors KX
1 , KX

2 are defined above and BK
XY and CK

XY are given by

BV
LL = −1

3
gd
g−

[AV
LL]penguin +

g4
2ΘαaΘ∗βaVγcVδc

16π2m2
W

×

× (C0(xa, xu
c ) + D0(xa, xu

c )− 3D27(xa, xu
c )
)
, (A.15)

BV
RL = −1

3
gd
g−

AV
RL, (A.16)

BV
XR =

1
3

AV
XR, (A.17)

BS
XY =

Yd
γ

Yl
γ

AS
XY, (A.18)

CV
LL = −1

3
gu

g−
[AV

LL]penguin +
g4

2ΘαaΘ∗βaVγcVδc

4π2m2
W

D27(xa, xd
c ), (A.19)

CV
RL = −1

3
gu

g−
AV

RL, (A.20)

CV
XR = −2

3
AV

XR and (A.21)

CS
XY =

Yu
γ

Yl
γ

AS
XY, (A.22)

with gd = 3g2 cos θW + g1 sin θW , gu = −3g2 cos θW + g1 sin θW , x(u,d)
c =

m2
(u,d)c

/m2
W and Vij is the relevant CKM matrix element.
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Lastly, the loop functions used in equations A.6-A.22 are defined by [308]

G(x) =
−7 + 33x− 57x2 + 31x3 + 6x2(1− 3x) log(x)

12(−1 + x)4 , (A.23)

M(x) =
6x2(x− 3) log(x)− (x− 1)(5x2 − 22x + 5)

9(x− 1)4 , (A.24)

B0(x) = 0.252183− log x, (A.25)

B1(x) =
−1 + 4x− 3x2 + 0.504365(x− 1)2 + 2x2 log(x)

4(x− 1)2 , (A.26)

C0(x, y) =
(x− y) log(x) + (x− 1)y log

( y
x
)

(x− 1)(x− y)(y− 1)
, (A.27)

C00(x, y) = 0.438046− (xy− x− y) log(x)
4(x− 1)(y− 1)

+
y2 log

( y
x
)

4(x− y)(y− 1)
, (A.28)

D0(x, y) =
(xy− 1) log(x)
(x− 1)2(y− 1)2 +

y log
( y

x
)

(x− y)(y− 1)2 −
1

(x− 1)(y− 1)
and

(A.29)

D27(x, y) =
(2xy− x− y) log(x)

4(x− 1)2(y− 1)2 +
y2 log

( y
x
)

4(x− y)(y− 1)2 −
1

4(x− 1)(y− 1)
.

(A.30)
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Appendix B

Decay widths relevant to Big Bang
nucleosynthesis

Listed below are the formulae for the decay widths of the processes included
within the Big Bang nucleosynthesis constraint [6, 323].

ΓNI→π0να
=
|ΘαI |2
32π

G2
F f 2

π M3
I

(
1− M2

π

M2
I

)2

, (B.1)

ΓNI→H+l−α =
|ΘαI |2
16π

G2
F|VH|2 f 2

H M3
I×

×
((

1− M2
l

M2
I

)2

− M2
H

M2
I

(
1 +

M2
l

M2
I

))
×

×
√√√√(

1− (MH −Ml)
2

M2
I

)(
1− (MH + Ml)

2

M2
I

)
, (B.2)

ΓNI→ηνα =
|ΘαI |2
32π

G2
F f 2

η M3
I

(
1− M2

η

M2
I

)2

, (B.3)

ΓNI→η′να
=
|ΘαI |2
32π

G2
F f 2

η′M
3
I

(
1−

M2
η′

M2
I

)2

, (B.4)
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ΓNI→ρ+l−α =
|ΘαI |2

8π

g2
ρ

M2
ρ

G2
F|Vud|2M3

I×

×
((

1− M2
l

M2
I

)2

+
M2

ρ

M2
I

(
1 +

M2
l − 2M2

ρ

M2
I

))
×

×
√√√√(

1−
(

Mρ −Ml
)2

M2
I

)(
1−

(
Mρ + Ml

)2

M2
I

)
, (B.5)

ΓNI→ρ0να
=
|ΘαI |2
16π

g2
ρ

M2
ρ

G2
F M3

I

(
1 + 2

M2
ρ

M2
I

)(
1− M2

ρ

M2
I

)2

, (B.6)

ΓNI→∑α,β ναν̄βνβ
=

G2
F M5

I
192π3 ∑

α

|ΘαI |2, (B.7)

ΓNI→l−α 	=βl+β νβ
=

G2
F M5

I
192π3 |ΘαI |2

(
S(xα, xβ)g(xα, xβ)

− 12x4
αlog

[
1− S(xα, xβ)(1 + x2

α − x2
β)

2x2
α

−
2x2

β + (x2
α − x2

β)
2

2x2
α

]
− 12x4

βlog

[
1

2x2
β

−
S(xα, xβ)(1− x2

α + x2
β)− 2x2

α + (x2
α − x2

β)
2

2x2
β

]

+ 12x4
αx4

βlog

[
1− S(xα, xβ)(1− x2

α − x2
β)

2x2
αx2

β

−
2x2

α − 2x2
β + x4

α + x4
β

2x2
αx2

β

])
, (B.8)
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ΓNI→ναl+β l−β
=

G2
F M5

I
192π3 |ΘαI |2

[
(C1(1− δαβ) + C3δαβ)×

×
(
(1− 14x2

l − 2x4
l − 12x6

l )
√

1− 4x2
l + 12x4

l (x4
l − 1)L

)

+ 4(C2(1δαβ) + C4δαβ)

(
x2

l (2 + 10x2
l − 12x4

l )
√

1− 4x2
l

+ 6x4
l (1− 2x2

l + 2x4
l )L

)]
, (B.9)

ΓNI→ναuū =
G2

F M5
I

192π3 |ΘαI |2
(

f u(xq)S(xq, xq)

+ x4
q

(
3− 16

3
C5x2

q + (3− 8C5)x4
q

)
×

× log
[1− 4x2

q + 2x4
q + S(xq, xq)(1− 2x2

q)

2x4
q

])
, (B.10)

ΓNI→ναdd̄ =
G2

F M5
I

192π3 |ΘαI |2
(

f d(xq)S(xq, xq)

+ x4
q

(
3− 8

3
C6x2

q − (1− 4
3

C6)x4
q

)
×

× log
[1− 4x2

q + 2x4
q + S(xq, xq)(1− 2x2

q)

2x4
q

])
, (B.11)

ΓNI→lαund̄m
=

G2
F M5

I
192π3 |Vnm|2|ΘαI |2

(
S(a, b)g(a, b)×

− 12a4log

[
1− S(a, b)(1 + a2 − b2)− 2b2 + (a2 − b2)2

2a2

]

− 12b4log

[
1− S(a, b)(1− a2 + b2)− 2a2 + (a2 − b2)2

2b2

]

+ 12a4b4log

[
1− S(a, b)(1− a2 − b2)

2a2b2

− 2a2 − 2b2 + a4 + b4

2a2b2

])
, (B.12)
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128 Appendix B. Decay widths relevant to Big Bang nucleosynthesis

with

x∗ =
Ml∗
MI

in B.8, (B.13)

xl =
Mlβ

MI
in B.9, (B.14)

xq =
Mq

MI
in B.10 and B.11, (B.15)

a, b =
Two heavier masses

MI
in B.12, (B.16)

S(x, y) =
√
(1− (x + y)2)(1− (x− y)2), (B.17)

g(x, y) = 1− 7x2 − 7y2 − 7x4 − 7y4 + 12x2y2 − 7x2y4 − 7x4y2 + x6 + y6,
(B.18)

f u(x) =
1
4
− 2

9
C5 −

(
7
2
− 20

9
C5

)
x2
(

1
2
+ 4C5

)
x4 − (3− 8C5)x6, (B.19)

f d(x) =
1
4
− 1

9
C6 −

(
2
7
− 10

9
C6

)
x2
(

1
2
+ 2C6

)
x4 − (3− 4C6)x6, (B.20)

C1 =
1
4
(1− 4 sin2 θW + 8 sin4 θW), (B.21)

C2 =
1
2

sin2 θW(2 sin2 θW − 1), (B.22)

C3 =
1
4
(1 + 4 sin2 θW + 8 sin4 θW), (B.23)

C4 =
1
2

sin2 θW(2 sin2 θW + 1), (B.24)

C5 = sin2 θW(3− 4 sin2 θW), (B.25)

C6 = sin2 θW(3− 2 sin2 θW) and (B.26)

L = log

[
1− 3x2

l − (1− x2
l )
√

1− 4x2
l

x2
l (1 +

√
1− 4x2

l )

]
. (B.27)
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129

Appendix C

Additional plots for normal
hierarchy

This appendix contains partial likelihood plots for every observable that af-
fects the parameter space (similar to the plots in 5.6 in chapter 5) for the
normal hierarchy. The construction of the partial likelihood plots was de-
scribed in the section referred to above, but is reiterated here: the difference
between the value of the partial likelihood and the value of the same partial
likelihood at the global best-fit point are calculated; the plot is colour-coded
according to this difference, with the parameter points having the largest dif-
ference plotted last. So, a value of zero (or the dull yellow colour seen in
most of the plot) means that the partial likelihood value at that point is the
same as the partial likelihood value at the best-fit point. If the colour shifts to
green/blue, the partial likelihood values are less than the value at the best-fit
point, implying that this likelihood begins to constrain the parameter space
in these regions. A shift in colour to brown conversely implies that the par-
tial likelihood is higher than the corresponding value at the best-fit point.
If the plot for an observable is uniformly dull yellow, signifying a uniform
likelihood contribution over the entire region, it is not included here.
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130 Appendix C. Additional plots for normal hierarchy

PS191’s (electron channel) influence on
U2

eI .
CHARM’s (electron channel) influence

on U2
eI .

DELPHI’s (long-lived RHN analysis)
influence on U2

eI .
DELPHI’s (short-lived RHN analysis)

influence on U2
eI .

CMS’ (electron channel) influence on
U2

eI .
CKM unitarity’s influence on U2

eI .
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Appendix C. Additional plots for normal hierarchy 131

�→ �γ processes’ influence on U2
eI . RK’s influence on U2

eI .

Rπ’s influence on U2
eI . Rτ’s influence on U2

eI .

RW ’s influence on U2
eI . sin2 θW ’s influence on U2

eI .
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132 Appendix C. Additional plots for normal hierarchy

mW ’s influence on U2
eI . Γinv’s influence on U2

eI .

PS191’s (muon channel) influence on
U2

μI .
E949’s influence on U2

μI .

CHARM’s (muon channel) influence on
U2

μI .
NuTeV’s influence on U2

μI .
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Appendix C. Additional plots for normal hierarchy 133

DELPHI’s (long-lived RHN analysis)
influence on U2

μI .
DELPHI’s (short-lived RHN analysis)

influence on U2
μI .

CMS’ (muon channel) influence on U2
μI . CKM unitarity’s influence on U2

μI .

�→ �γ processes’ influence on U2
μI . RK’s influence on U2

μI .
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134 Appendix C. Additional plots for normal hierarchy

Rπ’s influence on U2
μI . Rτ’s influence on U2

μI .

RW ’s influence on U2
μI . sin2 θW ’s influence on U2

μI .

mW ’s influence on U2
μI . Γinv’s influence on U2

μI .
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Appendix C. Additional plots for normal hierarchy 135

CHARM’s (tau channel) influence on
U2

τI .
PS191’s (electron channel) influence on

U2
τ I .

PS191’s (muon channel) influence on
U2

τI .
DELPHI’s (long-lived RHN analysis)

influence on U2
τI .

DELPHI’s (short-lived RHN analysis)
influence on U2

τ I .
CKM unitarity’s influence on U2

τI .
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136 Appendix C. Additional plots for normal hierarchy

RK’s influence on U2
τ I . Rπ’s influence on U2

τ I .

Rτ’s influence on U2
τ I . RW ’s influence on U2

τI .

mW ’s influence on U2
τ I . Γinv’s influence on U2

τI .
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137

Appendix D

Additional plots for inverted
hierarchy

This appendix contains those plots for the inverted hierarchy that are iden-
tical to their normal hierarchy counterparts in chapter 5. In addition, partial
likelihood plots for every observable that affects the parameter space for this
mass hierarchy are also included here.

The plots corresponding to those in chapter 5 come first and begin on the following
page.
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138 Appendix D. Additional plots for inverted hierarchy
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140 Appendix D. Additional plots for inverted hierarchy
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142 Appendix D. Additional plots for inverted hierarchy
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144 Appendix D. Additional plots for inverted hierarchy
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All the relevant partial likelihood plots (analogous to those in appendix C for the
normal hierarchy) are shown from the next page.
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146 Appendix D. Additional plots for inverted hierarchy

�→ �γ processes’ influence on U2
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148 Appendix D. Additional plots for inverted hierarchy

DELPHI’s (long-lived RHN analysis)
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DELPHI’s (short-lived RHN analysis)
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CHARM’s (tau channel) influence on
U2

τ I .
PS191’s (electron channel) influence on

U2
τ I .

PS191’s (muon channel) influence on
U2

τ I .
DELPHI’s (long-lived RHN analysis)

influence on U2
τ I .

DELPHI’s (short-lived RHN analysis)
influence on U2

τ I .
CKM unitarity’s influence on U2

τ I .
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RK’s influence on U2
τ I . Rπ’s influence on U2

τ I .

Rτ’s influence on U2
τ I . RW ’s influence on U2

τ I .

mW ’s influence on U2
τ I . Γinv’s influence on U2

τ I .
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Appendix E

GAMBIT capabilities & module
functions

E.1 Neutrino models

Within NeutrinoBit.cpp, the left-handed neutrino mass matrix m_nu, mixing
matrix UPMNS, as well as the type of hierarchy ordering, the squared mass split-
tings md21, md31 and md32 and the minimal neutrino mass min_mass are defined
or calculated. It is possible to fix the hierarchy of a scan by providing the
option ordering to the capability m_nu in the YAML file.

The right-handed neutrino sector contains the capabilities SeesawI_Vnu, which
is the active neutrino mixing matrix in the type-I seesaw model (UPMNS cor-
rected by the presence of the right-handed neutrinos) and SeesawI_Theta, the
active-sterile mixing matrix, currently implemented using the C-I parameter-
ization.

Another useful capability defined here is Unitarity, which is fulfilled by two
module functions according to whether the model scanned is the SM or an
RHN model, and checks whether the full mixing matrix is unitary. All these
capabilities relating to neutrino masses and mixings and the module func-
tions that fulfill them, along with their dependencies and options can be seen
in table E.1.

NeutrinoBit.cpp also contains likelihoods for the active neutrinos, which are
implemented following the results from the NuFit collaboration. The capa-
bilities associated with these are md21_lnL and md3l_lnL for the mass splittings,
deltaCP_lnL, theta12_lnL, theta23_lnL and theta13_lnL for the phases and mix-
ing angles, and sum_mnu_lnL for the cosmological limit on the sum of neutrino
masses. Refer to table E.2 for a listing.
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E.2 Right-handed neutrino likelihood functions

Every observable and likelihood described in chapter 3 has an assigned capa-
bility in GAMBIT. Most of these have been implemented in the new GAMBIT
module NeutrinoBit, since they mostly concern neutrino physics. Their mod-
ule functions are coded in RightHandedNeutrinos.cpp, to keep them sepa-
rate from the likelihoods and observables concerning only active neutrinos in
NeutrinoBit.cpp. The exception to this is the LFV observables and semilep-
tonic lepton universality tests, which live in FlavBit [336] (implemented in
FlavBit.cpp) and the electroweak precision observables, which live in Pre-
cisionBit [337] and are coded in PrecisionBit.cpp; implementation details
follow.

Electroweak precision observables

The EWPO capabilites sinW2, mW and W_to_l_decays can be seen in table E.3,
along with their module functions and dependencies. The log-likelihoods,
provided by the capabilities lnL_sinW2, lnL_W_mass and lnL_W_decays, can also be
seen in the same table. Additionally, the module DecayBit [337] contains the
capabilities for the invisible width of the Z boson: Z_gamma_nu and lnL_Z_inv.
A list is in table E.3.

Lepton flavour violation

The capabilities related to lepton flavour violation can be found in FlavBit.
They are muegamma, tauegamma, taumugamma, mueee, taueee, taumumumu, taumuee, taueemu
, tauemumu, taumumue, mueTi and muePb. Table E.4 shows these capabilities, the
module functions that provide them and their dependencies. The likeli-
hoods, shown in table E.5, are collated into three capabilites; l2lgamma_lnL

for l → lγ, l2lll_lnL for l− → l−l−l+ and mu2e_lnL for μ − e conversion in
nuclei.

Lepton universality

The observables and likelihoods associated with lepton universality constraints
are spread between the NeutrinoBit and FlavBit modules. Those involving
fully leptonic decays are implemented in RightHandedNeutrinos.cpp; those
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E.2. Right-handed neutrino likelihood functions 155

for semi-leptonic decays of B mesons are in FlavBit.cpp. The capabilities
for leptonic decays are R_pi, R_K, R_tau and R_W, and for semi-leptonic ones,
RK, RKstar_0045_11 and RKstar_11_60. They can be seen in table E.6 together
with the module functions that provide them and their dependencies. The
capability LUV_LL collates all semi-leptonic universality observables into the
FlavBit-defined class FlavBit::predictions_measurements_covariances1. The ca-
pabilites that compute the related likelihoods are lnLlepuniv for leptonic and
LUV_LL for semi-leptonic decays, and they, the module functions and depen-
dencies can be seen in table E.7.

CKM unitarity

The capability calc_Vus, implemented in RightHandedNeutrinos.cpp, calcu-
lates the value of Vus that maximizes the likelihood for a given Θ, and
lnLckm_Vusmin utilizes this value to compute the log-likelihood. The capabili-
ties, module functions and dependencies defined in GAMBIT for the calcu-
lation of these quantities are listed in table E.8.

Neutrinoless double beta decay

There are two calculations for the observable of neutrinoless double-beta de-
cay, according to the experiment that measures it. The capability mbb_0nubb_Xe

calculates mββ for the process as measured by KamLAND-Zen. The log-
likelihood is computed by lnL_mbb_0nubb_KamLAND_Zen. For the GERDA mea-
surement the capability mbb_0nubb_Ge provides mββ and lnL_mbb_0nubb_GERDA its
likelihood. Lastly, the total log-likelihood is given by the capability
lnL_mbb_0nubb. Table E.9 shows the defined capabilities and associated mod-
ule functions; the module functions’ dependencies are also listed.

Big Bang nucleosynthesis

A number of processes contribute to the decay width of the right-handed
neutrinos, and each of them is computed by a capability. These are
Gamma_RHN2pi0nu, Gamma_RHN2piplusl, Gamma_RHN2Kplusl, Gamma_RHN2Dplusl,
Gamma_RHN2Dsl, Gamma_RHN2Bplusl, Gamma_RHN2Bsl, Gamma_RHN2Bcl, Gamma_RHN2etanu,
Gamma_RHN2etaprimenu, Gamma_RHN2rhoplusl, Gamma_RHN2rho0nu, Gamma_RHN23nu,

1For more details about FlavBit types, see [336].
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Gamma_RHN2llnu, Gamma_RHN2null, Gamma_RHN2nuuubar, Gamma_RHN2nuddbar and
Gamma_RHN2ludbar. The total decay width of each of the right-handed neutri-
nos is given by Gamma_BBN and the log-likehood for BBN by lnL_bbn. Table E.10
shows these capabilities, and the module functions that satisfy them, along
with dependencies that other module functions fulfill. The decay process
considered in each function is mentioned below its name.

Direct searches

As mentioned in chapter 3, the likelihoods for direct searches depend on
the active-sterile matrix elements UαI . Hence, for simplicity the capabilities
Ue1, Ue2, Ue3, Um1, Um2, Um3, Ut1, Ut2 and Ut3 are implemented in NeutrinoBit,
as well as the phases of each of the matrix elements: Ue1_phase, Ue2_phase

, Ue3_phase, Um1_phase, Um2_phase, Um3_phase, Ut1_phase,Ut2_phase and Ut3_phase.
These can be seen in table E.12. All the capabilities UaI can take a pair of op-
tions: upper_limit and lower_limit, to force the values within a given range.
Using these quantities, the likelihoods for the different direct search experi-
ments are calculated, and their capabilities are lnLpienu , lnLps191e, lnLps191mu
, lnLcharme, lnLcharmmu, lnLcharmtau, lnLdelphi_shortlived, lnLdelphi_longlived,
lnLatlase, lnLatlasmu, lnLlhce, lnLlhcmu, lnLe949 and lnLnutev. The capabilities,
module functions and their dependencies for all relevant direct search exper-
iments are tabulated in table E.13.

Other capabilities

Finally, the theoretical constraint for perturbativity of the Yukawa couplings
has been implemented as well. The capability perturbativity_lnL calculates
a step function likelihood for this constraint. Table E.11 shows the module
function that provides this capability and its dependencies.
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Capability Function (Return Type):
Brief description

Dependencies

ordering ordering(bool):
Specifies the hierarchy type.

None

m_nu M_nu(Eigen::Matrix3cd):
Calculates the diagonalized LHN
mass matrix.

ordering

md21 md21(double):
Calculates the squared mass splitting
Δm2

21.

m_nu

md31 md31(double):
Calculates the squared mass splitting
Δm2

31.

m_nu

md32 md32(double):
Calculates the squared mass splitting
Δm2

32.

m_nu

min_mass min_mass(double):
Calculates the minimal neutrino
mass.

ordering, m_nu

UPMNS UPMNS(Eigen::Matrix3cd):
Calculates the PMNS matrix.

None

SeesawI_Theta CI_Theta(Eigen::Matrix3cd):
Calculates the LHN-RHN mixing ma-
trix in the type-I seesaw model using
the C-I parameterization.

m_nu, UPMNS,
SMINPUTS

SeesawI_Vnu Vnu(Eigen::Matrix3cd):
Calculates the LHN mixing matrix.

UPMNS,
SeesawI_Theta

Unitarity Unitarity_UPMNS(bool):
Checks for unitarity of the SM neu-
trino mixing matrix.

m_nu, UPMNS

Unitarity_SeesawI(bool):
Checks for unitarity of the full neu-
trino mixing matrix in the type-I see-
saw model.

m_nu,
SeesawI_Theta,
SeesawI_Vnu

TABLE E.1: Capabilities and module functions implemented
for left-handed and right-handed neutrino masses and mixings.
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Capability Function (Return Type):
Brief description

Dependencies

md21_lnL md21_lnL(double):
Computes the log-likehood for Δm2

21.
md21

md3l_lnL md3l_lnL(double):
Computes the log-likehood for Δm2

31
for normal hierarchy or Δm2

32 for in-
verted.

ordering, md31,
md32

deltaCP_lnL deltaCP_lnL(double):
Computes the log-likehood for δCP.

ordering,
deltaCP

theta12_lnL theta12_lnL(double):
Computes the log-likehood for θ12.

theta12

theta23_lnL theta23_lnL(double):
Computes the log-likehood for θ23.

ordering,
theta23

theta13_lnL theta13_lnL(double):
Computes the log-likehood for θ13.

ordering,
theta13

sum_mnu_lnL sum_mnu_lnL(double):
Computes the log-likehood for ∑ mν

None

TABLE E.2: Capabilities and module functions implemented
that calculate log-likelihoods for the left-handed neutrino pa-

rameters.
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Capability Function (Return Type):
Brief description

Dependencies

sinW2 RHN_sinW2(triplet<double>):
Calculates sin2 θW,eff.

SeesawI_Theta

mW RHN_mW(triplet<double>):
Calculates mW .

sinW2,
SeesawI_Theta

Z_gamma_nu Z_gamma_nu_2l(triplet<double>):
Calculates the decay width of Z to
neutrinos.

SM_spectrum,
SeesawI_Theta,
SeesawI_Vnu

W_to_l_decays RHN_W_to_l_decays(vector<double>):
Calculates the decay width of the pro-
cesses W → lν.

SMINPUTS, mw,
SeesawI_Theta

lnL_sinW2 lnL_sinW2_chi2(double):
Computes the log-likehood for
sin2 θW,eff.

sinW2

lnL_W_mass lnL_W_mass_chi2(double):
Computes the log-likehood for mW .

mW

lnL_Z_inv lnL_Z_inv(double):
Computes the log-likehood for Γinv.

Z_gamma_nu

lnL_W_decays lnL_W_decays_chi2(double):
Computes the log-likehood for
ΓW→lν.

W_to_l_decays,
W_plus_decay_rates

TABLE E.3: Capabilities and module functions that calculate
electroweak precision observables and their likelihoods.
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Capability Function (Return Type):
Brief description

Dependencies

muegamma RHN_muegamma(double):
Calculates BR(μ− → e−γ).

SMINPUTS, m_nu,
SeesawI_Vnu,

SeesawI_Theta,
mu_minus_decay_rates

mueee RHN_mueee(double):
Calculates BR(μ− → e−e−e+).

Ditto.

tauegamma RHN_tauegamma(double):
Calculates BR(τ− → e−γ).

SMINPUTS, m_nu,
SeesawI_Vnu,

SeesawI_Theta,
tau_minus_decay_rates

taumugamma RHN_taumugamma(double):
Calculates BR(τ− → μ−γ).

Ditto.

taueee RHN_taueee(double):
Calculates BR(τ− → e−e−e+).

Ditto.

taumumumu RHN_taumumumu(double):
Calculates BR(τ− → μ−μ−μ+).

Ditto.

taumuee RHN_taumuee(double):
Calculates BR(τ− → μ−e−e+).

Ditto.

taueemu RHN_taueemu(double):
Calculates BR(τ− → e−e−μ+).

Ditto.

tauemumu RHN_tauemumu(double):
Calculates BR(τ− → e−μ−μ+).

Ditto.

taumumue RHN_taumumue(double):
Calculates BR(τ− → μ−μ−e+).

Ditto.

mueTi RHN_mueTi(double):
Calculates R(μ − e) in a Ti nu-
cleus.

SMINPUTS, m_nu
, SeesawI_Vnu,
SeesawI_Theta

muePb RHN_muePb(double):
Calculates R(μ − e) in a Pb nu-
cleus.

Ditto.

TABLE E.4: Capabilities and module functions to calculate LFV
observables.
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Capability Function (Return Type):
Brief description

Dependencies

l2lgamma_lnL l2lgamma_likelihood(double):
Computes the log-likelihood for l− →
l−γ processes.

muegamma,
tauegamma,
taumugamma

l2lll_lnL l2lll_likelihood(double):
Computes the log-likelihood for l− →
l−l−l+ processes.

mueee, taueee
, taumumumu,
taumumue,

tauemumu
mu2e_lnL mu2e_likelihood(double):

Computes the log-likelihood associ-
ated with μ− e conversion.

mueTi, muePb

TABLE E.5: Capabilities and module functions for the likeli-
hoods related to LFV observables.

Capability Function (Return Type):
Brief description

Dependencies

R_pi RHN_R_pi(double):
Calculates the test of lepton univer-
sality Rπ

eμ.

SMINPUTS,
SeesawI_Theta

R_K RHN_R_K(double):
Calculates the test of lepton univer-
sality RK

eμ..

SMINPUTS,
SeesawI_Theta

R_tau RHN_R_tau(double):
Calculates the test of lepton univer-
sality Rτ

μe.

SMINPUTS,
SeesawI_Theta

R_W RHN_R_W(vector<double>):
Calculates the test of lepton univer-
sality RW

αβ.

SeesawI_Theta,
mw

RK RHN_RK(double):
Calculates the test of lepton univer-
sality RK.

SMINPUTS,
SeesawI_Theta

RKstar_0045_11 RHN_RKstar_0045_11(double):
Calculates the test of lepton univer-
sality RK∗ for the range 0.045 < q2 <
1.1 GeV2.

SMINPUTS,
SeesawI_Theta

RKstar_11_60 RHN_RKstar_11_60(double):
Calculates the test of lepton univer-
sality RK∗ for the range 1.1 < q2 < 6.0
GeV2.

SMINPUTS,
SeesawI_Theta

TABLE E.6: Capabilities and module functions that calculate
lepton universality observables.
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Capability Function (Return Type):
Brief description

Dependencies

lnLlepuniv lnL_lepuniv(double):
Calculates the total log-likelihood for
lepton universality tests of leptonic
decays using π and K mesons, τ, and
W bosons.

R_pi, R_K, R_tau
, R_W

LUV_M LUV_measurements():
Collates measurements of semi-
leptonic tests of lepton universality in
B meson decays.

RK,
RKstar_0045_11,
RKstar_11_60

LUV_LL lnL_lepuniv(double):
Calculates the total log-likelihood for
semi-leptonic tests of lepton univer-
sality in B meson decays.

LUV_M

TABLE E.7: Capabilities and module functions for the likeli-
hoods related to lepton universality tests.

Capability Function (Return Type):
Brief description

Dependencies

calc_Vus calc_Vus(double):
Calculates Vus for a particular Θ.

SMINPUTS,
SeesawI_Theta

lnLckm_Vusmin lnL_ckm_Vusmin(double):
Calculates the total log-likelihood.

SMINPUTS,
SeesawI_Theta,
calc_Vus

TABLE E.8: Capabilities and module functions implemented to
calculate CKM unitarity-related observables and the likelihood.
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Capability Function (Return Type):
Brief description

Dependencies

mbb_0nubb_Xe RHN_mbb_0nubb_Xe(double):
Calculates mββ for Xe, used in
KamLAND-Zen.

m_nu, UPMNS,
SeesawI_Theta

mbb_0nubb_Ge RHN_mbb_0nubb_Ge(double):
Calculates mββ for Ge, used in
GERDA.

m_nu, UPMNS,
SeesawI_Theta

lnL_mbb_0nubb
_KamLAND_Zen

lnL_mbb_0nubb_KamLAND_Zen(double):
Calculates the log-likelihood for
KamLAND-Zen.

mbb_0nubb_Xe

lnL_mbb_0nubb
_GERDA

lnL_mbb_0nubb_GERDA(double):
Calculates the log-likelihood for
GERDA.

mbb_0nubb_Ge

lnL_mbb_0nubb lnL_mbb_0nubb(double):
Calculates the total log-likelihood.

lnL_mbb_0nubb_*,
as listed above

TABLE E.9: Capabilities and module functions implemented to
calculate neutrinoless double-beta decay observables and like-

lihoods.
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Capability Function (Return Type):
Brief description

Depend-
encies

Gamma_RHN2pi0nu Gamma_RHN2pi0nu(std::vector<double>):
Calculates Γ(NI → π0να).

SMINPUTS,
SeesawI_Theta

Gamma_RHN2piplusl Gamma_RHN2piplusl(std::vector<double>):
Calculates Γ(NI → π+l−α ).

Ditto.

Gamma_RHN2Kplusl Gamma_RHN2Kplusl(std::vector<double>):
Calculates Γ(NI → K+l−α ).

Ditto.

Gamma_RHN2Dplusl Gamma_RHN2Dplusl(std::vector<double>):
Calculates Γ(NI → D+l−α ).

Ditto.

Gamma_RHN2Dsl Gamma_RHN2Dsl(std::vector<double>):
Calculates Γ(NI → Dsl−α ).

Ditto.

Gamma_RHN2Bplusl Gamma_RHN2Bplusl(std::vector<double>):
Calculates Γ(NI → B+l−α ).

Ditto.

Gamma_RHN2Bsl Gamma_RHN2Bsl(std::vector<double>):
Calculates Γ(NI → Bsl−α ).

Ditto.

Gamma_RHN2Bcl Gamma_RHN2Bcl(std::vector<double>):
Calculates Γ(NI → Bcl−α ).

Ditto.

Gamma_RHN2etanu Gamma_RHN2etanu(std::vector<double>):
Calculates Γ(NI → ηνα).

Ditto.

Gamma_RHN2etaprimenu Gamma_RHN2etaprimenu(std::vector<double
>):
Calculates Γ(NI → η′να).

Ditto.

Gamma_RHN2rhoplusl Gamma_RHN2rhoplusl(std::vector<double>):
Calculates Γ(NI → ρ+l−α ).

Ditto.

Gamma_RHN2rho0nu Gamma_RHN2rho0nu(std::vector<double>):
Calculates Γ(NI → ρ0να).

Ditto.

Gamma_RHN23nu Gamma_RHN23nu(std::vector<double>):
Calculates Γ(NI → ναν̄βνβ).

Ditto.

Gamma_RHN2llnu Gamma_RHN2llnu(std::vector<double>):
Calculates Γ(NI → l−α 	=βl+β νβ).

Ditto.

Gamma_RHN2null Gamma_RHN2Kplusl(std::vector<double>):
Calculates Γ(NI → ναl+β l−β ).

Ditto.

Gamma_RHN2nuuubar Gamma_RHN2nuuubar(std::vector<double>):
Calculates Γ(NI → ναquq̄u).

Ditto.

Gamma_RHN2nuddbar Gamma_RHN2nuddbar(std::vector<double>):
Calculates Γ(NI → ναqdq̄d).

Ditto.

Gamma_RHN2ludbar Gamma_RHN2ludbar(std::vector<double>):
Calculates Γ(NI → lαqu

βq̄d
γ).

Ditto.

Gamma_BBN Gamma_BBN(std::vector<double>):
Calculates the total decay width for each
RHN.

Gamma_*,
as listed
above

lnL_bbn lnL_bbn(double):
Calculates the log-likelihood.

Gamma_BBN

TABLE E.10: Capabilities and module functions implemented
in NeutrinoBit to calculate BBN observables and likelihood.
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Capability Function (Return Type):
Brief description

Dependencies

perturbativity_lnL perturbativity_likelihood(double):
Calculates the log-likelihood related
to the enforcing of perturbativity of
Yukawa couplings.

SMINPUTS,
SeesawI_Theta

TABLE E.11: Capability and module function in NeutrinoBit
related to the perturbativity constraint.

Capability Function (Return Type):
Brief description

Dependencies Options

UeI UeI(double):
Magnitude of the matrix
element UeI = |ΘeI |.

SeesawI_Theta upper_limit
(double),
lower_limit(
double)

UmuI UmuI(double):
Magnitude of the matrix
element UμI = |ΘμI |.

SeesawI_Theta Ditto.

UtauI UtauI(double):
Magnitude of the matrix
element Uτ I = |Θτ I |.

SeesawI_Theta Ditto.

UeI_phase UeI_phase(double):
Argument of the matrix el-
ement ΘeI .

SeesawI_Theta None.

UmuI_phase UmuI_phase(double):
Argument of the matrix el-
ement ΘμI .

SeesawI_Theta None.

UtauI_phase UtauI_phase(double):
Argument of the matrix el-
ement Θτ I .

SeesawI_Theta None.

TABLE E.12: Capabilities and module functions that calculate
the magnitudes and arguments of the matrix elements of Θ (I

=1,2,3).
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Capability Function (Return Type):
Brief description

Dependencies

lnLpienu lnL_pienu(double):
Calculates the log-likelihood for
PIENU.

Ue1, Ue2, Ue3

lnLps191e lnL_ps191_e(double):
Calculates the log-likelihood for
PS-191 in the electron sector.

Ue1, Ue2, Ue3,
Um1, Um2, Um3,
Ut1, Ut2, Ut3

lnLps191mu lnL_ps191_mu(double):
Calculates the log-likelihood for
PS-191 in the muon sector.

Ditto.

lnLcharme lnL_charm_e(double):
Calculates the log-likelihood for
CHARM in the electron sector.

Ditto.

lnLcharmmu lnL_charm_mu(double):
Calculates the log-likelihood for
CHARM in the muon sector.

Ditto.

lnLcharmtau lnL_charm_tau(double):
Calculates the log-likelihood for
CHARM in the tau sector.

Ut1, Ut2, Ut3

lnLdelphi_shortlived lnL_delphi_short_lived(double):
Calculates the log-likelihood for
DELPHI’s short-lived RHN analy-
ses.

Ue1, Ue2, Ue3,
Um1, Um2, Um3,
Ut1, Ut2, Ut3

lnLdelphi_longlived lnL_delphi_long_lived(double):
Calculates the log-likelihood for
DELPHI’s long-lived RHN analy-
ses.

Ue1, Ue2, Ue3,
Um1, Um2, Um3,
Ut1, Ut2, Ut3

lnLatlase lnL_atlas_e(double):
Calculates the log-likelihood for
ATLAS in the electron sector.

Ue1, Ue2, Ue3

lnLatlasmu lnL_atlas_mu(double):
Calculates the log-likelihood for
ATLAS in the muon sector.

Um1, Um2, Um3

lnLlhce lnL_lhc_e(double):
Calculates the log-likelihood for
CMS in the electron sector.

Ue1, Ue2, Ue3

lnLlhcmu lnL_lhc_mu(double):
Calculates the log-likelihood for
CMS in the muon sector.

Um1, Um2, Um3

lnLe949 lnL_e949(double):
Calculates the log-likelihood for
E949.

Um1, Um2, Um3

lnLnutev lnL_nutev(double):
Calculates the log-likelihood for
NuTeV.

Um1, Um2, Um3

TABLE E.13: Capabilities and module functions implemented
to calculate direct search likelihoods.
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Samenvatting

Neutrino’s zijn altijd al mysterieuze deeltjes geweest. Het baanbrekende ex-
periment uit 1932 dat vond dat de tijdens het bètaverval van tritium vri-
jgekomen elektronen geen constante energie hebben deed Niels Bohr de wet
van behoud van energie in twijfel trekken. In de daaropvolgende jaren on-
twikkelde Wolfgang Pauli en Enrico Fermi de theoretische onderbouwing
voor het bestaan van neutrino’s. Echter, in 1950 was er nog steeds geen ex-
perimentele verificatie van hun werk. De ongrijpbare aard van de neutrino
was hiervoor verantwoordelijk: niemand had neutrino’s ook maar iets zien
doen. Vandaag de dag weten wij dat neutrino’s een extreem zwakke inter-
actie aangaan met andere materie. Ze kunnen lichtjaren aan lood penetreren
en het zijn de enige deeltjes die kunnen ontsnappen uit de kern van een im-
ploderende ster. Zodoende was het opstellen van een experiment dat hun
bestaan onomstotelijk kon bewijzen een grote uitdaging.

In de jaren ’50 waren Frederick Reines en Clyde Cowan hierin wel succesvol
en de rest is geschiedenis. Vandaag de dag is neutrino (astro)fysica een snel
evoluerend onderzoeksgebied. Eén van de bekendste recente voorbeelden
is het bewijs dat neutrino’s massa bezitten, terwijl het standaardmodel van
de deeltjesfysica (SM) zegt dat de massa van het neutrino nul is. Deze ont-
dekking werd gedaan in 1988 en resulteerde in de Nobelprijs voor Arthur
McDonald en Takaaki Kajita in 2015.

Gegeven deze twee feiten, dat neutrino’s massa hebben maar als massaloos
worden omschreven in het standaardmodel, rest er de vraag welk mecha-
nisme verantwoordelijk is voor de massa van neutrino’s. Zodoende vereist
het bestaan van neutrino massa een uitbreiding van het standaardmodel, of-
tewel Beyond the Standard Model (BSM) fysica. In het SM zijn alle fermionen
- behalve neutrino’s - aanwezig in links en rechts chirale varianten. Het idee
om de neutrinosector uit te breiden met een rechts-chirale variant bestond
al voor de ontdekking neutrinomassa, maar de laatstgenoemde ontdekking
gaf een extra versnelling aan het onderzoek naar de rechts-chirale variant
van deze deeltjes. Naast een mogelijke uitleg op de vraag waarom neutrino’s
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massa hebben, bieden zij ook mogelijke inzichten in baryogenese en zouden
ze ook de donkere materie in het heelal kunnen vormen.

Waar de (links-chirale) neutrino’s in het standaardmodel al zeker als mys-
terieus bestempeld kunnen worden, zijn de rechts-chirale neutrino’s ware
fantomen. Terwijl de links-chirale neutrino’s reageren via de zwakke wis-
selwerking en de zwaartekracht, geldt voor de rechts-chirale neutrino’s (of
rechtshandige) neutrino’s (RHNs) dat zij in de meeste modellen waarin zij
voorkomen alleen via de zwaartekracht en Yukawa koppelingen interacties
aangaan. Veel experimenten hebben naar deze deeltjes gezocht, en blijven
zoeken tot op de dag van vandaag. Hieronder bevinden zich LSND, het Ice-
Cube Neutrino Observatory en MiniBooNE op het Fermilab. Daarbij komen
ook nog de deeltjesdetectorexperimenten zoals LHCb en ATLAS op het CERN.
Helaas is enig bewijs voor het bestaan van de rechtshandige neutrino’s tot op
heden uitgebleven. Desalniettemin, de resultaten van de eerdergenoemde
experimenten hebben natuurkundigen in staat gesteld om de verschillende
eigenschappen van RHNs te begrenzen, in het bijzonder hun massa en kop-
pelingen.

Did proefschrift is getiteld "A Frequentist Analysis of the n = 3 Type-I See-
saw Model". Hierin wordt beschreven hoe wij op een statistisch rigoureuze
manier de sterkste limieten op RHNs combineren, met het uiteindelijke doel
om de profielwaarschijnlijkheid voor koppeling en massa in kaart te bren-
gen. Dit wordt gedaan in de context van het type-I seesaw model met drie
rechtshandige neutrino’s.

In Hoofdstuk 1, welke dient als introductie, geef ik een motivatie voor de
introductie van de rechtshatndige neutrino’s (zoals hierboven in het kort
beschreven) en een omschrijving van de bijbehorende fenomenologie. Men
heeft geprobeerd hen direct waar te nemen doormiddel van meson verval,
ijkboson verval, s-kanaal uitwisseling van W-bosonen en vector-boson fusie.
Daarnaast kunnen ze indirect worden waargenomen, bijvoorbeeld in neutri-
noloos dubbel-bèta verval, lepton smaak-schendende processen, afwijkingen
van lepton universaliteit en in precizie metingen van de elektrozwakke wis-
selwerking, om er een paar te noemen. Did hoofdstuk beschrijft ook hoe wij
enkele verbeteringen hebben aangebracht ten opzichte van eerdere studies,
welke benodigd zijn om het doel van dit proefschrift te bereiken.

Hoofdstuk 2 bevat de theoretische onderbouwing die relevant is voor dit
proefschrift, beginnende bij het model, het type-I seesaw model. In dit model
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krijgen de links-chirale (of linkshandige) neutrino’s (LHNs) van het SM geen
Majorana massa, de Higgssector van het SM blijft onveranderd, en de Ma-
jorana massa’s van de RHNs zijn veel groter dan hun Dirac massa’s. Onder
deze voorwaarden kunnen de massaverschillen tussen de neutrino’s in het
SM verklaard worden. Dit is het meest minimale en best bestudeerde model,
en ontwijkt complexiteit die wel aanwezig is in andere modellen, zoals het
herzien van de Higgssector en de toevoeging van nog meer nieuwe deelt-
jes. Om dit model te beschrijven gebruiken wij de Casas-Ibarra (C-I) param-
eterizatie, welke door zijn constructie in overeenkomst is met de neutrino
oscillatie data. Dit geeft een numeriek voordeel wanneer wij een aselecte
steekproef doen op de parameter ruimte. Het is triviaal om met deze pa-
rameterizatie grote waardes voor de koppelingen van de RHNs te krijgen
(door het kiezen van bepaalde parameter intervallen), maar dit brengt wel
enkele subtiele details met zich mee, welke in ogenschouw genomen dienen
te worden. De parameterizatie zoals hierboven beschreven leidt tot sterke
koppelingen, maar de meeste van deze punten zijn het resultaat van onge-
fundeerde fine-tuning. Aan de andere kant is het ook mogelijk om deze
sterke koppelingen te krijgen op een meer natuurlijke manier, namelijk als
de B-L symmetrie van het SM bij benadering behouden blijft. Wij maken
onderscheidt tussen deze twee types punten in de scans.

Doordat de Casas-Ibarra parameterizatie het erg lastig maakt om goede pri-
ors op te stellen is het moeilijk om een Bayesiaanse studie uit te voeren op
de parameter ruimte. Daarom gaan wij voor de frequentistische aanpak. Om
de scans over de parameter ruimte uit te voeren maken wij gebruik van het
Global And Modular BSM Inference Tool (GAMBIT). Dit is een global fitting
software raamwerk welke uitermate geschikt is voor onze studie, aangezien
nieuwe variabelen relatief eenvoudig kunnen worden geïncorporeerd. De
code voor dit project bevindt zich in een nieuwe module binnen het raamw-
erk. We gebruiken een differential evolutionary-based algorithm, Diver, om
de ruimte te scannen, aangezien deze bijzonder efficient is voor optimalisatie
problemen, zoals de berekening van profielwaarschijnlijkheden. Het statis-
tisch raamwerk en een gedetailleerde omschrijving van GAMBIT en Diver
worden gegeven in Hoofdstuk 3.

In Hoofdstuk 4 worden de observabelen beschreven die in de studie wor-
den meegenomen. Ten eerste, de neutrino massaverschillen en de mixhoek
zoals gemeten in de oscillatie data, omdat elke uitbreiding van het SM aan
deze waarnemingen moet voldoen. Daarnaast incorporeren we de limiet op
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de som van de LHN massa’s zoals gemeten door PLANCK. Zoals eerderge-
noemd, zijn er veel elektrozwakke precizie observabelen (electroweak pre-
cision observables, EWPOs) die worden beïnvloed door de aanwezigheid
van RHNs; dit komt doordat ze de interactiesterkte van de LHNs via de
zwakke wisselwerking aanpassen. We gebruiken de Fermi constante, Wein-
berg hoek, massa van de W boson en de onzichtbare component in het ver-
val van het Z boson. In het SM worden smaak-veranderende neutrale pro-
cessen, zoals lepton smaak schending (lepton flavour violation, LFV) onder-
drukt door het Glashow-Iliopoulos-Maiani (GIM) mechanisme. Als een BSM
theorie wel bijdraagt aan deze processen zouden zij een grotere bijdrage lev-
eren dan het SM, dit maakt het een smoking gun voor de aanwezigheid van
nog onbekende natuurkundige fenomenen. Ondanks dat zulke signalen tot
op heden nog niet zijn waargenomen bestaat er wel een gemeten boven-
grens op de verval patronen, en de belangrijkste hiervan nemen wij mee in
deze studie. RHNs hebben daarnaast ook invloed op testen van lepton uni-
versaliteit en wij nemen de meest belangrijke semileptonische en leptonisch
vervallen mee. Ook de aanwezige koppeling tussen RHNs en LHNs is van
invloed op metingen van de CKM matrix elementen, de leptonische elek-
trozwakke vervallen en pion vervallen (welke het meest beïnvloedt wor-
den door deze veranderingen) worden meegenomen. De Majorana massa
van de RHNs schendt het behoud van leptongetal en maakt neutrinoloos
dubbel-bèta verval mogelijk. De belangrijkste limiet op de effectieve Majo-
rana massa, welke komt van GERDA en KamLAND-Zen, wordt ook in acht
genomen. Tot slot nemen we ook de limieten uit de oerknal-nucleosynthese
in ogenschouw, aangezien deze vereisen dat de RHNs een koppeling moeten
hebben welke groot genoeg is zodat ze vervallen in een tijdsframe dat de
juiste hoeveelheden van bepaalde elementen oplevert. Verschillende directe
detectie experimenten worden ook meegenomen, van de volgende zijn de
metingen het meest uitsluitend voor het massa interval waar wij naar kijken:
PIENU, PS-191, CHARM, DELPHI, ATLAS, CMS, E949 and NuTeV.

De resultaten van deze studie worden beschreven en bediscussieerd in Hoofd-
stuk 5. Het is ons gelukt de profielwaarschijnlijkheid in het koppeling-massa
vlak in kaart te brengen. De grootste koppelingen worden bereikt boven de
W en Z boson massa’s, waar de directie detectie experimenten weinig param-
eter ruimte uitsluiten. In dit gebied leggen EWPOs, LFV en CKM de grootste
beperkingen op aan de maximale grote van de koppeling. Tot de W boson
massa zijn directe detectie experimenten het meest uitsluitend, waarbij de
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combinatie van experimenten soms zorgt voor de sterkste limieten. Onder
een massa van ongeveer 0.3 GeV geeft een combinatie van de ondergrens op
de mixhoek vanuit BBN, bovengrenzen vanuit directe detectie zoektochten
en neutrino oscillatie data een ondergrens op de koppeling die beter is dan
elk van de metingen apart. Voor het eerst onderzoeken wij ook het effect van
de lichtste LHN massa op het smaak mix fracties. We vinden ook bepaalde
fenomenen zoals eerder waargenomen in de situatie n = 2. Zo zien wij re-
gio’s met een overschot aan likelihood, wat eerder is waargenomen. Dit komt
doordat het type-I seesaw model een betere fit oplevert voor de observabe-
len (onzichtbaar verval van het Z boson, CKM en een lepton universaliteit
waardes) dan het SM.

Dit proefschrift eindigt met een samenvatting van de resultaten en suggesties
voor vervolg onderzoek in Hoofdstuk 6. Grote gedeeltes van de toegestane
parameter ruimte onder de 100 GeV kunnen in toekomstige experimenten
worden bestudeerd. Daarnaast is het mogelijk om in te zoomen op de regio’s
met een overschot aan likelihood. Verbeteringen in de limieten op de massa
van LHNs, samen met de ondergrens op de som aan massa’s, kan eindelijk
een antwoord geven op de vraag wat de neutrino hiërarchie is. Een ander
interessant pad zou een uitbreiding van deze studie zijn naar meerdere the-
oretische modellen in een Bayesiaanse context.
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Summary

Neutrinos have always been elusive particles. When the hallmark experi-
ment that studied the beta decay of tritium in 1932 found the emitted elec-
trons having variable energy, Niels Bohr controversially (although not for the
first time) was prepared to abandon the law of conservation of energy. Wolf-
gang Pauli’s and Enrico Fermi’s work over the next few years put the exis-
tence of neutrinos on firm theoretical ground, but, by 1950, there was still no
experimental verification available. This was due to their elusive nature; no
one had seen neutrinos do anything. As we now know, they are extraordi-
narily weakly interacting. They can penetrate light years of lead, and are the
only known particles that can penetrate the extremely dense material in col-
lapsing stars. Devising experiments that could unambiguously confirm their
existence was no trivial challenge.

Fortunately, in the 1950s, Frederick Reines and Clyde Cowan were successful
in doing so, and the rest is history. The disciplines of neutrino physics and
astrophysics are rich and rapidly evolving. One of the most famous pieces of
knowledge that has come out these fields in recent years is the confirmation
of neutrino having mass; they were taken to be massless in the Standard
Model (SM). This discovery was made in 1998 and resulted in the Nobel Prize
being awarded to Arthur McDonald and Takaaki Kajita in 2015 for their work
that led to it.

Given these two facts, that neutrinos are massive, but considered massless
within the framework of the Standard Model, considerable thought has been
put into figuring out how the masses can be generated. This necessitates
extending the framework Beyond the Standard Model (BSM). In the SM, all
fermions except neutrinos are present in both left- and right-chiral variations.
The idea to extend the neutrino sector to include right-chiral counterparts
existed before the discovery of their massive nature, but the discovery gave
an impetus to research in these particles. Aside from offering an explana-
tion for why neutrinos have mass, they can also offer plausible avenues for
baryogenesis and can even be dark matter candidates.
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If the (left-chiral) neutrinos of the Standard Model are elusive, their right-
chiral cousins are downright phantoms. While the left-chiral variants feel
the effects of the weak force and gravity, a majority of models involving
right-chiral (or right-handed) neutrinos (RHNs) allow them to interact only
via gravity and Yukawa couplings. Numerous experiments have searched,
and continue to search for them, among them are LSND, the IceCube Neu-
trino Observatory and MiniBooNE at Fermilab, not to mention collider ex-
periments such as LHCb and ATLAS at CERN. Unfortunately, evidence for
their existence is not yet forthcoming. Nevertheless, the results from these
experiments has enabled physicists to put limits on the possible ranges of
the properties of RHNs, particularly their masses and couplings.

This thesis is titled “A Frequentist Analysis of the n = 3 Type-I Seesaw
Model” and in it, we perform a statistically rigourous combination of the
most stringent constraints on RHNs, with a primary goal of mapping the
profile likelihood in the coupling-mass plane. This is done in the context of
the type-I seesaw model with three right-handed neutrinos.

In Chapter 1, which serves as the introduction, I briefly summarize the mo-
tivation behind the introduction of right-handed neutrinos (which I have
touched upon in the preceding paragraphs) and their phenomenology. On
the direct detection side, they have been looked for in meson decays and
gauge boson decays, s-channel exchange of W boson and vector boson fu-
sion. They may also leave numerous indirect signatures of their presence:
in neutrinoless double-beta decay, lepton flavour-violating processes, devi-
ations from lepton universality and in electroweak precision observables, to
list a few. The chapter also discusses the improvements we have made over
previous studies in order to achieve the goal of the thesis, such as the inclu-
sion of a comprehensive number of observables, the treatment of constraints
on the observed neutrino mass differences as likelihoods and the construc-
tion of flavour mixing plots for the n = 3 case (for the first time).

Chapter 2 contains theoretical details relevant to the thesis, beginning with
the model, the type-I seesaw. In this model, the left-chiral (or left-handed)
neutrinos (LHNs) of the SM are not given a Majorana mass, the Higgs sec-
tor of the SM is untouched, and the Majorana masses of the RHNs are much
larger than their Dirac masses. These considerations can lead to the observed
mass differences among the neutrinos in the SM. This variant is the most min-
imal and well-studied, avoiding complexities inherent in other models, e.g.
the reformulation of the Higgs sector and the introduction of other particles.
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We parameterize the model using the Casas-Ibarra (C-I) scheme, a bottom-up
scheme which, by construction, satisfies neutrino oscillation data, offering a
numerical advantage in sampling the parameter space. Obtaining large cou-
plings for the RHNs using this parameterization is trivial (by choosing cer-
tain parameter ranges), but brings many subtle details along with it, which
need to be considered. The parameterization route mentioned above results
in large couplings, but most of these points will be a result of an unmotivated
“fine tuning”. On the other hand, one can also obtain large couplings if the
B-L symmetry of the SM is approximately respected, which is a natural route
of achieving this end. We make careful cuts to distinguish the two kinds of
points in the scans.

The Casas-Ibarra parameterization, while offering many advantages, makes
it very difficult to formulate well-motivated priors on the parameters, which
makes a Bayesian study of the space hard to perform. We thus opt for the fre-
quentist approach. To carry out the scans of the parameter space, we use the
Global And Modular BSM Inference Tool (GAMBIT). It is a flexible global fit-
ting software framework which is especially suited for the task at hand, since
it allows new observables to be included relatively easily and is statistically
secular. The code related to this project is contained in a new module within
the framework. We use a differential evolution-based algorithm, Diver, for
the purpose of scanning, since this class has been shown to be particularly ef-
ficient at “optimization problems”, like the calculation of profile likelihoods.
The statistical framework and details of GAMBIT and Diver are in Chapter 3.

In Chapter 4, the observables included in the study are discussed in de-
tail. First off, the observed neutrino mass differences and mixing angles
from oscillation data are included, since any extension of the SM must re-
spect these facts. In addition, the constraint on the sum of the LHN masses
from PLANCK is also enforced. As mentioned earlier, many electroweak
precision observables (EWPOs) are affected by the presence of RHNs; this
is because they modify the weak current and the interaction strength of the
LHNs. We use the Fermi constant, Weinberg angle, mass of the W boson
and its decay width to leptons, and the invisible decay width of the Z bo-
son. In the SM, flavour-changing neutral processes, like lepton flavour vi-
olation (LFV), are suppressed due to the Glashow-Iliopoulos-Maiani (GIM)
mechanism. If a BSM theory leads to contributions to these processes, they
would dominate over SM contributions, making them “smoking gun” signa-
tures of new physics. Although no positive measurements have been made,
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upper limits on the branching ratios involved have been placed, and we in-
clude the most significant of these in this study. Since RHNs modify the lep-
tonic currents, they will also contribute to tests of lepton universality; we in-
clude the most constraining semileptonic and leptonic decays. The non-zero
coupling of RHNs with LHNs also affects the measurements of the CKM
matrix elements, leptonic electroweak decays and pion decays (which are
most sensitive to such changes) are considered, with the contribution from
RHNs required to abide with the observed values of the matrix elements.
The Majorana mass of the RHNs violates lepton number and allows neutino-
less double-beta decay to take place. The most constraining measurements
of the effective Majorana mass, coming from GERDA and KamLAND-Zen,
along with a conservative treatment of the nuclear matrix elements is en-
coded. Last among the indirect signatures included here is Big Bang nucle-
osynthesis, which forces the RHNs to conform to certain limits, the restric-
tion coming from the requirement that they have to have a couping strong
enough to decay within a timeframe that gives the observed abundances of
certain elements. Numerous direct detection experiments are also included;
these are the experiments whose exclusion limits are the strongest in the mass
range we consider here. The results from PIENU, PS-191, CHARM, DELPHI,
ATLAS, CMS, E949 and NuTeV.

The results of this study are presented and discussed in Chapter 5. We were
successful in mapping the profile likelihood in the coupling-mass plane. The
largest couplings are reached above the W and Z boson boson masses, where
the constraints from direct experiments are weak; in this region, EWPOs, LFV
and CKM constraints are responsible for limiting the coupling from above.
Up until the W boson mass, direct searches are the strongest, with experi-
ments combining to sometimes give stronger limits than a simple overlap of
individual results. Below masses of about 0.3 GeV, a lower bound on the mix-
ings from BBN, upper bounds from direct searches and neutrino oscillation
data also combine to give limits stronger than the ingredients. The effect of
the lightest LHN mass on the pattern of flavour mixing ratios is also exam-
ined for the first time. Utilizing the cuts mentioned earlier, we also recover
the behaviour previously observed in the n = 2 case. We also observed the
presence of regions in which excess likelihood is present; this has been pre-
viously observed, and is due to the type-I sessaw model offering a better fit
to observables (the invisible decay width of the Z boson, CKM and a lepton
universality quantity) than the SM.
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The thesis ends with a summary of the results and an outlook for future work
in Chapter 6. Large parts of the allowed parameter space below 100 GeV
from this study will be probed by experiments in the future; the exploration
of the regions of excess may also be possible. Improvements on the LHN
mass limits, along with the lower limit on their sum, may finally provide an
answer to the question of which mass hierarchy the LHNs adhere to. The
extension of this study to a larger range of theoretical models in a Bayesian
context is also an exciting avenue to be pursued.
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